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Executive Summary

Fraud and financial crime are among the greatest inhibitors to the stability and prosperity of organisations, institutions and economies around the world – in both developed and developing jurisdictions alike. Fraud is the crime to which most people are likely to fall victim. However construed, be it sophisticated and complex commercial frauds, insider dealing, market manipulation, money laundering, bribery, terrorism financing or tax evasion, these are ever-developing, transnational threats to which meaningful and innovative thinking is required in response. While an ethos of “shared values, shared approaches” underpins the global anti-economic crime framework, particularly vis-à-vis money laundering and financial regulation, a one-size-fits-all approach often omits important contextual challenges across different jurisdictions.

For lawyers and investigators, only a more nuanced approach taken to the subject of fraud, financial crime and asset recovery will enable us to understand and properly articulate what the real challenges are at international, regional and domestic levels – both practically, and theoretically. Thereby, more meaningful and practical cooperation and collaboration can be facilitated.

In recent years, financial crime has been an increasingly regular subject in the news media. It has been seen in successive breaches of confidential data from law firms in the offshore world (such as the Bahamas leaks, the Panama and Paradise papers) and from enforcement authorities and regulators (such as the FinCEN files). Cases are increasingly high-profile involving some of the world’s most well-known institutions. In terms of enforcement efforts, new civil and criminal tools are rapidly being designed and deployed beyond traditional recovery mechanisms or use of the criminal justice system – including deferred prosecution agreements to deal with complex international bribery allegations and AML breaches against large financial institutions, as well as new mechanisms such as unexplained wealth orders being used to target suspicious wealth of politically exposed persons, or those involved in serious crime.

While the mechanisms of case disposal, recovery or restitution have advanced, so too have the abilities of criminals to utilise innovative methods to perpetrate misconduct and conceal their illicit gains. These are impacting on insolvency and bankruptcy proceedings, and increasing the complexity of asset structuring and transaction chains. As the Covid-19 pandemic has acutely demonstrated, cyber-fraud and related misconduct is increasing. So too are the abilities to utilise under-regulated crypto-assets while systems of law around the world make their mind up about the nature of such ‘property’ and its regulation. Further, bad actors are utilising advancing technologies to perpetrate wrongdoing, and conceal or transact assets in non-traditional ways. Of course, the other side of this is that financial technologies are assisting practitioners and
investigators exponentially with recovery efforts, as well as transnational enforcement operations, information sharing, cooperation and mutual assistance.

Just as we are experiencing new and innovate threats, practitioners and the professions are faced with increasing regulatory and legislative obligations. Further, international financial and business centres, particularly ‘offshore’ markets, appear subject to growing, and perhaps disproportionate, pressure to change their models and comply with standards which are not yet global norms.

The Inaugural FraudNet Global Report 2021 draws upon the collective knowledge and experience-driven insights of its Members and Strategic Partners – all leaders in their interrelated fields of practice and who are at the forefront of some of the world’s most high-profile, legally impactful and sensitive asset recovery cases involving fraud and related misconduct. The Report showcases thought-pieces, briefings and analyses from across the globe. Its aims are to strengthen the research and intellectual arm of the world’s leading asset recovery lawyers’ network, and to provide contemporary insight to existing and potential clients about some of the most pertinent issues facing our field and the type of subjects the Members and Strategic partners regularly encounter in their work.

Articles encompass a useful mix of case studies, theoretical discussions, and practical solutions-based insight. They cover a range of themes of timely importance, including developments in criminal and civil asset recovery initiatives such as economic substance requirements, beneficial ownership and corporate transparency, ‘offshore’ issues, fraud and insolvency, cybercrime and security, evidential and ethical considerations, unexplained wealth and account freezing orders, forged commodities, crypto-assets and their regulation, and forensic analysis. Practical illustrations and examples, particularly from the different regions represented in the report, adds context to complex and developing areas of law. The Report also includes articles from leading academics associated to FraudNet, who are engaged in ongoing research in the field.

The articles also provide comment, analysis and evaluation of some recent landmark legal judgments and their practical implications, enactment of new legislation and regulatory obligations. It also considers how technological solutions can assist clients in asset recovery, as well as casting practical predictions about their application and scope. Drawing upon the authors’ individual professional experiences, useful learning outcomes and implications are proffered.

The Covid-19 pandemic has created an environment of dangerous opportunity, which is acknowledged across many of the papers in this Report. It is hoped that the articles are of utility and interest to existing and prospective clients and associates of the ICC FraudNet network, as well as provide valuable contributions to important and ongoing debates in the field. In this regard, it is also hoped that the Report will be of wider use to legislators, policymakers, investigators, researchers and scholars alike seeking to better enhance their understanding and contemporary
awareness of important developments in this field across the globe, many of which are covered insightfully and analytically in these papers.

Publications in this field are hardly lacking, however this Report is rather unique as it demonstrates individual insights of practitioners but also the broad experience of the network – which is its value proposition as the world’s leading asset recovery lawyers’ network. It is the Members and Strategic Partners’ united belief that mutual collaboration at the transnational level can be of significant utility when assisting the victims of fraud and economic crime as they seek recompense in complex circumstances, often with transnational elements.

It is hoped that the readers of this Report find the papers herein most useful and insightful.

Dr Dominic Thomas-James

Dr Dominic Thomas-James  
*Editor, FraudNet Global Report*  
e. dominicthomasjames@cantab.net
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Asset Recovery Initiatives
– A New Toolbox for Prosecutors

Kate McMahon

Abstract

In this article, Kate McMahon, a partner at the firm Edmonds Marshall McMahon, discusses recent developments in English law regarding suspicious wealth and recovering the proceeds of crime. By reference to various new statutory powers, including Account Freezing Orders and Unexplained Wealth Orders, set against the backdrop of the U.K.’s proceeds of crime framework, the author discusses how these new tools have been applied in English cases and reviews both their effectiveness and some of the concerns associated with them.

Background

In the second half of the 20th century, prosecutors’ powers to recover the proceeds of crime expanded gradually. Asset-seizure laws were first introduced after a drug-trafficking case in 1978, known as ‘Operation Julie’. In this case, the House of Lords held that existing laws could not be used to strip “drug traffickers of the total profits of their unlawful enterprises.”1 In practice, this meant that the courts were unable to confiscate some £750,000 of criminal profits.2 This unsatisfactory outcome led Parliament to introduce a confiscation regime under the Drug Trafficking Offences Act 1986 – although this legislation only applied to drug dealers initially, it was ultimately applied to a range of offences.3

Since the turn of the century, however, there has been a proliferation of new powers available to criminal prosecutors to assist with asset recovery. This acceleration is encapsulated by the enactment of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (‘POCA 2002’ or the ‘Act’). This Act, labelled by some as draconian, does have some of the world’s toughest laws on the tracing and freezing of ill-

1 R v Cuthbertson [1980] 6 WLUK 138
gotten gains. By way of background, the Proceeds of Crime Bill was introduced on 18 October 2001. At Parliament’s Second Reading, the Minister for Police, Courts and Drugs, John Denham, described the legislation in the following terms:

“The Bill is about taking the profit out of crime… Traditionally, the criminal justice system has been much better at convicting criminals than at depriving them of their wealth. Far too many defendants pass through the criminal justice system with little or no effort being made to deprive them of the benefit that they have derived from their crimes. The Bill says that people should not be able to enjoy the proceeds of criminal activity. They should not enjoy the trappings of wealth when that wealth is built on the misery of victims or activities that damage and exploit society.”

In line with these stated aims, the Act expanded asset-retrieval powers considerably, allowing courts to seize virtually anything owned by someone who had been convicted of a crime and deemed to have a “criminal lifestyle”. When the Act came into force, Part 5 was particularly controversial – that is because it created a civil recovery regime, permitting the seizure of assets where no conviction was possible because, for example, individuals remained sufficiently distant from the commission of the crimes or because they had left the country. The most pervasive criticism in relation to Part 5 was that seizing assets before conviction disturbs the presumption of innocence, as well as, of course, property rights.

Notwithstanding this criticism, asset-seizure powers have extended even further in the last decade. For example, deferred prosecution agreements (‘DPAs’) were introduced in 2014 by the Crime and Courts Act 2013. These agreements are made under the supervision of a judge and allow organisations to avoid being prosecuted, provided they meet certain conditions. Therefore, it is now possible for the Serious Fraud Office (‘SFO’) to recoup the proceeds of crime through a DPA, without the need to actually prosecute. This is a powerful new tool. Additionally, the Criminal Finances Act 2017 (the ‘CFA 2017’) introduced Account Freezing Orders (‘AFOs’), Account Forfeiture Orders (‘AFORs’) and Unexplained Wealth Orders (‘UWOs’). The CFA 2017 was enacted to bolster the proceeds of crime regime, following the first global Anti-Corruption Summit in London, in May 2016. London was, and still is, seen to be home to one of the world’s major financial markets. At the relevant time, the Home Office also considered the London property market to be unusually exposed to financial crime.

Arguably, however, these new legal tools go too far and have unintended consequences that outweigh their benefits. For example, in relation to DPAs, some argued that this was the beginning of the “Americanisation” of corporate crime enforcement and that the integrity of British justice was being compromised. Before analysing the efficacy of these legal tools and whether they go too far, it is worth exploring why asset-seizure powers have become fiercer in the last decade.

---

For one, interviews conducted by the Home Office with drug offenders suggest that many organised criminals fear losing their assets far more than jail time. In other words, these new asset recovery powers are an effective deterrent. The interviews also showed that many drug offenders perceive prison as an “occupational hazard” and that the threat of losing assets and earnings is far more persuasive.  

Next, the seizing of convicts’ assets is popular with the public and provides the police and prosecuting agencies with an additional income stream. However, concerns have been raised about the impact of these incentives – namely, that they encourage prosecuting agencies to pursue wealthy criminals, rather than those who do the most damage to society. There is much talk of this in the United States, where law enforcement has been criticized for “policing for profit”. 8 This is, undoubtedly, less of a concern in the UK because the proceeds of crime are split between various organs of the state – half goes to the Home Office and the other half goes to the police, enforcement agencies and the courts under the Asset Recovery Incentivisation Scheme. Notwithstanding all the reasons in favour of the new toolbox of asset recovery powers, persuasive concerns have also been raised. This presents an important question: have these new measures, on balance, improved England’s asset retrieval regime, or have they gone too far?

**The new toolbox of powers**

**Account Freezing Orders**

AFOs are one new power that have been added to the SFO’s arsenal. They were introduced by section 16 of the CFA 2017, which inserted new sections into POCA 2002. Broadly speaking, AFOs allow for the freezing and subsequent forfeiture of funds held in bank and building society accounts. Since being introduced, there has been a surge in the number of applications for AFOs by law enforcement agencies, such as the City of London Police (‘COLP’), HMRC and the SFO. The National Crime Agency (‘NCA’) also deploys this power regularly – for example, in 2019 they were granted freezing orders in respect of eight bank accounts containing a sum in excess of £100 million. The appeal of AFOs to prosecuting bodies is clear – this power enables law enforcement agencies to target wealth linked to criminality that is held in a bank account. In other words, the contents of banks accounts can now be frozen and confiscated in the same way as large sums of cash, which were traditionally seen as the hallmark of criminality.

There are various other reasons why AFOs have been popular among law enforcement. Not only can an application be made before the Magistrates’ Court, the minimum balance in the

---


relevant account need only be £1,000. By contrast, an application for a UWO must be made in the High Court and the value of the property held must be more than £50,000. Additionally, the evidential threshold for securing an AFO is low. There is no requirement for a criminal investigation to have commenced and an application may be made if the enforcement officer (for example, a COLP officer) has reasonable grounds for suspecting the matters in s.303Z3(2) of POCA 2002. This section provides:

(2) The relevant court may make the order if satisfied that there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that money held in the account (whether all or part of the credit balance of the account)—

(a) is recoverable property, or

(b) is intended by any person for use in unlawful conduct.

The Court will then evaluate and decide whether there are reasonable grounds for that suspicion. Reasonable grounds for suspecting a fact means that the fact is suspected and that there are objectively reasonable grounds for that suspicion. As you will understand, “reasonable grounds for suspecting” is not a high threshold. This threshold does not require any fact to be proved, even “on a balance of probabilities” (the civil standard), and it is likely to be a lower threshold than the “good arguable case” formula that must be met in order to obtain an interim freezing injunction. While in strict legal terms the applicant for an AFO bears the burden of proof, in practice the account holder has been expected to provide some sort of innocent explanation if he or she wants to avoid the freezing of their funds. Given the low threshold for the granting of an AFO, staying silent on the funds under investigation to avoid them being frozen (the “less is more” strategy) is unlikely to work in a respondent’s favour.

Arguably, however, this new procedure goes too far. AFOs are effectively a civil tool and avoid the need to prove allegations to the criminal standard. According to some, this means the respondent loses “crucial safeguards normally present in a criminal trial”, undermining the robustness of British justice. To be sure, the ability to freeze bank accounts on such a low threshold may put individuals in a tricky position – asking an account holder to explain the provenance of all his funds and explain all outgoing transactions is arguably too onerous. Additionally, as summed up by Aziz Rahman, “Parliament’s reasoning that the Magistrates’ Court was the appropriate forum for these powers is also a concern”. By contrast, UWOs are applied for in the High Court and restraint orders under POCA are applied for in the Crown Court. It is questionable to leave AFOs within the remit of the

---

12 ARA (ex parte Jamaica) [2014] UKPC 1 per Lord Hughes at [19]
13 The Niedersachsen [1983] 1 WLR 1412
16 Ibid
Magistrates’ Court, which often fails to apply the rigour (not to mention the expertise) of the senior judiciary. An article published by Doughty Street Chambers highlights a risk that leaving AFOs to the Magistrates creates – that is, the “grab first investigate later” mentality, which has the power to inflict serious reputational and commercial damage on legitimate companies.\(^1\)

**Unexplained Wealth Orders**

The UWO, introduced by the CFA 2017, also warrants close attention. This new tool was the government’s response to difficulties in identifying suspects’ source of wealth, which is required for civil recovery proceedings.\(^1\) In their 2016 Impact Assessment Report, the Home Office explained that the UWO would create a new investigative power and assist in building evidence for non-conviction-based asset recovery. The explanatory notes to the Criminal Finance Bill 2016 also gave context on why this was important – enforcement authorities were struggling to obtain sufficient evidence for asset freezing proceedings under POCA 2002, especially where international cooperation was required.\(^1\)

UWOs target specified property and the wealth used to acquire this property where such wealth is disproportionate or its source dubious. It places an onus on the subject of the order (the respondent) to explain the source of their wealth. Although UWOs are not available to private prosecutors, they are, nevertheless, a powerful investigatory tool and can be granted in relation to any property that has a value of more than £50,000. Although UWOs are granted on the basis of a relatively low threshold, the 2020 case *NCA v. Baker & Ors.* [2020] EWHC 822 (Admin) warrants attention. This High Court case dealt with a UWO and sheds some light on what an applicant must prove. Having considered other authorities, the judge said the following:

> “The use of complex offshore corporate structures … is not, without more, a ground for believing that they have been set up, or are being used, for wrongful purposes, such as money laundering. There are lawful reasons – privacy, security, tax mitigation – why very wealthy people invest their capital in complex offshore corporate structures … Of course, such structures may also be used to disguise money laundering, but there must be some additional evidential basis for such a belief, going beyond the complex structures used.”\(^2\)

Since they became available, the UK has only seen a handful of UWOs. Although the properties subject to UWOs have had a tremendous cumulative value, the NCA has only achieved one forfeiture to date, and this was through a settlement. On 7 October 2020, the NCA announced it had seized just over £9.8 million worth of assets (from 45 different properties). The settlement also meant a discontinuance of their investigation. That said, it is undeniable that UWOs are a powerful investigatory tool as they can compel a respondent to disclose details of his private life and financial situation. The *Baker* case is instructive on this point and highlights that from the


\(^{20}\) *NCA v. Baker & Ors.* [2020] EWHC 822 (Admin) at [97]
respondent’s perspective, it can be advantageous to provide information voluntarily and take a collaborative approach. In this case, the three UWOs were discharged and the NCA were refused permission to appeal.

In summary, given their relative newness, it is difficult to ascertain the effectiveness of UWOs and AFOs. Broadly speaking, however, these powers seem to be a necessary and proportionate response to modern day crime. Those suspected of criminality do not always deal in cash anymore and the ability to interrogate the source of someone’s wealth and the use of funds in bank accounts is simply the law’s way of catching up with the 21st century. As criminal enterprise adapts, so too must the legislation seeking to rout it out.

**Freezing cryptocurrency**

To end, it’s worth touching on another power that has been made available to prosecutors in the last 5 years – the ability to freeze crypto-assets (otherwise known as cryptocurrency). The proliferation of cryptocurrencies has created new opportunities for criminals to carry out high value heists. CipherTrace, a blockchain forensics company, has reported that losses from cyber-crime amounted to $4.52 billion in 2019. This represented a 150% increase from 2018. As with all fraud, those who have been defrauded want to recover what is theirs and more victims of cyber-crime are requesting proprietary injunctions and freezing orders through the courts.

The granting of court orders in respect of cryptocurrency has brought with it a particular issue, namely, is cryptocurrency even capable of being the subject of freezing orders and proprietary injunctions? In order for the courts to grant such orders, the claimant must show that the asset in question is personal property. However, classifying cryptocurrency in classical English law terms has proved problematic – is it a right, property or something else? Although cryptocurrency is still not defined in statute, recent developments have helpfully clarified its legal status.

In November 2019, a group of barristers called the UK Jurisdiction Task Force (‘UKJT’) published a Legal Statement on Cryptoassets and Smart Contracts (the ‘Legal Statement’). According to the Legal Statement, cryptocurrency is legally equivalent to property and the unique features of crypto-assets – “intangibility, cryptographic authentication, use of a distributed transaction ledger, decentralisation, rule by consensus” – do not prevent these assets from qualifying as property. The Legal Statement provided much needed clarity in this area and its analysis has been upheld in the English courts. For example, *AA v Persons Unknown* [2019] EWHC 3556 confirmed that cryptocurrency is property and noted that it is possible for this kind of asset to be the subject of freezing orders and proprietary injunctions.

---

Cryptocurrencies are unique assets and it’s not surprising their legal status has exercised lawmakers. Now that cryptocurrency has been definitively classified as property, the issue becomes how it should be frozen. Unlike traditional currencies, which are held in conventional bank accounts, cryptocurrencies are decentralised – as such, the freezing of crypto-assets is more complex than simply serving a worldwide freezing order on a bank. However, as evidenced by *Liam David Robertson v Persons Unknown* [unreported], court orders can, in fact, be served on coin exchanges. In this case, the claimant obtained an order in relation to Coinbase UK Limited, a UK domiciled crypto-exchange, helping him to obtain a $1,100,000 settlement.\(^25\)

**Conclusion**

To conclude, recovering ill-gotten gains is a dynamic, complex area – this reflects the fact that criminality and the ways to hide criminal proceeds are continuously evolving. The proliferation of cryptocurrency and crypto-fraud, as well as the law’s response to this new threat, illustrates this point. As discussed at some length, there has also been a proliferation of new powers available to prosecutors. Although controversial, POCA 2002 and the CFA 2017 are prominent examples of good practice in the area of asset recovery. These pieces of legislation were carefully crafted to keep pace with the evolving criminal landscape – this approach is essential for any asset recovery regime that hopes to be effective and have longevity.
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Abstract

In this article, James Pomeroy of Grant Thornton examines corruption in the public sector. At a time of increased global uncertainty, the author outlines important background on government or ‘official’ corruption, and reinforces the devasting effects that corruption has both in the context of developed countries, but also developing states in which unaccountability and corruption is systemic. The paper discusses civil recovery of the proceeds of official corruption, outlining the key stages and the multi-stakeholder approaches required to maximise the recovery of value. It also discusses the insolvency process as a machine of recovery. It also addresses the important question of funding in the context of the risk-value balance, set against other political, economic and social constraints often seen in such cases.

Introduction

Corruption is the abuse of power by those in positions of trust, influence, or authority, for personal benefit at the cost of the broader society. It robs nations of their financial, social, and environmental well-being, it pervades the psyche of citizens and leads to all kinds of decay, widening the divide between the powerful and the powerless.

Left unbroken, the cycle of corruption continues for generations, leaving apathy and a blunted sense of hope to those who live in a corrupt society. Corrupt behaviour is nothing new and has been the subject of considerable international focus for decades. Professor Paul Heywood observed that despite the heightened attention, “citizens across the world simply don’t believe that such initiatives have had any effect […] the real danger is that corruption becomes seen as a norm within any political process.”¹ In 1997, the United Nations recognized the seriousness of the impact of

¹ Heywood, Paul M., 2017, “Why we need to understand better how and why corruption occurs, and what we can do to address it”, available at: https://www.thebritishacademy.ac.uk/blog/why-we-need-understand-better-how-and-why-corruption-occurs-and-what-we-can-do-address-it/
corruption across societies, undermining the rule of law and leading to violations of human rights, adopting the United Nations Convention Against Corruption².

Why stand up to corruption? Surely, the obvious and overly simplified answer must be to make a better life for all, to elevate the standard of living across a population, and to bring wrongdoers to justice. All are more easily said than done. What can be done, and how? These may not prove to be the rhetorical or unanswerable questions they first appear. There are paths to recovery, albeit slow and long term in nature. These include implementing, monitoring, and enforcing governance regimes and shifting societal norms and expectations about the behaviour of public officials.

Cultures of corrupt states are so imbued with cynicism and acquiescence that bad actors can carry on their schemes with bold impunity, caring little about scrutiny or its likelihood. Interrupting the cycle demands a shift away from apathy and indifference. There may be more immediate pathways to change, either in a tangible way by finding and recovering stolen assets and corrupt wealth, or in a less palpable one, through the psychological benefit to society from seeing corrupt actors brought to justice.

The Cost of Corruption

There are obvious, large scale, immediate economic and financial costs of corruption. They include the value extracted directly from the state and converted into personal benefit in the usual ways such as luxury homes, expensive automobiles, yachts, planes, and other hard goods. Unfortunately, glitzy, high-profile hard assets often over-shadow the negative downstream effects on society. Smaller scale corruption, like the bribes paid by ordinary citizens to ensure that everyday life carries on uninterrupted, takes on a more mundane appearance and revolves around issues such permits being issued, goods being retrieved from customs, and official forms being stamped. While relatively smaller individual transaction values, these aggregate to something larger than the sum of their parts and contribute to a weakening of society by virtue of the nature of act, rather the amount. A death by a thousand cuts.

More significant pay-to-play schemes involve high level collusion between the private and public sector. Bribery and corruption on this scale involves trillions of dollars extracted from public coffers and divided amongst the participants in these schemes. In 2018, UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres estimated that corruption costs the global economy more than $1 trillion paid in bribes, and another $2.6 trillion across other forms of corruption.³

According to the United Nations Development Programme’s Sustainable Development Goal 16, corruption, bribery, and tax evasion account for more than $1.25 trillion annually in developing countries alone, enough to lift the populations of those countries above the poverty threshold of only $1.25 per day⁴ for at least six years⁵.

---

² United Nations Convention Against Corruption, Preamble, 2003
⁴ US$1.25 per day was the international poverty line used by the World Bank until it was increased to US$1.90 per day in 2015. The update reflected changes in cost of living and exchange rates from when the previous line was set but it preserves the same approximate purchasing power.
High level corruption is often played in plain view and is widely known or speculated about by the general public, who usually have no individual power to take action. This contributes to public angst and damages collective spirit. Schemes like cartels, infrastructure construction fraud, illegal political campaign financing, and systemic circumvention of government contracting requirements (if they even exist) have a broader desaturation effect on entire economies, suppressing otherwise functional consumer and commercial markets and lowering the quality of life.

As awareness, acceptance or indeed the expectation of corruption grows and a collective indifference spreads throughout society, an inherent distrust in the government and the wider political system takes root. Tax collection in corrupt states suffers as low-level functionaries demand bribes for one favour or another. Even more concerning is the negative impact on the willingness of individuals to pay tax into a corrupt system at all, further depriving the state of its ability to generate much needed revenue. Why should good citizens contribute to a dysfunctional institution?

The higher the levels of perceived and actual corruption, the more difficult it can become to attract outside investment, impeding economic growth, reducing employment rates, and stifling innovation. The empirical evidence is still developing and the degree to which foreign investment is impacted can vary depending on the definition scope of corruption that is applied in the research. For example, political forms of corruption may have less of an effect on the foreign investment decision than bribery, which can result in serious criminal and financial repercussions in the investors’ home jurisdiction. Even so, despite that there are many variables to consider, studies have found that economies that implement effective measure to control corruption and improve the quality of their institutions and rule of law may attract a greater inflow of foreign investment.

A stunted economy with devolving expectations becomes fertile ground for a population with little hope of success from honest hard work alone. It becomes open to activity that would otherwise be unacceptable from a moral standpoint as a trade-off for ensuring the prosperity of one’s family.

A Disproportionate Impact

The World Bank Group recognizes that corruption has a disproportionate impact on certain countries and demographics. Increased costs, reduced services, and cuts to social programmes hit poorer and more vulnerable populations the hardest as these populations do not have the same choices as wealthier ones do. As a percentage of household income, routine bribes demanded by the police or a public official take food of the tables of poorer families. The UN recognized that “corruption hurts the poor disproportionately by diverting funds intended for development,
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7 DeNolf, Bert. The Impact of Corruption on Foreign Direct Investment (2008), The Journal of World Investment & Trade, Vol. 9, Issue 3
undermining a Government’s ability to provide basic services, feeding inequality and injustice, and discouraging foreign aid and investment.\(^\text{11}\)

In dramatic contrast to the overwhelmingly negative impact of corruption on society, however, bribes paid by the wealthy are a much lower proportion of their income or wealth as compared to the poor. A Transparency International survey of more than 63,000 respondents found “that it is the poor who are most often confronted with requests for bribes, in wealthy and poor countries alike.” It also found that endemic, mandatory “extortion hits low-income households with a regressive tax that saps scarce household resources.”\(^\text{12}\)

It is reasonable to infer that optional, high-value bribes paid by the wealthy tend to serve to enhance political connection or social status. For example, wealthy families can choose to pay astounding sums to propel their children to the front of admissions queues at elite universities, as illustrated by the recent Varsity Blues college admission scandal in the United States. In 2019 the US Federal Bureau of Investigation uncovered a scheme in which 49 high net worth and celebrity parents of high school-aged children paid more than $25 million in bribes to ensure their children’s acceptance into elite US colleges and universities.\(^\text{13}\) Some families paid more than $500,000 for the certainty of admission to highly prestigious institutions. The voluntarily complicit payor of a bribe is rewarded with greater access and opportunity to participate in financial success, whereas the vulnerable population may be forced to make crucial moral choices simply to survive.

### Spiralling Economic and Social Decline

Economic desaturation deprives the state of funding for social programmes, educational systems, public infrastructure, healthcare, recreational services, and so on. These institutions and programmes deteriorate, the quality of service suffers, and public perception and trust declines. Public expectation gets lower and lower. But the costs reach wider than merely financial and economic loss. Rule of law and political stability are perverted when the political elite are seen to be living with impunity from the proceeds of corruption.

Political or ethnic divisions widen, and for some their only natural recourse is perceived to be voting in election. In countries where corruption is endemic, a pattern of changes in government each election cycle or two emerges wherein the incoming party, having run on a platform of change, undertakes a half-hearted lookback at the incumbent party, resolving to clean up and bring transgressors to justice. All too often though, promises to bring justice (or retribution) of the predecessor regime inevitably remain unfulfilled and the cycle of corruption continues unbroken. Public faith in political institutions reduces. Half-hearted efforts to investigate corruption unsupported by the highest levels in government are simply left unattended to stagnate or are met with endless legal and public challenge, eventually forgotten as the next scandal finds its way into the public eye.

\(^{11}\) United Nations Convention Against Corruption, Foreword, 2003


Development Funding

Failure to control widespread corruption and to implement basic governance has been shown to negatively impact development funding from other countries. In 2001, the C.D. Howe Institute examined the effectiveness of the Canadian International Development Agency’s (CIDA) development aid. Among its findings was that “CIDA should coordinate with other donors while focusing on the effectiveness of its own aid.” Coordination is useful to resolving the highly complex issues surrounding corruption and poor governance that detracts from aid effectiveness. In 2008, CIDA made aid effectiveness and accountability for development results a keystone of its development priority to reduce global poverty. In its action plan introduced that year, CIDA committed, by 2010-2011 to focusing 80% of its bilateral aid over the following 3 years to just 20 countries, emphasising effectiveness, accountability, and transparency in an effort to maximise aid effectiveness.

Good governance is something of a subjective term. In their long-running research series prepared for the World Bank, Kaufman, Kraay, and Mastruzzi (1999) concluded that “there is a strong causal relationship from good governance to better development outcomes such as higher per capita incomes, lower infant mortality, and higher literacy.” They later posit that there is a positive relationship between good governance and positive development outcomes.

The World Bank, through its commission of the Kaufman et al study, have advanced indicators of good governance as aggregated in their “6 Worldwide Governance Indicators”, among which includes “Control of Corruption”. States which take active steps to embrace change and incorporate better governance stand a greater chance of reaping the rewards from development funding through both immediate increase in funding and the long-term benefit of more effective development outcomes. Naturally, it is in every state’s best interest to maintain or increase the flow of development funds from international contributors.

Breaking the Cycle

Breaking the cycle of corruption demands sweeping macro-level change and the implementation and enforcement of prevention and detection policies. Enhanced governance and the establishment of robust anti-corruption and whistle-blower legislation underpins a shift in public psychology and behaviour as signals of real intent. Institutional change takes significant time and political commitment to accomplish. Profound, permanent change encounters many obstacles that require commitment and political will from the highest level. Absent that endorsement, experience shows that the cycle can too easily continue, despite the public will to break it. The public

16 The Worldwide Governance Indicators, Kaufman, Kraay, Mastruzzi, 1999
17 The Worldwide Governance Indicators, Kaufman, Kraay, Mastruzzi, 2010 - WGI cover over 200 countries and territories, measuring six dimensions of governance starting in 1996: voice and accountability to citizens, political stability and lack of violence, government effectiveness, an efficient regulatory framework, the rule of law, and control of corruption. The aggregate indicators are based on several hundred underlying variables.
vote that fuels the partisan election back and forth is not enough. The voices of the powerless are not enough, but their will is a necessary first step.

**Call to Action**

Seeds of change are sown by citizens and civil servants who refuse to accept as a societal norm that public officials, when presented with corrupt opportunity will act in their own interests rather than the interests of the state. In 2015-2016, Guatemala, Lebanon, Brazil, and Malaysia saw large public demonstrations against corruption and impunity. Progress is slow. Civil servants and functionaries in corrupt institutions quite often, understandably, turn a blind eye to corruption so as to keep their livelihoods in economies that have been devastated. These actions enable systemic corruption and must be addressed. But there must be alternatives for these members of society – who, otherwise, would be forced to sacrifice their livelihoods when those in power around them are living in luxury.

Nations can stimulate change through the development of public policy aimed at preventing and detecting corruption, establishing frameworks that enable independent oversight and governance, and implementing measures to actively monitor and enforce adherence to public policy. This includes taking action where necessary to reinforce the consequences of breaching public trust. These models are critically important for a long-term recovery and shift in public motivation and the empowerment of those affected by corruption to break the status quo. Advancement of robust public policy and culture change are critical to the long-term emergence from a state of capture. However, these are long-term solutions and do not address corrupt activity in the near-term.

To supplement and emphasise commitment to the long-term policy positions and push for a more immediate impact, states need to take action to deter and deprive corrupt actors of the fruits of their actions, to fight against impunity. Illicit gains are often well hidden using professional advisors to help corrupt actors create sophisticated, highly complex international corporate and financial structures, requiring the state to look to comparably sophisticated private professional firms for guidance and strategy advice to penetrate those structures.

The war against corruption plays out over countless battles, each calling for perseverance and the will to overcome the actions taken by politicians, civil servants, public and private sector entities, and private individuals to obfuscate the proceeds of their actions. These actors must be pursued and made to turn over the cash, bank accounts, real and personal property they have accumulated from their graft.

Chapter V of the UN Convention Against Corruption sets out a fundamental framework for asset recovery and Article 53 establishes measures designed to improve international cooperation and facilitate cross border asset recovery. These include requiring adopting nations to permit foreign states to establish property claims within their jurisdictions, to take measures that would allow the domestic court to issue orders to pay damages or compensation that would be effective when enforced by a foreign state, and, to recognise foreign states’ claims to ownership of property which is the proceeds of an offence. Turning a blind eye or staging investigations that go nowhere simply

---

contributes to the spiral that leads to failed statehood and enduring suffering by its citizenry. The measures introduced by the Convention serve to level the playing field by establishing a pathway to recover assets that have been secreted in foreign jurisdictions.

**Civil or Criminal Recovery**

As public sentiment shifts and a call for change is heard, certain immediate objectives that drive actionable initiatives must be considered. For example, governments and societies at large will consider whether criminal action is preferred over civil claims. Public and political objectives can be at odds with each other when the political benefits are viewed to be more important by a new government than financial recovery through civil proceedings.

The quick political win through criminal charges or implications of fraud or corruption against members of the former government can be higher profile and have wider political ramifications than a long and drawn-out civil legal battle to deprive that same official of their financial gain. Criminal repercussions that reach the higher levels of corrupt structures can be effective signals that change is happening. The quick fix of a high-profile criminal conviction used solely as a political manoeuvre may be viewed as exactly for what it is, and the short-term political benefit ultimately gives way to a new wave of corruption.

By contrast, a well-designed civil asset recovery strategy, making effective use of the various legal and financial investigation tools that are available, which may also include the criminal process, can have the dual benefit of shining a light on the predecessor’s transgressions and recovering value that was lost to officials and beneficiaries of the corrupt regime.

When civil asset recovery is carried out with skilful public relations against well-defined targets and is sponsored by well-intentioned high-level government officials, recovery of value back into the economy can help to bring lasting change. In May 2020, after a six-year civil recovery process, Nigeria recovered over $300 million of value laundered by the former Abacha regime through structures in the United States and Jersey, Channel Islands. The recovered funds have been ringfenced to support indigent Nigerians and to expedite important infrastructure projects.20

Successfully tackling grand corruption can accomplish the desired financial recovery that can be so beneficial to society and it can also achieve the punitive element against wrongdoers which may partially satisfy both the general public and the desire for political win.

**Funding the Recovery of Corrupt Proceeds**

Throwing good money after bad. This is the mantra of any victim of fraud and it is often heard from the governments of victim states as well. Naturally, faced with drained public accounts and a mandate for change, states that have suffered generations of corruption may not be in a position to dedicate significant resources to the pursuit of lost value, a process that can be extremely complex and far reaching, typically involving the movement of proceeds of crime to multiple jurisdictions around the globe.

---

Complex problems call for complex solutions and there are professional services firms of investigators, lawyers, and forensic accountants specialising in the recovery of the proceeds of fraud and corruption. In response to the question of funding over the past decade or more, there has also been a growing cadre of private funding firms that can assist governments in a range of funding alternatives. Deciding on whether to engage a private funder can be a challenge given the risk associated with civil asset recovery, as there is with any litigation. These types of funding arrangements necessarily demand a commensurate return on investment. Once again, presentation with full transparency to the public is critical to obtain public buy-in from a political standpoint. When the decision is whether to proceed or not, a case can often be made to satisfy the cost-benefit analysis of giving up part of something, or all of nothing. Experience has shown that investing state resources at the outset can accomplish several key benefits that can jumpstart a successful civil asset recovery strategy:

- First, self-funded preliminary investigations can help develop leads to potential asset recovery that can lead to early identification of actionable wrongdoing and possible targets for recovery. Actionable intelligence is extremely important and attractive to private funders and legal counsel who will be engaged to develop and bring claims.

- Positive preliminary findings can also reduce the risk to private funders who will not be asked to put capital at risk at an exploratory stage. Lower risk results in a lower premium required on the funder’s investment, translating to overall reduced cost, which means higher net recovery to the state.

- Finally, preliminary targeted investigations can serve as harbingers of things to come if a full-scale corruption investigation and asset recovery case is commenced. They serve as trial run that can identify weaknesses in chain of command, assess the existence and quality of access to information, and they can test the political will and leadership of those in government who are directing the recovery.

**The Civil Asset Recovery Strategy**

The civil asset recovery strategy encompasses specialist professional service providers that span several competencies, with each one having a degree of knowledge and experience commensurate with each other. The most successful recovery cases are comprised of professionals who collaborate well, each bringing multi-jurisdictional experience and skill to their respective fields. While the involvement of each element of the team of recovery professionals will vary at different times, it is important for all to be aware of the status of the case and the direction that it is taking. A well-informed team will keep a civil asset recovery case focused on realistic claims for value, alert to potential challenges, and aware of potential parallel criminal proceedings to the extent they help and do not hinder the civil recovery. The civil asset recovery strategy typically includes multiple rounds of data preservation, investigative interviews and intelligence gathering, the formulation of legal claims, and the implementation enforcement strategies.
Data Preservation

Information and data preservation is one of the most critical first steps that will establish a critical foundation upon which entire investigations and consequent asset recovery cases may succeed or fail. This step is often carried out at a very early stage when very little may be known about the complete nature of the wrongdoing or the scope of the participants, both within and outside the government. Significant attention must be given to consider the possible universe of data that may be required. Once the preservation process is commenced, the risk of destruction of documents and devices grows exponentially, and careful consideration should be taken to cast the net as wide as possible. Data preservation includes many different sources of information. An ever-changing set of skills and technology is required to capture hard copy records, end-user devices, computer servers, and cloud-based data. Investigation and intelligence professionals interrogate the information that drives the recovery case.

Investigation and Intelligence Gathering

An early assessment of electronic data can range from financial databases, email servers, text messaging and other forms of communications, social media, official contracts, procurement information, and related policies and regulations. Armed with this, investigators and intelligence professionals begin to build the foundations of the case.

Information gathering also involves conducting interviews with functionaries and senior officials alike, as well as reports from whistle blowers, data analysis, and search strings run across millions of records. These help to pinpoint areas of concern. Individual contracts or entire departments come under scrutiny and key individuals are identified. Investigation and intelligence gathering can be an iterative process, distilling findings into actionable evidence and informing possible legal claims.

The investigative team work closely with legal advisors, providing reports and analyses that ultimately frame claims for recovery of value, which take on a variety of forms. These include the cars, homes, and yachts previously mentioned as more traditional hard assets, but assets often take a softer form including claims for value lost because of actions or inaction by a service provider. Communications between government officials, their advisors, and colluding parties in the private sector may set the stage for third party claims.

Legal Claims and Subject Matter Experts

Legal claims range from graft by single contractors providing bribes in return for the award of multi-million dollar contracts, which are easy to quantify, to claims for economic harm brought to an entire state due to cartel behaviour by oligarchs controlling an entire industry.

Legal professionals draw on the financial analyses completed by investigators which may show trends in contract award values that are indicative of collusive activity. These hallmarks must then be substantiated by subject matter experts who test things like the integrity of roads and bridges to ensure they meet the technical specifications contracted for by the government. The legal and investigative teams collaborate to leverage findings to support applications for production of bank
records, phone records, and information about properties, companies, and trust structures in domestic and foreign jurisdictions. This serves to develop increased knowledge in order to support the investigative and legal hypothesis, leading to claims.

As successful claims are brought, the resulting awards are taken to foreign jurisdictions when assets have moved, to be recognized for enforcement abroad. In order to synchronise the legal outcomes from one jurisdiction to another, a well-organised network of investigative and legal professionals practicing in the niche field of cross-border asset recovery is required.

Grand corruption cases often involve multiple claims against multiple parties. These claims are often segregated by the type of action or by classes of individual, corporate, or trusts which are the subjects of the claims. Rarely do the chronologies of the varied actions align, which means judgments can be issued at different times in various amounts and may involve different strategies for enforcement.

Asset Recovery and Enforcement Through Insolvency

An often-overlooked tool for enforcing judgments against individuals and corporate entities is the use of insolvency proceedings, which can be advantageous to gaining access to physical or financial assets in domestic and foreign jurisdictions. Equally, or more often, there can be value in using insolvency laws to gain access to banking records or any other information that a company holds. Stepping into the shoes of a shelf company in an offshore jurisdiction can be a low-cost, time effective approach to gaining access to records that might otherwise be unavailable or could be complicated by an official government-to-government diplomatic channel or through law enforcement. The use of information gained through government or criminal procedures may be problematic or even impossible to use in a civil proceeding. The civil asset recovery team must be alert to these and other potential pitfalls.

Final Considerations

Combatting political corruption, by its nature, presents many threats and sensitivities to all involved. While the objectives of governments, their advisors and funders, and the general public may align at the outset of a civil asset recovery case, the relationships can easily fray when political demands become paramount, timelines for investigation or legal claims inevitably run longer than anticipated, or, when financial investments deviate from the plan. Professional advisors must carefully assess the moral and financial risks associated with acting for regimes in charge. Independence must be maintained, and legal and financial advisors need to be wary of political motivations and ensure preliminary findings are not misconstrued for political theatre. Similarly, findings that go deeper than anticipated may be whitewashed or never see the light of day.

Funders, and therefore, the team of professional advisors, rely on good faith that the government will allow claims to be fully developed and recoveries to be made to secure their own compensation. Findings that threaten the current apparatus may pose an existential threat to the investigation and asset recovery plan, and can cause severe financial harm to professional advisors. As such, they should ensure that sufficient contingencies are built into the contract terms.
To provide the optimal setting for successful asset recovery to governments, the most important factors must include empowerment from the top, access to people and information, and a clear operational strategy rather than a politically motivated one. Only once these guiding principles are in place will there be an opportunity to help recover lost value into the government treasury and to help a nation stand up to corruption.
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Developments in Asset Tracing: A Cayman Islands Perspective

Nick Dunne & Colette Wilkins

Abstract

In this article, Nick Dunne and Colette Wilkins, partners at the law firm Walkers, based in the Cayman Islands, share their insights on recent developments in asset tracing, by reference to locally-decided cases with international relevance. The authors provide important backdrop to the offshore world set against growing transparency initiatives and increased scrutiny at government and inter-governmental level.

The Compliance Dividend

The traditional image of the offshore jurisdictions as a regulatory black hole into which money disappears but information never comes out is powerful and enduring, but also increasingly inaccurate. Regardless of beaches and palm trees, no jurisdiction is truly an island, and offshore centres are now better understood as the busy intersections of international financial business.

A natural consequence of that place in the global system is that growing regulatory burdens in the onshore world have been reflected offshore, a harmonisation that is necessary to ensure continued cooperation and access to that global system. Not only have the (in)famous provisions of the old Confidential Relationships (Preservation) Law been fundamentally overhauled to remove the features which were often characterised as a "secrecy law", but regular inspections by the Financial Action Task Force of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development have resulted in what amount to mandatory risk mitigation recommendations. The attention of numerous national and intergovernmental agencies has also been directed to addressing perceived abuses of the tax system, with the result that the Islands find themselves under constant and detailed scrutiny. In consequence, secrecy and concealment have increasingly given way to transparency and tax efficiency as the hallmarks of the mature offshore world, with a corresponding eagerness to avoid any association with "dirty" money.
A welcome by-product of that shift of emphasis has been to assist in asset recovery efforts in a number of ways. The first of which relates to the usefulness of the existing Norwich Pharmacal remedy. As is well known, such enables disclosure to be obtained from an innocent non-party where that information is necessary to identify a wrongdoer or bring a claim. Norwich Pharmacal orders have always been a powerful weapon when deployed against offshore service providers such as registered agents or banks, but the increasing need for collection and updating of detailed due diligence can result in a wealth of useful information being identified where a fraudster may have utilised a Cayman Islands vehicle beyond that which may have previously been available.

In similar vein, the identity of the directors of an entity is often a matter of significant interest, but for many years was out of reach without the need to first obtain a Norwich Pharmacal order, because the register was a confidential document which, although filed with the Registrar of Companies, was not open to public inspection. That has however recently changed, and a list of current directors may now be obtained directly from the Registry upon payment of a small fee. Although this will not always avoid the need to obtain wider disclosure, its immediate availability and low cost can be important and helpful, particularly where a matter is developing quickly. The usefulness of this data is of course entirely contingent upon its accuracy, but initial signs in that regard are encouraging.

The introduction of economic substance requirements for many Cayman Islands companies as part of regulatory reform has marked a departure from the "brass plate" model of business, where the fact of a company registration was rarely linked to a physical presence within the Islands, to a situation in which an adequate existence will be far more common. Although there are a number of exemptions to the rules, most companies are now required to maintain an "adequate physical presence" in the jurisdiction when assessed in relation to the level of income that they generate, which in many cases will require both a place of business and local staff.

That is another change which may affect the asset recovery landscape given that a physical presence is likely to lead to a commensurate expansion in the quantity of potentially relevant documentation within the Islands, and the presence of individuals who may be involved in any wrongdoing. Given the pro-recovery attitude of the Cayman Islands courts and the range of remedies available to assist in recovery and tracing, connection with the Cayman Islands may well prove a vulnerability, rather than a strength, for fraudsters.

Perhaps most importantly of all, the overarching narrative of the past 15 years in the Cayman Islands has been firmly one of a move to a pro-compliance business culture which is aligned with that which exists in the larger onshore jurisdictions. Whilst it would be naïve to either conclude that fraud has been eliminated, or that there are not jurisdictions in which the old ways do not still hold sway, the chilling effect of that positive culture on the opportunities which might otherwise exist for fraud should not be underestimated. The contradiction is, perhaps, that as the ways in which to commit fraud increase with the rise of technology, so the ways in which to safely warehouse the proceeds of those frauds decline. Fraud may be an inevitability, but the Cayman Islands has firmly sought to align itself with the victim in seeking to unravel wrongdoing.
**Hands Across the Sea**

Notwithstanding the developments in relation to economic substance, it nevertheless remains the case that the vast majority of businesses connected with the Cayman Islands have an overwhelmingly strong international element. It is a rare fraud claim indeed which starts and finishes in the offshore world without travelling onshore at some stage. Against this background, the effectiveness of asset recovery measures is heavily dependent on the extent to which they are able to successfully interact with proceedings in other jurisdictions which may have a substantially greater connection to the fraud itself, and may well be the situs of any substantive claims against the fraudster.

The Cayman Islands has been proactive in that regard, most obviously through a successful amendment to the Grand Court Law which placed it beyond doubt that jurisdiction existed to grant injunctions ancillary to overseas proceedings even where there was no cause of action within the Islands. Orders freezing assets under those provisions are now made frequently.

The statutory basis for these freestanding orders has avoided the difficulties which have recently arisen in the British Virgin Islands with the "Black Swan" line of cases beginning in 2009. Such sought to achieve at common law the same effect as the Cayman Island statutory amendment, and were recently held by the Eastern Caribbean Court of Appeal in *Broad Idea International v Convoy Collateral* (BVICMAP 2019/0026, 29 May 2020) to have been wrongly decided. This leaves a lacuna in the law, albeit one that that jurisdiction is likely to remedy in short order. Currently pending appeal, doubtless that hole will be plugged statutorily in due course, but the uncertainty that has resulted from *Broad Idea* both demonstrates the prescience of the Cayman Islands approach and the pro-assistance attitude of the Court to proceedings in foreign jurisdictions.

Another example of that attitude can been found in a very recent (and as yet unreported) decision of the Grand Court. This involved allegations of serious wrongdoing in respect of a locally incorporated and regulated insurer, whose business was principally conducted in the United States, but there was a potential lacuna in the law as to whether the Court was able to confirm the powers of locally appointed controllers so as to enable them to apply for urgent Chapter 15 relief and temporary restraining orders in the United States.

Recognising the importance of US bankruptcy protection to the interests of potential creditors, the Court was willing to look beyond the failure to expressly provide a power to give such a confirmation in the relevant statutes and take the view that it was able to make the necessary orders in the exercise of its inherent jurisdiction. As a result, the interim relief was secured within a matter of hours.

Although this decision was focused on a discrete and specialised point, the flexible and pragmatic approach which was adopted in the interests of securing assets is consistent with the prevailing trend over a number of years, and there is no reason to foresee any change in that trend in future. The ability of the Cayman Islands courts not only to adopt and follow trends in asset
recovery from elsewhere, but to recognise the importance of cooperation and comity in seeking to do justice in asset recovery matters, is beyond doubt and is demonstrated on a regular basis. The Grand Court has clearly signalled that it understands the nature of its role in cross border disputes, and will do all it properly can to work alongside foreign courts to ensure the effectiveness of remedies granted at home or abroad.

**Concluding Thoughts**

Any notion of the major offshore jurisdictions as sleepy backwaters has been firmly dispelled by in recent years. Dynamic change is underway, both judicial and legislative a state of affairs which appears likely to continue for the foreseeable future. The direction of travel is likely to remain in favour of parties seeking to trace and recover assets, providing an increasingly powerful toolkit to practitioners.
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Abstract

This article explores direct means of obtaining evidence and provisional measures in aid of foreign proceedings under the laws of the Republic of Panama, which are available in lieu of traditional means of international judicial assistance such as letters rogatory and enforcement proceedings.

1. Introduction

Litigants embroiled in international civil and/or commercial disputes requiring the tracing or recovery of assets in more than one jurisdiction, are frequently faced with challenges due to differences in the legal systems of such jurisdictions. Of particular relevance is the marked lack of compatibility between Common Law and Civil Law jurisdictions. The concepts of comity and reciprocity are not always fully understood in the same way across the different legal traditions. Thus, obtaining relief in a foreign jurisdiction can often be a very difficult endeavor. Not only are there legal, language and cultural barriers but also systemic issues which are related to bureaucratic procedures and longstanding traditions of the various jurisdictions.

Until the last decade, Panamanian legal procedures made it rather impractical for anyone seeking to enforce foreign orders in Panama. For starters, Panamanian courts are generally barred from providing judicial assistance in civil matters beyond taking evidence and serving notice of proceedings. This limitation is clear in the language of articles 99 and 100 of Panama’s Code of Private International Law (2015) (the ‘PIL Code’).

Article 99 of the PIL Code lays out the principle behind judicial cooperation in civil matters. It states that Panamanian courts will cooperate with foreign tribunals based upon existing treaties and conventions, and, in their absence, “by virtue of international comity [lit. courtesy] or by way of controlled reciprocity”. Article 100 of the PIL Code clearly indicates that judicial cooperation of Panamanian courts will only be available when dealing with notifications, summons, serving process and taking of evidence. It does not mention enforcement of interim measures.
Enforcement of interim measures is also excluded from the norm dealing with enforcement of judgments, namely article 155 of the PIL Code. Said provision limits the enforcement powers of the Panamanian judiciary in civil matters to “judgments rendered by foreign tribunals which have a res judicata effect…” Even prior to the enactment of the PIL Code, the Fourth Chamber of the Supreme Court of Panama (in charge of judicial cooperation) was generally reluctant to grant provisional orders of relief, including the freezing of assets, or recognizing a foreign receiver, in support of foreign procedures. In that regard, In re: Request by the Sixth Labor Court of Cartagena, Colombia, Supreme Court of Panama, Fourth Chamber (January 28, 2004) Pereira Burgos, Justice, the Fourth Chamber has stated:

*It is noted that what has been requested by the Colombian authorities, is not found within the actions previewed by the cited convention, as the annotation of the provisional measure of an embargo decreed by the Sixth Labor Court of Cartagena against the Panamanian flag Vessel…thus the Chamber may not grant what was requested by the Colombian state.*

Furthermore, in the case of In re: Request by the United States of Mexico, Supreme Court of Panama, Fourth Chamber (28 February, 2005) Spadafora, Justice, the Fourth Chamber of the Supreme Court of Panama held:

*“The Fourth Chamber of the Supreme Court of Justice has repeatedly stated that the securing of assets for our laws is a provisional measure, which cannot be considered a merely procedural action.”*

Finally, In re: Narfason, Supreme Court of Panama, Fourth Chamber (9 February 2015) Mitchell, Justice, the Fourth Chamber stated:

*“…that the foreign ruling which enforcement in our country is sought, is a jurisdictional act of a formal and declarative nature, which does not issue a ruling over the substance of the legal situation posted, which is a ruling over the claim, a situation which is not identified with the authority of res judicata…”*

“For that motivation, being that the condition of res judicata is an essential element for the enforcement of a judgment in our country, the ruling which enforcement is sought is missing that element, particularly since article 1419 of the Judicial Code states that ‘it is understood as a judgment the decision which decides a claim’, which must be final and duly served and which accordingly may not be subject to recourse, by reason of which the ruling naming the entity ERNST & YOUNG as judicial administrator or receiver of the present and future estate of its debtor 1252064 ALBERTA Ltd. may not be enforced or recognized”.

---


3 In re: Narfason, Supreme Court of Panama, Fourth Chamber (9 February 2015) Mitchell, Justice. http://bd.organojudicial.gob.pa/scripts/dtSearch/dtisapi6.dll?cmd=getdoc&DocId=2229&Index=H%3a%5cdtsearc h%5cUserData%5cindices%5fdts%5ccorte%5cgenerales&HitCount=7&hits=34+86+140+24a+3c9+4f4+596+&SearchForm=e%3a%cinetpub%5cwwwroot%5cregistro%5fform%2eh
2. **Exceptional Means of Judicial Cooperation**

While the general rule seems to limit the tools available by way of judicial cooperation, there are three instances which allow direct cooperation without the need to resort to the cumbersome and formality-ridden letter rogatory or _exequatur_ procedures.

Prior to the enactment of the PIL Code, there were only two exceptions to the rule. The first was when dealing with foreign estate proceedings and the second when dealing with provisional measures in the context of a foreign arbitration proceeding. The third exception came with the advent of the Insolvency Law (2016), which became effective in 2017.

3. **Enforcement and Judicial Assistance in Foreign Estate Proceedings**

With regards to foreign estate or probate proceedings, article 1523 of Panama’s Judicial Code states:

1523. When the order naming heirs or the resolution adjudicating has been issued by a foreign Tribunal, and the deceased has left assets in the country, the edicts shall be fixed and published and the procedure established in articles 1510 and subsequent shall be followed. (emphasis added).

This provision obviates the need for the foreign court or the representative of the estate to follow the letter rogatory or the _exequatur_ rules found in the PIL Code. In fact, there are several Supreme Court (Fourth Chamber) cases denying enforcement and remitting the applicants to this norm.

4. **Cautionary Measures in Foreign Arbitral Matters**

Panama’s Arbitration Law (2013) also provides litigants with useful tools to assist arbitration proceedings taking place abroad. Article 44 of the Arbitration Law states:

Article 44. Jurisdiction of the judicial tribunals. The judicial tribunal shall have the same jurisdiction to issue cautionary measures in the service of arbitration acts independently of whether these be substantiated or not in the country of its jurisdiction, as it has in the service of judicial actions. The judicial tribunal shall exercise said jurisdiction in conformity with its own procedures and taking into account the distinctive traits of international arbitration. (emphasis added).

Under this provision, a Panamanian court has jurisdiction to issue provisional measures in aid of foreign arbitration proceedings. Thus, it is clear that under the circumstances, there is no requirement that the arbitration panel make a request to the Panamanian Courts. The parties can request the assistance directly. It is important to note that the Supreme Court of Panama, in the case of _Greenhow adv. Refinería Panamá_, Supreme Court of Panama, Fourth Chamber (14 February, 2005), Spadafora, Justice has compared arbitrators to judges and has stated:
“Accordingly, **arbitrators are turned into judges at law** and their decisions have coercive force in front of the rest of the judicial and administrative community, giving the parties increased security that their claims, recognized in the arbitral awards shall be respected”. (emphasis added)\(^4\)

The Arbitration Law grants foreign arbitration panels the same status when it allows local courts of law to cooperate with arbitration proceedings taking place abroad.

5. **International Insolvency**

In 2016 Panama enacted its Insolvency Law, which came into force in 2017. The Insolvency Law included several provisions which facilitate communications and cooperation between insolvency courts or insolvency agencies in foreign countries and the insolvency courts of Panama. Assets belonging to companies incorporated or doing business in Panama which are part of a foreign insolvency may be pursued in Panama with the aid of the Panamanian courts, without the need to file letters rogatory.

According to article 210, these provisions were enacted in order to encourage cooperation between Panama and foreign jurisdictions, to advance the rule of law in business and investments, to efficiently manage transnational insolvencies to protect the debtor’s assets and to optimize their value, and to reorganize companies in financial difficulty.

The Insolvency Law allows a foreign court or representative to request assistance from the Republic of Panama in relation to foreign proceedings. Under this legislation, a Panamanian court may request assistance from foreign jurisdictions and it allows for the simultaneous execution of insolvency proceedings in Panama and abroad. The Insolvency Law provides foreign creditors with very useful tools such as expedited evidence gathering and the right to freeze assets without having to post a bond, even in cases where the main insolvency proceeding is taking place outside of Panama. Again, there is no need to resort to letters rogatory or *exequatur* proceedings.

6. **Conclusion**

Breaking traditional judicial practices is a very cumbersome and long process, particularly along different judicial systems. The Panamanian judicial system is no exception, especially when dealing with Common Law or non-Spanish speaking jurisdictions. Nevertheless, within the context of civil and commercial disputes, Panama has been assuming a more cooperative position with regards to its foreign peers. In fact, in fiscal and criminal matters, the cooperation is even more open and forthcoming. With the enactment of the Arbitration Law, it became clear that the country’s judiciary was going to be more cooperative to its foreign peers.

As we have discussed, just a short five years ago, the Supreme Court refused to recognize a foreign insolvency receiver on grounds that the recognition did not involve a final judgment on the merits. Now, foreign insolvency representatives are allowed to directly seek the assistance of

---

\(^4\) Re: Greenhow adv. Reñería Panamá, Supreme Court of Panama, Fourth Chamber (14 February, 2005), Spadafora, Justice.
Panamanian courts in insolvency matters taking place abroad. Our recent experience in these three areas of the law (estates, arbitration and insolvency) has been positive in the sense that the lower courts in Panama have been, to the most extent, cooperative with the foreign courts involved.

To the extent Panamanian courts are more open to assist foreign litigants, it is likely that foreign courts will follow suit when Panama-based litigants are trying to pursue assets or evidence located abroad. It is incumbent upon the many governments to find ways to facilitate judicial cooperation, particularly in matters involving lost or absconded patrimonies. These situations require swift assistance and minimal red tape in order to be effective and efficient. Modern, forward-looking legislation like the ones we have examined in this paper are a good way to achieve those goals.
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Abstract

In this article, Bobby Banson of the Robert Smith Law Group, Ghana examines the existing legal regime in Ghana relating to protections for victims of cross-border fraud by reference to recent legal developments and decided cases in the jurisdiction. His analysis builds upon his earlier published work ‘Tracing and Recovering Assets in Ghana: Has Ghana’s Supreme Court laid down a New Standard?’

Introduction

One of the most common crimes reported in Ghana’s media is fraud. Internationally, there have been several reports of foreign nations who have allegedly been victims of internet scams and other offences involving dishonest conduct emanating from Ghana. The Ghana Police Service has since set up a special unit to deal with cybercrime and related fraudulent activities. It goes without saying that millions of dollars are lost by victims through such fraudulent activities. In this article, I discuss the existing legal regime in Ghana which seeks to protect victims of such fraudulent activities. In doing so, the provisions of the Criminal Offence Act, 1960 (Act 29) Companies Act, 2019 (Act 992) case law as well as the applicable common law provisions which are deemed to be part of the laws of Ghana by virtue of the provisions of the 1992 Constitution, will be discussed.

1. Jurisdictions of Ghanaian Courts in Cross-Border Fraudulent Transactions

Broadly, the jurisdiction of the Ghanaian Courts can be invoked in both criminal and civil actions. For Civil actions, the 1992 Constitution provides that the High Court of Ghana has original jurisdiction in all matters. For a foreigner to be able to institute a civil action in Ghana to recover assets that he has lost due to fraudulent activities, the perpetrator of the fraud must be resident in

---

Ghana or the purported contract ought to have been executed in Ghana. For Criminal actions, Section 56 of the Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459) confers jurisdiction on the Ghanaian Courts in criminal matters where the offence is committed by a Citizen of Ghana or by a person who is resident in Ghana if the offence if wholly or partly committed in Ghana.

2. **Cause of Action for Victims**

Under Ghanaian Law, victims of dishonest conduct could decide to proceed with a criminal prosecution or commence civil action. Both actions could be commenced simultaneously. However, a Judge exercising criminal jurisdiction cannot make orders which will only be available if a civil action had been commenced. This article proceeds to look at the remedies available for a victim who initiates criminal proceedings and the remedies available for a victim who initiates civil proceedings.

3. **Criminal Prosecution**

A victim of a cross border dishonest conduct can initial criminal proceedings in Ghana by lodging a complaint with the Ghana Police Service, which operates under the Office of the Attorney General of the Republic of Ghana. All criminal prosecutions are initiated by a State Prosecutor after a complaint is lodged by a victim.

3.1 **Criminal Offences Involving Dishonesty Under Ghanaian Law**

In Ghana, the Criminal Offences Act is the law which principally regulates actions or inactions which are punishable by a fine, imprisonment or death. However, other laws also provide for criminal actions for certain actions or inactions. Chapter 1 of the Criminal Offences Act provides for offences involving dishonesty such as stealing, dishonest breach of trust, dishonest appropriation and defrauding by false pretences. Each of these elements will be briefly explained to contextualise the types of offences which this paper concerns to determine whether which assets procured therefrom are recoverable under Ghanaian law.

a. Dishonest Appropriation

Section 120 of the Act defines dishonest appropriation as:

> “An appropriation of a thing is dishonest if it is made with an intent to defraud or if it is made by a person without claim of right, and with a knowledge or belief that the appropriation is without the consent of some person for whom he is trustee or who is owner of the thing, as the case may be, or that the appropriation would, if known to any such person, be without his consent.”

b. Stealing

As per the provisions of Section 125 of the Act:

> “a person steals if he dishonestly appropriates a thing of which he is not the owner.”

c. Defrauding by False Pretences:

Section 132 of the Act provides that:
“A person is guilty of defrauding by false pretences if, by means of any false pretence, or by personation he obtains the consent of another person to part with or transfer the ownership of anything.”

Section 133 further provides:

(1) A false pretence is a representation of the existence of a state of facts made by a person, either with the knowledge that such representation is false or without the belief that it is true, and made with an intent to defraud.

(2) For the purpose of this section—

(a) a representation may be made either by written or spoken words, or by personation, or by any other conduct, sign, or means of whatsoever kind;

(b) the expression "a representation of the existence of a state of facts" includes a representation as to the non-existence of any thing or condition of things, and a representation of any right, liability, authority, ability, dignity or ground of credit or confidence as resulting from any alleged past facts or state of facts, but does not include a mere representation of any intention or state of mind in the persons making the representation, nor any mere representation or promise that anything will happen or be done, or is likely to happen or be done;

(c) a consent shall not be deemed to have been obtained by a false representation as to the quality or value of a thing, unless, the thing is substantially worthless for the purpose for which it is represented to be fit, or to have been substantially a different thing from that which it is represented to be; and

(d) subject to the foregoing rules, if the consent of a person is in fact obtained by a false pretence, it is immaterial that the pretence is such as would have had no effect on the mind of a person using ordinary care and judgment.”

4.2 Remedies Available to Victims of Dishonesty Offences Under Ghanaian Law

Under Ghanaian Law, where criminal proceedings are concluded and the alleged perpetrator of a criminal offence involving dishonesty is found guilty, the law provides a remedy to the victim of the offence. Section 146 of the Criminal and Other Offences (Procedure) Act, 1960 (Act 30) provides:

“Where any person is convicted of having stolen or having obtained any property fraudulently or by false pretences, the Court convicting him may order that the property or a part thereof be restored to the person who appears to it to be entitled thereto”.

5. Civil Action

Even though fraud connotes a criminal offence, it could also be the basis of a civil action. Where a victim alleges that he has lost property due to fraudulent misrepresentation or dishonest conduct, the victim may commence a civil action for relief to enable the victim to be put in the same position that the victim was in before the dishonest conduct occurred.

5.1. Relationship of Trust

Where there is a relationship between the parties, fiduciary or not, the victim could institute civil proceedings under the common law of trust. Where there is a breach of a trust agreement, the assets could be easily traced and recovered for the benefit of the settlor or the beneficiary of the trustee. Three types of trust have been identified as applicable in Ghana. These are express trusts, resulting
trusts and constructive trusts. In the case of Doe v Opoku-Ansah [1997-1998] 2 GLR 149, Aikins JSC, held, in respect of resulting and constructive trusts:

“A resulting, implied or constructive trust is created by a transaction between the trustee and the cestui que trust in connection with the acquisition by the trustee of a legal estate in land, whenever the trustee has so conducted himself so that it will be inequitable to allow him to deny to the cestui que trust the beneficial interest in the land acquired. And he will be held so to have conducted himself if by his words or conduct; he has induced the cestui que trust to act to his own detriment in the reasonable belief that by so acting, he was acquiring beneficial interest in the land.” (pg. 158-159)

In his book, Modern Principles of Equity (1988), A.K.P Kludze defines a resulting trust and a constructive trust as follows:

“A resulting trust arises where the owner of property has conveyed it to another person with the intention of creating a trust, but the beneficial interest returns or ‘results’ to the transferor because the trust has not exhausted the entire estate…A constructive trust arises by operation of law as distinguished from the act of the parties. It is a trust imposed by equity…when the circumstances are such that equity would consider it an abuse of confidence for the owner to hold the property for his own benefit.” (p 272-273)

Where the trustee has wrongfully disposed of trust property, the beneficiary may attach and proceed against the trust property, even in a changed form, instead of maintaining only a personal action against the trustee for a breach of trust. In Gateway Worship Centre v David Soon Boon SEO [2010] SCGLR; the Supreme Court of Ghana, stated:

“A person in a fiduciary position is not permitted to profit from his position (see Re Biss [1903] 2 Ch 40). The general principle, as stated in the locus classicus case of Re Diplock’s Estate [1947] Ch 716 at pages 744-745, is that whenever there is or has been a fiduciary relationship, the beneficial owner of an equitable interest in property may trace it into the hands of anyone holding the property, except a bona fide purchaser for value without notice whose title is, as usual, inviolable. Once it is not a bona fide purchaser for value without notice who has acquired the land in dispute, the money raised in Korea for the benefit of the 2nd Respondent is traceable in equity to any hand whatsoever and in any form it, or part thereof, has been used to acquire. Therefore, whatever has been acquired by any monies that are proven to be part of the funds from Korea is deemed to be for the benefit of the church.”

Where a trust relationship exists, the courts more often than not, as indicated above, show a favourable disposition towards the tracing and recovering of assets from a trustee on behalf of a beneficiary.

5.2. Where there is No Relationship of Trust

However, it is not in all cases that victims would have parted with money under false pretences. There could be situations where the victims have had no prior communication with the criminals and yet their assets have landed in the hands of these criminals. With the advancement of technology has come more sophisticated means by which people perpetrate “fraud” without having any form of direct contact with their victims. In such situations, it would be difficult to say fraud or theft has occurred though assets belonging to the victim have landed in the hands of other person. Therefore, what remedies do victims have in such circumstances?

4 Gateway Worship Centre v David Soon Boon SEO [2010] SCGLR.
The above scenario was the situation which befell Ecobank Nigeria in the case reported as *Ecobank Nigeria v Hiss Hands Housing Agency & Access Bank* [2019] 1 GLT 327. The facts of the case were that the Plaintiff, which is based in Nigeria, had wrongly transferred an amount of $6 million into an account belonging to the Defendant, which is based in Ghana. After unsuccessful attempts to get the Defendant to refund the money, the Plaintiff issued an action for an order for the Defendants to refund the money.

The Supreme Court held as follows:

“In the case before us, although we have not made a finding of theft of the money that belongs to the plaintiff but in the 1st defendant’s account by virtue of a fraud, it is right and proper that we accede to the order of restitution contained in reliefs 5 and 6 of the writ of summons herein for the following reasons. The 1st defendant has received an enrichment which came from the plaintiff and there is from the evidence no reason in law for the 1st defendant to keep that enrichment. The effect is that the 1st defendant has been unjustly enriched from funds that came from the plaintiff. The conduct of the 1st defendant in keeping the money in the face of the evidence that it came to him fraudulently from the plaintiff’s account is to say the least unconscionable. Fraud and theft, in our view stand on the same footing in their nature dishonourable acts that are perpetrated against the property of others and so we see no reason in principle that can justify a refusal of the restitutionary orders sought from the court. To withhold from the true owner the orders of restitution which are sought in the action herein, would in the circumstances of this case amount to fraud, a conduct which we desire not to condone else we would be undermining public confidence in the administration of justice. The 1st defendant from the undisputed evidence before us in these proceedings became indebted to the plaintiff to the extent of the amount transferred into his accounts held with the 2nd defendant bank. Quality justice, we note is effective justice, which from the circumstances that have unfolded before us dictates a refund to the plaintiff of the disputed amounts.”

From this decision, it is clear that there is no need for the victim to plead or prove theft or fraud. All that is required is that one person has been unjustly enriched at the detriment of another person. All that needs to be established is that the person who is unjustly enriched acted dishonourably and against good conscience. Once these conditions are met, the Court will order restitution by tracing the assets which have been lost and ordering a recovery of same.

6. **Beneficial Ownership**

With the passage of the new Companies Act of Ghana, 2019 (Act 992), the concept of full disclosure of the names of beneficial owners of a business has further enhanced the legal rights of victims of dishonest conduct to have the veil of incorporation lifted and the assets of beneficial owners traced and recovered for the benefit of the victims. This has become important because of the tendency of such dishonest persons to invest ill-gotten wealth in companies but do not have their names appearing on the register of members.

7. **Concluding Thoughts**

The legal regime in Ghana, i.e. statutes and courts, is becoming awoke to cross border fraudulent activities and is taking frantic efforts to ensure that victims of such activities are able to trace and recover their assets. If a victim of such cross border fraudulent activity chooses to pursue criminal prosecution, him or his lawyer, must either directly or through the State Prosecutors, impress on the
judge to make restitutionary orders in addition to custodial or non-custodial sentences to ensure that the victim is out in the same situation or at least close to it, before the crime was committed. Where a civil action is pursued by a victim of such fraud, the courts have now received explicit statutory and case law backing to invoke its jurisdiction to make the requisite orders to ensure that assets of the perpetuators of the fraud are traced with the aim of putting the victims in a position that the victims were before the torts were committed. This is a welcoming development in Ghana’s legal system and should give foreign investors more comfort when doing business in Ghana.
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Abstract

In this article, Anthony Riem and Priyanka Kapoor, Partners at the London firm of PCB Litigation review recent developments relating to financial regulation and the disruption of economic crime – specifically economic substance requirements and corporate ownership transparency. These developments recognise the need for and link between increased transparency and economic substance in tackling economic crime. The developments include legislation enacted by many offshore jurisdictions and crown dependencies, in response to the European Union’s Code of Conduct requirements, requiring tax resident entities to demonstrate sufficient economic substance in the relevant jurisdiction. This legislation is intended to ensure that companies (and other structures) incorporated in international financial centres have sufficient substance in either the jurisdiction where they are incorporated or tax resident, increasing transparency and thereby enabling issues of tax evasion and fraud to be addressed. Furthermore, the EU’s Fifth Anti-Money Laundering Directive (‘5AMLD’) was implemented in the UK on 10 January 2020 and the EU’s Sixth Anti-Money Laundering Directive (‘6AMLD’) will take effect on 3 December 2020 (though the UK has opted out, as the government considers it is already largely compliant with the Directive). These Directives recognise that the transparency of beneficial ownership is crucial in preventing economic crime. Under 5AMLD, firms must inform Companies House about any material differences between beneficial ownership information a client holds and the details on the Companies House Persons with Significant Control (‘PSC’) register. These directives will ensure a renewed focus by jurisdictions on ensuring that information on beneficial ownership is accurate and up-to-date, thereby deterring tax evasion and other economic crime.

Introduction

Anonymity enables many illegal activities to take place hidden from law enforcement authorities, such as tax evasion, fraud, corruption, money laundering, and financing of terrorism. The regulatory developments across the world addressing the issues of economic substance and beneficial ownership are driven by the objective to lend transparency. New steps are being introduced to ensure that companies (and other structures) incorporated in international financial
centres have sufficient ‘substance’ either in the jurisdiction in which they are incorporated, or another jurisdiction where they are tax resident, discouraging the use of ‘brass plate’ companies thereby tackling the issues of tax evasion and fraud.

The economic substance standards are a global tax policy initiative driven by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation & Development (‘OECD’) (in particular the OECD’s Forum on Harmful Tax Practices) and by the European Union’s Code of Conduct Group (Business Taxation) (‘Code of Conduct’). The fundamental principle behind them is to avoid domicile forum shopping, such that jurisdictions that have no or only nominal corporate tax should not facilitate structures or arrangements resulting in profits which do not reflect real economic activity in those jurisdictions. In other words, if an entity is able to benefit from low or no corporate tax by being incorporated or registered in a jurisdiction, the activities that generate its income should be performed in that jurisdiction.

In the UK, for example, case law has determined that a company that is not incorporated in the UK is tax resident in the UK if it is ‘centrally managed and controlled’ in the UK. The test applies to identify where the highest level of management and control over a company’s affairs is exercised (i.e. where the key strategic business decisions are made), as opposed to decisions over normal day-to-day operational matters.

Transparency of beneficial ownership information is equally essential to deterring, detecting and disrupting tax evasion and other financial crimes. Beneficial owners are typically natural persons who ultimately own or control a legal entity or arrangement, such as a company, a trust or a foundation. This ownership or control can be exercised in a variety of ways, for example holding a controlling ownership interest (e.g. 25 percent or more) of a legal person. Other ways include control of a significant percentage of voting rights, or the ability to name or remove the members of an entity’s board of directors. A country’s domestic laws and regulations usually establish the criteria to decide the definition and scope of a beneficial owner (‘BO’), with a critical consideration being that determining the BO should be independent of the BO’s nationality.

Jurisdictions generally find it difficult to achieve a satisfactory level of transparency regarding beneficial ownership. Recommendation 24 (Transparency of legal persons) by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) states that: “Jurisdictions must ensure there is adequate, accurate and up-to-date information on basic and beneficial ownership of legal persons formed in that jurisdiction, and that such information can be provided to a competent authority in a timely manner.” For example, the UK has registers of beneficial ownership for three different types of assets: companies, properties and land, and trusts. Information on the beneficial ownership of companies is publicly available.

**Legal and Regulatory Developments: Economic Substance**

In response to Code of Conduct requirements, and to avoid being placed on the EU Council’s list of non-cooperative jurisdictions for tax purposes (or ‘blacklist’) many offshore jurisdictions and Crown dependencies have enacted legislation requiring certain tax resident entities to demonstrate sufficient economic substance in the relevant jurisdiction. Each jurisdiction will have its own interpretation of an “adequate” level of economic substance, but for most it will require a company to:

(i) Carry out defined core income generating activities in that territory;
(ii) Be directed and managed in that territory: attend Board meetings in the territory and keep statutory records in the territory;

(iii) Have adequate people, premises and expenditure in that territory commensurate to the nature and scale of the relevant activity.

The table below gives a high-level overview and comparison of the economic substance laws adopted in key offshore jurisdictions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entities in Scope</th>
<th>BVI</th>
<th>Cayman Islands</th>
<th>Guernsey</th>
<th>Jersey</th>
<th>Isle of Man</th>
<th>Bermuda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Companies incorporated or registered under the BVI Business Companies Act (excluding companies not resident in BVI) and Limited partnerships (whether local or foreign)</td>
<td>Cayman companies, Cayman Limited Liability Companies (LLCs), Cayman Limited Liability Partnerships (LLPs) and Foreign companies registered in</td>
<td>Companies (whether incorporated under Guernsey company law, or otherwise) which: • are tax resident in Guernsey; and • receive income from a</td>
<td>Companies (whether incorporated under Jersey company law or otherwise) which: • are tax resident in Jersey; and • conduct any Relevant Activity; and</td>
<td>Taxation (Companies – Economic Substance) (Jersey) Law 2019</td>
<td>Income Tax (Substance Requirements) Order 2018 (as amended)</td>
<td>Economic Substance Amendment Act 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance Requirements</td>
<td>An entity (other than a holding entity, and entities that conduct intellectual property business, for which there are different criteria) conducting a relevant activity will satisfy the economic substance requirements if:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• it is managed and directed in the jurisdiction;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• core income generating activities are undertaken in the jurisdiction in relation to the relevant activity;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• it maintains adequate physical premises in the jurisdiction;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• there are adequate employees in the jurisdiction with suitable qualifications;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• there is adequate expenditure incurred in the jurisdiction in relation to the relevant activity; and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• it files a confidential economic substance report each year with the applicable authority in its jurisdiction which will assist the authority in assessing compliance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant activities</td>
<td>Banking • Insurance • Fund Management • Finance and Leasing • Shipping • Headquarters Activities • Distribution and Service Centre Activities • (Pure equity) holding company/entity • Intellectual property asset holding company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting</td>
<td>Requirement to report to BVI International Tax Authority via Beneficial Ownership Secure Search System in respect of each financial period</td>
<td>Requirement to make annual reports to Cayman Tax Information Authority</td>
<td>Prescribed information evidencing compliance to be included in annual tax returns</td>
<td>Prescribed information evidencing compliance to be included in annual tax returns</td>
<td>Prescribed information evidencing compliance to be included in annual tax returns</td>
<td>The Bermuda Registrar of Companies (“the Registrar”) is responsible for monitoring compliance with the economic substance regime.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Legal and Regulatory developments: Beneficial ownership

Growing concerns over banking fraud, misuse of international banking systems and financial centres, and FATF recommendations, combined with increased media scrutiny following the release of the Panama Papers in 2016, have arguably led to an increase in legislative developments in this area.

Registries and public information

The 5AMLD was implemented in the UK on 10 January 2020 through the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing (Amendment) Regulations 2019. These Regulations make amendments to ‘The Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017’ (‘MLR’). Firms must inform Companies House about any material differences between beneficial ownership information a client holds and the details on the Companies House Persons with Significant Control (‘PSC’) register (subject to an exemption for legal professional privilege). The 5AMLD also extends the situations where ongoing customer due diligence (‘CDD’) must be conducted to include situations where there is a legal duty in the calendar year to contact the customer for the purpose of reviewing any relevant information relating to the beneficial owner(s).

At the EU State level, the 5AMLD introduces:
(i) wider access to each Member State’s national register of beneficial ownership of corporates;
(ii) the interconnection of Member States’ national beneficial ownership registers at EU level; and
(iii) the requirement for Member States to establish a central registry (or electronic data retrieval mechanism), which allows identification of natural and legal persons that hold or control bank accounts; payment accounts; or safe-deposit held by credit institutions.

The 5AMLD introduced the requirement for Registers of Trusts, where member states will have to grant public access to information held on each member state’s register of trusts, subject to a “legitimate interest” test, the conditions for which must be defined in law by each individual member state. Member States must also put in place mechanisms to ensure that information on beneficial ownership in the registers of companies and trusts is “adequate, accurate and current”.

While the trend has been towards transparency both in the UK and elsewhere, in the UK the focus has been on publicly available registers. In many jurisdictions, to the extent that there is a registry
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1 The UK Treasury launched a consultation on 15 April 2019 concerning the transposition of the 5AMLD into law and outlined how the government intended to implement the Directive. Several responses highlighted the privacy implications of collecting National Insurance or passport details and the increased risk of identity theft and fraud.

2 The UK government has published the outcome of its technical consultation on implementation of the EU Fifth Anti-Money Laundering Directive (5AMLD) and its impact on trust registration. It has been clarified that offshore trustees entering into a business relationship in the UK will not have to register the trust on HMRC’s Trust Registration Service (TRS) unless there is at least one UK-resident trustee, which was instead prescribed by the original regulation. Nonetheless, any non-UK trust acquiring land or property in the UK will be required to register on TRS. Furthermore, trusts already registered in another EU Member State will be automatically exempt from UK registration.
of beneficial ownership information, it is generally available only to specific competent authorities within the jurisdiction and public access to the information is limited. There is ongoing discussion about whether information in beneficial ownership registries should be made public.

Furthermore, a major criticism of public registers has been the lack of verification checks on recorded BO information. In September, Companies House announced reforms to introduce independent verification (but it has not yet set a timetable for these reforms). These changes aim to provide businesses with greater assurance when they are entering transactions with other companies. If accepted, these proposed reforms would be one of the most significant transformations of the UK's company registration framework since the introduction of the register, some touching the core of the Companies Act. They will also improve the ability of law enforcement agencies by improving corporate transparency and the accuracy of information on the public register, thereby assisting in combatting economic crime and fraud.

The Sixth Anti-Money Laundering Directive (6AMLD)

A further EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive (‘6AMLD’) will take effect on 3 December 2020. It introduces stricter punishments for money laundering, including maximum imprisonments. It provides more detail on possible offences, including concealing the source of illicit gains, and extends criminal liability to legal persons. The UK has opted out of the 6AMLD as the government considers it is already largely compliant with the Directive. However, while some of what is contained in 6AMLD is currently law in the UK, the introduction of a ‘failure to prevent money laundering’ offence is not currently within the scope of English law. Whether the UK is required to implement this new failure to prevent money-laundering rule will depend on the status of the transition period at the time. The Sixth Directive focuses on harmonising money laundering offences across the EU, such as extending criminal liability to legal persons and aiding and attempting to commit money laundering should be an offence. This is somewhat surprising, as it would mean the EU adopting a stricter approach to corporate criminal liability for money laundering than the UK, a jurisdiction that has taken a historically firmer approach. Whilst the member states are still grappling to ensure compliance with 6AMLD, the talks on the need of 7AMLD are already gaining heat.

Conclusion

The 2018 FATF report, ‘Concealment of Beneficial Ownership’, highlights the fact that increased global trade in a borderless commercial environment is now a major challenge for individual jurisdictions. The role (and effectiveness) of central registers of BOs in providing transparency is an ongoing debate, with public policy weighing in on what information should be made available to the public. Jurisdictions implement the international transparency standards in a

---

3 The proposals for verification reform by Companies House are included in the government’s response to the Corporate Transparency and Register Reform consultation that took place between May and August 2019. A government summary can be found here.

manner consistent with their national legislative and institutional systems. Further, the methods by which compliance with substance requirements can be achieved may differ from one jurisdiction to another. With global corporate tax rates generally falling, there is an increasing pressure on jurisdictions to strike a balance between ease of doing business and maintaining transparency and credibility of their regulatory framework.

The poster children of anonymity, shell companies are non-publicly traded corporations, limited liability companies and trusts that typically have no physical presence and have become common tools for money laundering, fraud and other criminal activities. A global joined-up regulatory approach is needed to target the vulnerabilities of a financial system that allows such structures to serve as a gateway to facilitate billion-dollar financial crimes of corruption, fraud and money laundering.
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Abstract

Corporate ownership secrecy has become firmly part of the global fight against economic misconduct, given the problems and investigative challenges presented by anonymous ownership, or by jurisdictions who do not keep or exchange beneficial ownership information. However, internationally, there remains ill-defined standards on how jurisdictions should achieve this – whether by a central, government-held register – or a (free) publicly-accessible one. As international momentum increases towards full transparency in this context, this paper reviews the international landscape and the extent to which there is parity and dissimilarity in approaches taken, often by perceivably similar jurisdictions. Public registers are now seen as a ‘silver bullet’ in fighting financial crime and tracing the concealment of assets facilitated by anonymous companies, while also providing a tool for enhanced risk management and due diligence. However, this paper highlights some of the shortcomings with the public register approach, the practical difficulties which will exist in terms of ‘following the money’, and unintended consequences which need to be addressed, that could stifle investigations and enforcement efforts.

Introduction

For some time, it has been widely acknowledged that anonymous legal entities can facilitate economic crimes such as serious and complex fraud, corruption, money laundering and terrorism financing.\(^1\) Indeed, the task of lifting the corporate veil and understanding true ownership or control of companies is an increasingly crucial aspect of enforcement, recovery and, ultimately, the disruption and prevention of economically-acquisitive crime. This component of company law and regulation has traditionally been within the remit of domestic companies registrars. Today, the activity of keeping and exchanging beneficial ownership information is different depending on the jurisdiction in question, which is counterintuitive to the seemingly universally-accepted advantages of transparency. In recent times, the Panama and Paradise papers data-breaches emanating from
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law firms’ offices in Panama and Bermuda have exacerbated momentum and support towards increased transparency. These events heavily influenced the passage of the public register provisions directed at UK Overseas Territories\(^2\) in the Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018, with the utility of the data-breaches frequently cited.\(^3\) The data-breaches and consequent publications created, essentially, a public register of sorts – notwithstanding fundamental legal concerns about how this information came to be published.

**Standards Misaligned**

Unhelpfully, there remains confusion about what an international standard on beneficial ownership information gathering, storing and exchanging is, or should be. From an outsider’s perspective, given how forceful the U.K. and E.U.’s advocacy has been toward public registers, there is a *prima facie* case that public registers are fast becoming a ‘global standard’. However, with pause, it is patently apparent that such an endeavour is in its infancy with the rate of buy-in from jurisdictions around the world.

Various sources of international hard and soft law suggest different standards. For example, the Financial Action Task Force (‘FATF’) – the international standard-bearer on anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing standards – suggests that countries should ensure there is accurate information held on beneficial ownership and that this be provided to competent investigative authorities.\(^4\) Elsewhere, the 5\(^{th}\) Anti-Money Laundering Directive of the European Union states that members must make this information available to any member of the general public.\(^5\) This has to be taken against a backdrop whereby the 4\(^{th}\) Anti-Money Laundering Directive indicated that members could hold the information either in a central (e.g. government held) or public register.\(^6\) In such close succession, the E.U.’s own standard removed any reference to a central register standard.

The U.K. has had a public register for some time, with its publicly and freely accessible persons with significant control register operational since 2016. There, companies or their agents must provide information to Companies House as to the person(s) with significant control – in other words, the person who ultimately owns or controls the entity. This built upon an already public register of company officers and other information publicly-available. The U.K. government’s advocacy on public registers has extended to its Overseas Territories and Crown Dependencies, which has been a source of tension amongst these groups of jurisdictions. Section 51 of the Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018 compels U.K. Overseas Territories to create public registers by the end of 2023, or face having them imposed by Orders in Council.\(^7\) Many of the territories have developed into internationally significant financial centres such as Bermuda, Cayman Islands and the British Virgin Islands, and across the region opposition to this was unwavering on many bases including arguments relating to economic sustainability, respect for their Constitutions and


\(^{3}\) The debate on public registers in the UK Parliament demonstrates this, see: HC Deb (1 May 2018), Vol 640, Col 203.

\(^{4}\) Recommendation 24, Financial Action Task Force AML/CFT Recommendations, available at:

\(^{5}\) Directive 2018/843, Article 30(5)(c) as amended.

\(^{6}\) Directive 2016/849, Article 30(3).

\(^{7}\) Section 51, Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018 (UK).
democratically-elected legislatures, and disproportionality. However, perhaps surprisingly, 2020 saw a stream of high-level commitments and U-turns made whereby all the territories agreed to work towards implementing them in the timeframe. While section 51 of the 2018 Act only applied to the Overseas Territories and not the Crown Dependencies, given the latter have a different relationship with the U.K., the Crown Dependencies also made the same commitments to create public registers.

Traditionally, many of these jurisdictions have collected beneficial ownership information at government – or registrar – level, and have recently engaged in more onerous regulatory and reporting requirements on the part of corporate service providers and agents as required by FATF standards. Bermuda, for example, has collated beneficial ownership information for decades and has entered into numerous bilateral information exchange frameworks. Elsewhere, while making high-level commitments, the BVI avers that its Beneficial Ownership Safe Search System (‘the BOSS System’) is a viable alternative and safeguards fundamental legal rights such as confidentiality given that the system provides access to competent investigative authorities. Some jurisdictions, like BVI, have made these commitments based on various caveats such as exploring viable alternatives, and on public registers becoming a norm by the appointed time.

Despite advocacy at the U.K. and E.U. level, as recently as 2018, only 6 G20 countries were operating public registers and at March 2020 only 5 EU Member states (including the U.K. for this purpose) operated them. The U.S. is on the verge of creating a central register of beneficial ownership information under the recently approved provisions under the Corporate Transparency Act, however public accessibility to this is not yet on the agenda.

Effects of Increased Transparency

Proponents of increased transparency have commented on the usefulness of the Panama and Paradise papers in terms of enabling civil society to scrutinise entities registered in jurisdictions which do not operate public registers. When considering effectiveness, however, there is significant difference between a spontaneous, without-notice dump of data – and giving users until 2023 to set their affairs in order, as it the case with the requirements under section 51 Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act for the UK Overseas Territories.

Other forceful arguments relate to the ‘Nothing to Hide’ conjecture – a utilitarian notion rooted in the concept that individuals who are not engaged in conduct which is illegal or untoward should have no issue with making their affairs visible on public registers. This argument does not account for the fact that even the strongest proponents of public registers acknowledge the protection provisions that exist should users be able to demonstrate, at a high hurdle, that their data being made public would cause significant harm or risk of harm. The concept of scrutiny is a powerful argument for public registers, given the accepted nexus between the commission of financial crime
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10 Supra 3, Col 203, Rt. Hon. Andrew Mitchell MP.
and the ability to conceal ownership through anonymous companies. While those in our field may question both the legitimacy of the manner in which the Panama and Paradise papers information was obtained, and indeed may remain underwhelmed in terms of the fallout, they inarguably served a purpose in providing investigative lines of inquiry. However, ethical and evidential difficulties exist with the data – forcing some enforcement bodies to reject invitations to view the files on the basis of ethical and professional concerns.

The scrutiny function of public registers affords many parties (including investigators, investors and creditors) additional due diligence and risk management tools. While reliance on the public register in the U.K. is not enough in some professions to discharge customer due diligence requirements, the public register enables a cross-referencing ability and additional data-set resource. However, this presupposes that the information being scrutinised on the registers is accurate and truthful. For example, despite the U.K.’s register being world-leading, there remain considerable shortcomings relating to the lack of independent verification of information submitted on the register. This has caused Companies House to recently announce reforms to address such issues.

A lack of independent verification places a concerning reliance on the honesty, accuracy and timeliness of data provided by users or their nominated agents or representatives. If the concerns justifying public registers pertain to individuals or companies concealing assets from creditors, or using companies to launder illicit wealth, then not subjecting the data to independent verification misses the whole point of scrutiny. The information may simply be inaccurate or patently false. If an objective of transparency is to disrupt the behaviour of dishonest criminals, then giving them or their professional enablers the ability to provide false or misleading information to the registrar undermines any suggestion that public registers in and of themselves are a ‘silver bullet’ in disrupting criminal behaviour.

A final issue to note is the extent to which fundamental legal safeguards such as privacy and confidentiality are being eschewed in favour of increased corporate transparency. The whole development of the offshore industry has been built upon a notion of respect for privacy and confidentiality. Given the importance of this industry for the sustainable and economic development of many small-island nations including those in the Caribbean which are part of the UK Overseas Territories, increased regulation in this regard will doubtless have an impact on aspects of their narrow economies. This is particularly concerning for jurisdictions like BVI who operate a significant incorporation and corporate services market.

As Nakajima (2017) suggests, “a fundamental question we might ask ourselves is that even if we have nothing to hide, do we not wish to retain a certain level of confidentiality”. As Antoine (2014) notes, “the notion of a fiduciary relationship must be even stronger within offshore financial

14 For example, the Swiss Government reportedly rejected the invitation to view the data in Germany, with its Attorney General’s Office saying it was restricted by regulations on receiving and using evidence. See: *SwissInfo* (27 January 2019) ‘Switzerland rejects German Panama Papers offer’, available at: https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/legal-restrictions_switzerland-rejects-german-panama-papers-offer/44712630.
circles where legitimate clients invest on the understanding of priority given to confidentiality”.\textsuperscript{17}

Even the most ardent proponents of public registers often concede the legitimate use of offshore structures.\textsuperscript{18}

**Unintended Consequences**

The whole point of increased transparency is to shine light on financial markets – particularly those known as offshore financial centres – which have been perceived and presented by international stakeholders as opaque and uncooperative with regards to economic crime, regulation and compliance. However, absent a coordinated effort and contemporary action by all jurisdictions which operate sophisticated financial centres, then the overnight push for public registers risks trying to solve a problem by creating another. One of the more concerning consequences of the fact that international standards are presently unaligned, is that it risks furthering the race to the bottom for illicit finance or concealed assets to jurisdictions which are harder to monitor, with operate structures in which tracing is more complex, where international cooperation may be minimal or non-existent, and where regulation is lacking. As those reading this paper will doubtless be aware, these jurisdictions do exist and contrary to the perception that UK Overseas Territories are the weakest links in the global financial system, there are a raft of jurisdictions with far less by way of legal infrastructure and international cooperation frameworks.

**Summary**

For any jurisdiction wanting to enhance its regulated environment, increasing transparency is a firm way of securing one’s place in the international community. This is particularly so given the dearth of jurisdictions that have implemented public registers to date. They will have to, however, be set against a backdrop of increased regulatory oversight and reporting requirements, together with measures to adequately and independently verify data submitted to it. Otherwise, the effects may be in ‘name only’ and a nod to increased regulatory standards, rather than a substantive, useful tool which will assist in risk management, due diligence and the prevention and disruption of economic crime. The latter will only be realised if accompanied by independent verification and will not come close to resembling the ‘silver bullet’ that campaigners and Parliamentarians alike aver them to be. Otherwise, jurisdictions which have, in good faith, implemented central beneficial ownership registers combined with internationally-advocated bilateral information exchange frameworks, may rightly argue that their model is a viable alternative to the present landscape’s pull towards public registers at any cost. After-all, there must be a distinction between information we have an “interest in” and that which is simply “interesting”.


\textsuperscript{18} See: ICJ Disclaimer for the Panama & Paradise papers data, which states: “*There are legitimate uses for offshore companies and trusts. We do not intend to suggest or imply that any people, companies or other entities included in the ICJ Offshore Leaks Database have broken the law or otherwise acted improperly…*” https://offshoreleaks.icij.org/?gclid=Cj0KCQiA7b7z-BRD-ARIsABiT4nhvrWkaQXS6acVE1NiIDrEozdAIzULfToHjWxXTF_7WSocXUicZsaAuNPEALw_wcB.
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Abstract

In this article, John Greenfield, Consultant, David Jones, Partner, and Steven Balmer, Associate, of the firm Carey Olsen examine innovative mechanisms by which creditors may seek to investigate secure assets held in Guernsey structures. In the second part of the article, the authors look particularly at companies and how the traditional insolvency regimes may be employed in aid of creditors but also at how the use of share security may unlock certain doors. However, in the offshore world it is often the case that the creditor is required to do some "trust busting" because the structure to be enforced against will involve a trust holding ownership/control of a holding company which in turn will control and own underlying companies/assets. The paper starts, therefore, with a real life example of how innovative advice helped protect creditors in such a structure.

1. Receivership Orders as an aid in asset recovery against trust assets

The problem to be resolved here is that the Guernsey trust is a legal entity in its own right and the shares of any company or other asset in the trust will be owned legally by the trustee. It is first essential to understand where the creditor fits in with what can be a complex structure and in particular with what parts of that structure has the creditor a legal relationship to enable it to enforce payment of the debt. More often than not, the debtor will be the settlor and/or the principal beneficiary of the trust and not the trustee. This creates a problem for the creditor who may not have a direct relationship – contractual or otherwise – with the trustee which actually is the owner of the assets to be recovered.

In this situation, Guernsey law has a common law remedy (very similar to the statutory regime in the United Kingdom) which will come to the rescue, providing the necessary circumstances exist. Essentially, it is necessary that the trust funds were placed in the trust when the settlor had good reason to believe that he would not be able to pay all his debts as they fell due. In this situation the Court will order the assets to become available for enforcement removing the legal ownership by the trustee even though the trustee was not the actual debtor.
Case Study

In the case where the trustee is actually the debtor in its capacity as trustee of a particular settlement different issues can arise. In the fairly unusual (and factually very complex) case of Glenalla & Others v. Investec Trust Company Limited & Others [2018] UKPC 7, a settlement created for a Robert Tchenguiz and his family, different but urgent remedies were needed to protect the position of a creditor (the liquidators of the claimant companies – Grant Thornton) where the validity of the debt was in dispute. In other words, the creditor was not yet at the stage of being able to take any formal legal action to recover assets for payment of the debt but was still categorised as a "contingent creditor" until able to obtain a final undisputed Court judgment. In fact, it took over seven years and a hearing before the Privy Council in London before the creditors in this case became undisputed judgment creditors for a sum in excess of £200 million including interest.

The trust assets contained an eclectic range of investments and assets from Mr Tchenguiz's personal family home to highly geared derivative investments and credit default swaps. Many were highly sophisticated investments which needed very regular and frequent management and investment decisions during that seven year period. To further complicate matters, the settlor (Mr Tchenguiz) hired and fired the trustees on a number of occasions during the seven year period and the claimant creditors were not content to let investment decisions be taken by trustees seen to be firmly in the camp of the ultimate debtor. The claimant creditor needed to be able to exercise control over the investments whether that was to include sale, lease, further acquisitions, etc. The Guernsey Court, and ultimately the Privy Council, were faced with an extremely interesting challenge in finding the right balance between the interests of the beneficiaries of the trust (should the claimant's action ultimately fail) and the interest of the creditors.

The Guernsey Court determined that the answer lay in applying a type of Receivership regime which bore certain similarities to that found in relation to companies. From late 2012 until the Privy Council hearing in 2018, Carey Olsen succeeded in obtaining and holding Court Orders whereby all but the Tchenguiz family home was transferred into the legal ownership and control of a professional receiver/insolvency practitioner nominated by the creditors (and therefore removed from the control of the trustees). This was an extremely important and innovative approach by the Guernsey Courts and gave the creditors considerable comfort that the assets upon which they were wishing to enforce once judgment had been confirmed would still have the value that they could reasonably expect.

This is a classic example of the Courts applying a flexible solution to aid the creditors up to the time of enforcement when other normal remedies would then come into play. We now turn to look at Guernsey's statutory insolvency regime as part of the recovery toolkit and the proposed changes to it.

2. The Guernsey Insolvency Regime as an aid to asset recovery - companies

The key to a successful fraud investigation and subsequent recoveries is often the speed with which control can be asserted over companies, their management, assets and records. The Guernsey insolvency regime, if utilised correctly, offers effective tools in that control-taking process.
Overview of available procedures

Guernsey's corporate insolvency regime is contained within the Companies (Guernsey) Law 2008, as amended (the Companies Law). The Companies Law provides for three insolvency processes, namely: administration, voluntary liquidation and compulsory liquidation. The regimes will be broadly similar to those familiar with the English insolvency regime save for a number of fundamental differences that may offer assistance in fraud investigations or with asset recoveries.

Administration

A company may be put into administration at the request of the company, the directors of the company, any member of the company, any creditor of the company (including contingent or prospective creditors), and the Guernsey Financial Services Commission. Guernsey statutory administration provisions are contained at Part XXI, ss.374 to 390 of the 2008 Law. The Royal Court has jurisdiction to make an administration order if satisfied that:

- the company concerned "does not satisfy or is likely to become unable to satisfy the solvency test" [see s.374(1)(a)]; and
- the "...making of an order under this section may achieve one or more of the purposes set out in subsection (3)" [see s.374(1)(b)].

The "purposes" which an administration order seeks to achieve under s.374(3)(a) and (b) are:

- the "survival of the company and the whole or any part of its undertaking, as a going concern", or
- a "more advantageous realisation of the company’s assets than would be effected on a winding up".

The main effect of an application for an administration order would be the implementation of a court sanctioned moratorium against resolutions for the winding up of the company, and on the commencement or continuance of proceedings against the company concerned (without leave of the court) during the period between the presentation of the application and the making of the actual administration order. The granting of the administration order itself would provide the company with the continued benefit of this moratorium (save with the consent of the administrator or leave of the court). Critically, however the moratorium does not affect a secured creditor’s right to enforce its security.

Compulsory Winding Up/Liquidation

The main grounds for the compulsorily winding up of a company are that inter alia:

- the company is unable to pay its debts within the meaning given in s.407 of the Companies Law or otherwise fails the ‘solvency test’; or
- the court is of the opinion that it is "just and equitable" that the company be wound up.

An application for the compulsory winding-up of a company may be made to the Court by the company, any director, member, creditor or any other "interested party". There is no need for a detailed analysis of the liquidation regime for the purposes of this article given its effect will be
familiar to most, i.e. it triggers a starting gun for a realisation of assets and payments in accordance with the statutory order of priorities. It does, however, hand control of the company to a third party liquidator who will be afforded investigatory powers (as to which see later) and certain statutory remedies with regard to antecedent transactions and delinquent conduct of directors.

**Voluntary Winding Up**

A Guernsey company may be voluntarily wound up by means of a special resolution of its shareholders (passed by a majority of 75%). A copy of the special resolution must be filed at the Guernsey Companies Registry within 30 days who will publish notice on its website. The process can be utilised in respect of insolvent companies albeit it is purely shareholder-driven and does not involve any Court supervision. The process is very light-touch in terms of creditor and member engagement, and is designed to serve as a simple mechanism for finalising a company's affairs.

The company must appoint a liquidator by ordinary resolution (passed by a majority of 50% plus 1) to wind up the affairs of the company and fix his remuneration. This can be done in the same special resolution resolving to wind up. The liquidator need not be a qualified insolvency practitioner nor resident in Guernsey. In fact it can be any legal person and there is currently no need for independence. Whilst there is obvious risk of abuse of the regime in those circumstances, it also offer a route into a Guernsey company for an overseas insolvency practitioner who may be appointed in another jurisdiction to an overseas parent or may be engaged by a concerned creditor holding security over the Guernsey company's shares.

**Incoming Changes to the Guernsey Insolvency Regime**

In January 2020, the States of Guernsey approved the Companies (Guernsey) Law, 2008 (Insolvency) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2020 ("the Ordinance"). The Ordinance was designed to further enhance Guernsey's reputation as a robust jurisdiction for restructuring and insolvency. Among the many key changes being introduced is the introduction of new powers for liquidators who will be able to compel the production of documents from directors and officers and to appoint an Inspector of the Court to examine directors and company officers. The proposed changes presented a significant "beefing up" of the statutory investigatory powers available to insolvency office holders in Guernsey bringing them broadly in line with those available under the section 235 and 236 of the English Insolvency Act 1986. This ability to compel the production of information and documentation will prove a vital tool in any investigation of wrongdoing and subsequent recovery action.

A further important change will be the introduction of a formal statutory remedy by which office holders will now be able to pursue recovery of transactions at an undervalue and extortionate credit transactions - a power notable by its absence in the current regime.

Another important change is the ability to wind up a non-Guernsey company. Under the existing regime, there is no ability for the Royal Court to wind up a non-Guernsey registered company. In light of Guernsey's modern status as an international finance centre providing administration and asset management services to many foreign companies, this was a lacuna in the law which has now been filled. This change brings Guernsey in line with other major jurisdictions...
and will allow the Royal Court to apply the Guernsey regime to foreign companies where they have a sufficient connection to the jurisdiction. It provides comfort to those doing business with entities operating or with assets in Guernsey but not registered here, that they will have access to the jurisdiction's insolvency regime if necessary.

Finally, we examine an often overlooked tool in terms of securing control in the form of enforcing share security.

**Using Share Security to Take Control**

Security over shares in a Guernsey company must be created by a security interest agreement that complies with the Securities Interests (Guernsey) Law, 1993 (the ‘Securities Law’). Typically, the security will involve possession of the share certificates and an assignment of the voting rights. In the event of a default in the lending sufficient to crystallise enforcement remedies, the Securities Law only specifies a power of sale or application as the only available method of enforcement. There is no concept of receivership in Guernsey in this context. As such, the security holder will have the right to take possession of the shares in discharge of a debt or with a view to a sale of them Guernsey’s statute is express in not requiring Court approval for the exercise of the statutory powers of sale or application.

In a normal enforcement scenario in default of a debt, the security holder may look to sell shares to pay down debt or may consider applying the shares by housing them in some other vehicle to enable it to realise value whilst preserving the group structure. However, where there are concerns about the activities of management and potential fraud, share security may also offer a quick and effective route to denude delinquent directors of control but also to secure information for investigative purposes. Ultimately, the liquidator may also be afforded statutory causes of action to recover assets otherwise unavailable to a shareholder.

One way in would, of course, be for a security holder to take possession of shares and "perfect" its security by demanding that it be placed onto the shareholder register pursuant to its possessory rights. In that way, the security holder would become the shareholder of record and would be able to exercise all voting rights attaching to the shares accordingly. However, taking this step may present its own challenges in terms of ensuring compliance by the company or its corporate administrator and in terms of the security holder having the appetite for taking ownership of shares. For example, it is unlikely that a retail bank will acquiesce to becoming the owner of shares in an offshore structure.

Whilst there are ways around the ownership conundrum, about which we could write a separate paper, there is another potential option. The security documents themselves will provide a host of powers for the lender to assist it in the enforcement of the security. Those powers will often include the right to direct the borrower to vote the shares in a particular way and an acknowledgment from the company itself that it will comply with that direction. The documents may also give a power of attorney to the security holder to exercise its rights without recourse to the company.

As a result, the holder of the security may be able to exercise the voting rights which in turn may permit it (dependent on the percentage shareholding it controls) to:

- replace a board or appoint a director; or
- commence a voluntary liquidation process and appoint a liquidator to take control of the company.
As set out above, this is particularly useful in Guernsey where the voluntary winding up process can be used without a declaration of solvency, i.e. for an insolvent company in terms of giving control and access to records. The remedy is also instant in that the appointment will commence the moment the resolution is passed and as such circumvents the time involved in the Court process. The option always remains to convert a voluntary liquidation to a compulsory at a later date by application to the Court.

This method has been successfully used for Guernsey entities that own UK real estate where there is a default in the lending that has led to the appointment of an LPA receiver a UK real estate asset but gaining control of the holding company is important for information gathering or to prevent the incumbent directors from undermining the receivership.

There are, of course, issues to be considered in advance of using the security powers not least, the statutory requirements that may go along with a change of shareholder. For example, The Beneficial Ownership of Legal Persons (Guernsey) Law 2017 requires the resident agent of a company to take reasonable steps to ascertain the identity of the beneficial owners of a company and keep records of them. Security holders have to be prepared to provide CDD information if they are to be entered onto the share register. However, utilising share security is an often overlooked tool in the box that can be very effective.

Summary

Guernsey has pursued a policy over many years now to be user friendly to creditors seeking to recover the debt owed to them by entities subject to Guernsey Court jurisdiction, whether companies or trusts. The creditor has an array of weapons in his armoury and should not be afraid to use them.
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Abstract

Despite the British Virgin Islands (BVI) from time to time being on the receiving end of external criticism about its provision of offshore services and its reputation for maintaining confidentiality, it is in fact a flexible, creditor-friendly jurisdiction that has recently been in the headlines as a result of the Eastern Court of Appeal's decision which reversed the Court’s well-established jurisdiction to grant injunctive relief in aid of foreign proceedings (known as Black Swan injunctions). In response, the BVI legislature moved swiftly to plug the gap left by Court of Appeal’s decision by passing the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court (Virgin Islands) (Amendment) Act which came into force on 6 January 2021. This is a further example of progressive steps being taken by the BVI legislature which creditors should be aware of. In this article, Martin Kenney and Shaun Reardon-John, of Martin Kenney & Co. Solicitors review the current and future direction of the BVI offshore legal system from a creditor perspective.

Black Swan jurisdiction

In the BVI, a ‘Mareva injunction’ (more commonly known as a freezing order) is granted pursuant to section 24 of the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court (Virgin Islands) Act 1969 (‘the 1969 Act’), which gives the BVI court the jurisdiction to grant injunctions in cases where, among other things, it appears to be just and convenient to do so. The main aim of a freezing order is to ensure that assets are preserved pending the outcome of the litigation so that they may be used to satisfy a future judgment.

Part 17 of the Civil Procedure Rules 2000 fleshes out the common law and statutory authority. Part 17.1(1)(j) allows the Court to make an order restraining a party from dealing with their assets regardless of whether they are located within the jurisdiction or not. Part 17.4 allows the Court to grant worldwide freezing orders (where assets located outside of BVI could be frozen as well, subject to the assistance of foreign courts), whether or not the respondent is domiciled or present within the BVI.
The decision in *Eastern Caribbean Industrial Corporation Berhad v Vela Financial Holdings Limited*¹, sets out the Court’s wide discretion when considering whether to grant a freezing order to ensure that balance is given to the parties’ rights. The reason for this is that freezing orders have been observed to be oppressive and expensive for respondents and third parties. As such, if granted, safeguards are usually put in place by the Court. Courts will also often order ancillary disclosure relief to ensure that the freezing order is effective. In *Emmerson International Corporation v Renova Holding Ltd*², the Privy Council confirmed that asset disclosure provisions are an inherent part of effective freezing order relief.

The standard practice in the BVI prior to 2010, was that a freezing order could only be granted ancillary to a substantive domestic cause of action. There were some exceptions to this general rule, but they were not always easy to navigate, and so very often applicants failed in their efforts to freeze assets in the BVI in aid of foreign proceedings. The case of *Black Swan Investments ISA v Harvest View Limited*³ revolutionised the jurisdiction of the Court to grant orders in aid of foreign proceedings. In *Black Swan* the Commercial Court held that where the respondent was within the *in personam* jurisdiction of the BVI Courts, it had a discretion to grant freezing injunctions in support of foreign proceedings. In *Yukos CIS Investments Limited v Yukos Hydrocarbons Investments Limited*⁴ the Court of Appeal affirmed this decision.

**The implications of the Convoy decision for the BVI if it had been allowed to prevail**

Black Swan was seen as a major coup by pro-creditor practitioners in the commercial sector. It changed the landscape for a jurisdiction with over 400,000 active registered companies, the majority of which conduct business in foreign jurisdictions. The decision sent a message to the commercial world that debtors could not hide assets in the BVI and think they were unreachable by creditors. Not only did the Black Swan jurisdiction allow standalone freezing injunction claims, but Bannister J confirmed the Black Swan jurisdiction extended to prevent non cause of action defendants from dissipating identified assets which might be available to satisfy a future foreign judgement made against the primary (cause of action) defendant.

In the recent case of *Convoy Collateral Limited v Broad Idea International Limited & Cho Kwai Chee*⁵, the Court of Appeal held that there is no statutory authority under s.24 of the 1969 Act to grant an injunction in aid of foreign proceedings.

In this case, Justice Blenman summarised the principal issues for determination by the Court, namely:

---
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1. Whether in the absence of statutory provisions, it is possible for the Court to grant a freezing injunction against a person against whom there is no cause of action in any part of the world;

2. If so, whether the jurisdiction extends to granting a freezing injunction in support of foreign proceedings to which the person is not a party; and

3. Even if this is so, whether the learned Judge at first instance properly exercised his discretion in granting the freezing injunction.

Chief Justice Pereira compared the BVI to jurisdictions in which the legislature has taken steps to expressly give the Court’s jurisdiction to grant injunctions in aid of foreign proceedings. In England and Wales, s.25 of the UK Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments Act 1982 was passed. In the Cayman Islands, the courts are empowered under s.11A of the Cayman Islands Grand Court Law. Additionally, in the BVI, s.43 of Arbitration Act 2013, which post-dates the Black Swan decision, states:

“On the application of a party, the Court may, in relation to any arbitral proceedings which have been or are to be commenced in or outside the Virgin Islands, grant an interim measure.”

Having considered the above examples, the Court of Appeal concluded that:

“[50] …that the courts of the BVI, though having in personam jurisdiction over Broad Idea, being a BVI registered company, have no subject matter jurisdiction to grant a free standing interlocutory injunction against it in aid of foreign proceedings, there being no statutory basis for the exercise of such a jurisdiction. It is for the Legislature of the BVI to step in and clothe the court with such authority.”

The Court of Appeal’s apparent dissatisfaction with the practical result of its determination appears to have been echoed by the Privy Council itself which, on 30 September 2020, stayed the Court of Appeal’s decision and reinstated the Black Swan injunction pending its final determination of the matter. This was a highly unusual course of action which, we consider, highlighted the seriousness with which the alleged lack of statutory authority was being taken by the Privy Council.

Since the handing down of the Court of Appeal’s decision, its reasoning, and the implications of it, have been a hot topic among legal practitioners. This article would be many pages longer if we were to consider all the potential ramifications and arguable defects of the judgment. However, even at a basic level, many consider the Court of Appeal made a fundamental mistake in interpreting s.24 of the 1969 Act which states:

“A mandamus or an injunction may be granted … by an interlocutory order of the High Court or of a judge thereof in all cases in which it appears to the Court or Judge to be just or convenient that the order should be made and any such order may be made either unconditionally or upon such terms and conditions as the court or judge thinks just.” (emphasis added)

Based solely on the ordinary meaning of the words, there is no requirement for there to be an underlying domestic cause of action against the respondent to the injunction application. The background of injunctive relief can be traced to the Chancery Courts of England and Wales.
24 merely confirmed the historic powers held by the Court. Why the Court of Appeal felt the need to diminish this power (ignoring 10 years of authorities relying on Black Swan Judgment), has baffled many practitioners.

To mitigate the potentially significant implications of the Court of Appeal’s decision, the BVI government worked alongside the local legal community to produce a short but highly important piece of legislation. Most practitioners concerned by the Court of Appeal’s judgment were able to breathe a collective sigh of relief when the BVI Government passed the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court (Virgin Islands) (Amendment) Act which came into force on 6 January 2021. The Act amended section 2 and inserted a new s.24A into the 1969 Act. The only question that remains for the Privy Council’s consideration is whether the common law jurisdiction should remain intact alongside the new legislative jurisdiction.

**The BVI’s progressive legislative initiatives**

There is no doubt that while the Convoy judgment created uncertainty for creditors seeking to protect their interests often against foreign judgment debtors, the swift implementation of the new legislation should be applauded. By design, money laundering is often cross-border in nature and the Black Swan jurisdiction went some way towards redressing the practical balance that had historically favoured the wrongdoer.

Further steps to ensure fraudsters are not able to utilize BVI companies for dishonest purposes are taking place via a draft Proceeds of Crime (Civil Recovery and Investigations) Act. This statute will ensure that steps can be taken to preserve and recover proceeds of criminal conduct without the authorities first having to secure a criminal conviction. 2020 also saw the introduction of the Charging Orders Act, a progressive piece of legislation that takes an expansive view of a debtor’s interest in property.

**Open registers – more harm than good?**

These recent legislative initiatives and a noticeable fall in companies being incorporated in the BVI are interesting when considering the call for an open company register from outside the BVI. It is no secret that anonymous companies are often used to mask corrupt practices. The BVI has always been the focus of those who argue that closed registers of beneficial ownership information encourage financial crime, asset concealment and tax evasion.

In response to increasing pressure from the European Union (‘EU’), in 2017 the BVI legislature enacted the Beneficial Ownership Secure Search System Act 2017 (‘Boss Act’), a non-public beneficial ownership register. Following on from this initiative, the BVI enacted the Economic Substance (Companies and Limited Partnerships) Act 2018 which came into effect on 1st January 2019.

International law agencies now have access to information on the BOSS system at very short notice. This is a little-known fact rarely reported by the press when commenting on the BVI’s offshore
financial industry. Instead, the BVI and other offshore jurisdictions are being targeted by the EU, which argues that open public registers are a necessity. A failure to comply is met with the threat of financial blacklisting, with all the negative connotations that has. It is this pressure that may have contributed to the BVI confirming it will adopt open registers by 2023.

Some people have questioned the EU’s push for open registers given its own “offshore industry” onshore in Luxembourg. The United States is in a similar position when one considers how difficult and expensive it is to obtain beneficial ownership information for companies incorporated in Delaware.

London has also been in the media recently as a result of the FinCEN leak which exposed that company formation details are rarely verified and fraud is rife. However, the FinCEN leak exposed not only the US and UK, but the entire financial sector, also painting the banks in a bad light. As an outsider it appears that the banks are either (a) swamped with dubious customers but are happy to carry on transacting with them, relying on the suspicious activity report “get out of jail free card” or, b) are concerned so much about missing a fraud that every minor concern is filed as a suspicious activity report to cover their backs. Regardless, the result is that FinCEN receives around 3 million suspicious activity reports every year. In addition to this, given the criticism that such reports are badly drafted and take time to decipher, it is unlikely that FinCEN could review all the information it receives. If it did, any fraudulent proceeds may have been laundered and/or dissipated by the time action is taken. Meanwhile, the banks continue transacting and profiting.

It is arguable that the BVI currently captures more accurate data than all of the three jurisdictions mentioned above. A recent article suggested that there has been a fall in BVI incorporations in recent years. However, perhaps more significant is the fact that the average lifespan of a BVI company appears to be increasing. This could be a sign that the increased UBO due diligence carried out by the BVI is deterring those who would seek to use incorporations for unlawful purposes from incorporating in the territory in the first place. When faced with this information, some in the offshore world consider that these larger countries and organisations are seeking to squeeze out the smaller offshore jurisdictions, destroying the economies they have created, while failing to impose the same level of due diligence and transparency in their own jurisdictions. It is also felt that the British Overseas Territories are falling victim to the economic war that appears to be developing between the UK and the EU as a result of the EU allegedly wanting to punish the UK for leaving the EU, and by doing so deterring other EU nations from leaving.

---
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Supporters of open registers argue that it strengthens global transparency for the private sector and will lead to increased tax revenue. It is true that while the BOSS system has its benefits, national agencies will not have the time to monitor all complaints made against offshore entities. Indeed, a verified, accurate open register may make our day-to-day work easier. However, our experience has been that those seeking to evade the spotlight will merely put forward trusted nominees as the beneficial owners whereas previously they may have provided accurate information. Again, the unintended consequences of open registers could be that the information available to enforcement agencies becomes less accurate in some critical cases. An alternative option to open registers could be for government agencies to work with approved private sector companies who are given access to the BOSS system.

**Concluding Thoughts**

The BVI legislature’s swift action to address the lacunae in the law caused by the Court of Appeal’s judgment in *Convoy* sends a clear signal that the BVI is striving to keep pace with those who seek to evade justice by arming creditors with the necessary tools to preserve assets that may be subject to enforcement proceedings. As recent data leaks have shown, fraud is active and flourishing in financial centres across the globe. Perhaps authorities should be focusing not on opening public registers when there are systems like the BOSS in place but, rather, they should be asking why banks in the US are making circa 3 million suspicious activity reports a year, which are difficult to decipher and are overwhelming those authorities tasked with reviewing the data. Perhaps it is also time for all suspicious activity reports to be made public so that those members of the public who wish to investigate alleged suspicious activity can do so, rather than permitting them to trawl through legitimate offshore company data. It may also lead to less suspicious activity reports being filed if the banks are open to criticism from their clients for failing to properly consider facts before filing potentially damaging reports.
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Redefining Reflective Loss – the Long Awaited Decision of the Supreme Court in *Marex*

Anthony Riem & Catherine Eason

Abstract

In this article, Anthony Riem, Partner, and Catherine Eason, Senior Associate, of the London firm of PCB Litigation review the fallout from the long-awaited and landmark Supreme Court decision in *Sevilleja v Marex*. In doing so, the authors outline the background and historical development of the principle of reflective loss by reference to its application in decided cases. The paper goes on to analyse the fallout from *Marex* set against former authority, but also the practical impact for practitioners and creditors of the Supreme Court’s decision.

Redefining Reflective Loss – the long awaited decision of the Supreme Court in *Marex*

The rule against reflective loss has long been the subject of contention and criticism. When the Court of Appeal in *Sevilleja v Marex*¹ unusually gave permission to appeal from its own decision, the stage was set for a significant change to the law regarding reflective loss.

In what can only be described as a landmark decision, seven Supreme Court judges agreed that the continual expansion of the so-called “principle” of reflective loss has had unwelcome and unjustifiable effects on the law,² and were unanimous that the rule against reflective loss should not apply to claims by creditors. As a result, the appeal was allowed.³ The wider question of whether reflective loss should apply to claims by shareholders proved divisive, and comprised a significant portion of the three judgments. The majority decided not to abolish the rule but established a “bright-line”, restricting the scope of its application to losses that are merely reflective of losses suffered by a company. A minority took a step further and questioned whether the rule against reflective loss should ever apply.

---

¹ [2018] EWCA Civ 1468; [2019] QB 173
² As noted by Lord Hodge at [95].
³ *Sevilleja v Marex* [2020] UKSC 31.
The Principle of Reflective Loss

The reflective loss principle was first identified and relied upon nearly 40 years ago in Prudential Assurance Co Ltd v Newman Industries Ltd (No.2). The application of reflective loss has been both controversial and, at times, inconsistent. The decision of Johnson v Gore Wood & Co took the reasoning from Prudential and advanced a number of other justifications for the exclusion of shareholder’s claims in circumstances where a company has a concurrent claim against it. These principles were subsequently applied to claims brought by a claimant in the capacity of a creditor of a company, where he or she also held shares in it, and the company had a concurrent claim.

An exception ultimately arose in the case of Giles v Rhind, where the Court of Appeal allowed the claimant (who was a former director and shareholder in the company) to bring proceedings in circumstances where the wrongdoing of the third party made it impossible for the company itself to recover the loss in question.

Shortly after the decision of Giles, the Court of Appeal in Gardner v Parker reverted to a wide application of the principle, finding that reflective loss applied to a claim arising from a creditor’s inability to recover a debt owed to it by a company in which the creditor was a shareholder. Lord Neuberger added that the same reasoning should apply even where the employee or creditor was not also a shareholder.

Since Gardner v Parker, the Courts have followed the approach adopted in that case. The reflective loss principle has been treated as based primarily on the avoidance of double recovery and the protection of a company’s unsecured creditors, and as being applicable in all situations where there are concurrent claims and one of the claimants is a company. Its application was extended wider, with a number of judges commenting on both the uncertainties and difficulties of this doctrine. The decision of the Court of Appeal in the present case was the first case in this jurisdiction in which reflective loss has been applied to a claimant which is purely a creditor of a company.

The facts in Marex

A dispute arose between Mr Sevilleja and his two BVI companies (“Companies”), and Marex Financial Ltd (“Marex”), a foreign exchange broker. Marex brought proceedings against the Companies for amounts due to it under contracts which it had entered into with them. Following a trial in the Commercial Court, Field J had provided a confidential draft judgment to the parties, finding that the Companies were liable to Marex for US$5 million and costs of £1.65 million. Marex alleged that, following the release of Field J’s draft judgment, Mr Sevilleja wrongfully asset-stripped the Companies by procuring the transfer of US$9.5m from the Companies’ accounts in London to accounts in his personal control. The object of the transfers was to defeat payment of the Field J judgment, and as a result of the transfers, the Companies were placed into voluntary liquidation. The Companies were unable to pay the judgment debt that they owed Marex, and Marex claimed the judgment debt as damages against Mr Sevilleja in addition to interest and costs.

---

4 Prudential Assurance Co Ltd v Newman Industries Ltd (No 2) [1981] Ch 204.
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The appeal derives from an application for service of proceedings on Mr Sevilleja outside of the jurisdiction, which was appealed by Mr Sevilleja on the basis that Marex did not have a good arguable case against him. One of the arguments in support of this was that the losses which Marex was seeking to recover were reflective of loss suffered by the Companies which had concurrent claims against him, and were therefore not open to Marex to claim. Mr Justice Knowles held that Marex had a good arguable case that its claim was not precluded by reflective loss, and accordingly dismissed Mr Sevilleja’s application.\(^8\) On appeal, however, the Court of Appeal accepted that the “reflective loss” principle applied to about 90% of Marex’s claim.

**The Supreme Court Decision**

In the majority decision, Lord Reed made it clear that crucially the position of a shareholder and a creditor is different. Specifically, a shareholder has a variety of other rights which may be relevant in a context of this kind, including the right to bring a derivative claim to enforce the company’s rights if the relevant conditions are met, and the right to seek relief in respect of unfairly prejudicial conduct of the company’s affairs.\(^9\) There is, however, no analogous relationship between a creditor and the company.\(^10\)

A distinction was also drawn where a company goes into insolvency. The shareholder will only recover a pro rata share of the company’s surplus interest, with their share value reflecting the value of that interest. However the extent to which the company’s loss may affect a creditor’s recovery of his debt will depend not only on the company’s assets but also on the value of any security possessed by the creditor, on the rules governing the priority of debts, and on the manner in which the liquidation is conducted. Most importantly, even where the company’s loss results in the creditor also suffering a loss, he does not suffer the loss in the capacity of a shareholder, and his pursuit of a claim in respect of that loss cannot therefore give rise to any conflict with the rule in *Foss v Harbottle* (which states that the only person who can seek relief for an injury done to a company, where the company has a cause of action, is the company itself).\(^9\)

Lord Reed therefore reaffirmed the approach adopted in *Prudential* and by Lord Bingham in *Johnson*, from which it follows that *Giles v Rhind*, *Perry v Day* and *Gardner v Parker* were wrongly decided. The rule in *Prudential* is limited to claims by shareholders where as a result of actionable loss suffered by their company, the value of their shares, or of the distributions they receive as shareholders, has been diminished. Other claims, whether by shareholders or anyone else, should be dealt with in the ordinary way. This appears to create an opportunity for shareholders to bring claims where they can show that their losses were not in their capacity as shareholder, which are a consequence of losses to the company.

Lord Sales (with whom Lady Hale and Lord Kitchen aligned) agreed that there is a clear distinction between the application of the reflective loss principles to shareholders and creditors: a creditor of a company has not chosen to be in a position where he is required to follow the fortunes of the company in the same way as a shareholder.\(^11\) However, he would not follow *Johnson* in so far as it endorsed the reflective loss principle identified in *Prudential* in relation to claims by shareholder
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claimants, which he described as a “crude bright line” to exclude shareholders claims. His position was that even if the principle is to be preserved in relation to such claimants, the questionable nature of the justification for it means that it is appropriate for this court to stand back and ask afresh whether it can be justified as a principle to exclude otherwise valid claims made by a person who is a creditor of the company.¹²

**Implications**

The significance of such a long and controversial line of authorities being overturned cannot be overstated. In contrast with the line of authorities deriving from the principle of reflective loss over the last 40 years, the decision provides clear and narrow parameters for the application of reflective loss. It is both helpful to practitioners, and an apparent win for creditors, who no longer have to overcome the principle of reflective loss when recovering losses from third parties and potential fraudsters, simply by virtue of the fact that the debtor is a company. For example, as is the case in *Marex*, it will now be easier for claimants to bring claims against asset stripping shareholders and other third parties.

¹² [211]
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Abstract

As in the recent past, the current global economic downturn caused by the Covid-19 pandemic is likely to reveal widespread fraudulent conduct, requiring the need to pursue fraud claims and recover assets. Since transparency is integral to the U.S. bankruptcy process, a bankruptcy proceeding can be a useful tool to discover, investigate, and litigate fraudulent conduct. In this article, Joe Wielebinski and Matthias Kleinsasser of Winstead PC provide an overview of common bankruptcy discovery devices and causes of action available to professionals seeking to remedy fraudulent conduct. They also discuss why involuntary bankruptcies and Chapter 15 proceedings can prove useful in these circumstances.

1. Introduction

As Warren Buffett famously stated, “you only find out who is swimming naked when the tide goes out.” Mr. Buffett’s quotation is likely to prove apt yet again in light of the global economic downturn caused by Covid-19, particularly with regard to sectors such as the petroleum industry that are facing additional challenges beyond the pandemic. For professionals pursuing claims based on fraudulent conduct or attempting to recover fraudulently transferred assets, the U.S. bankruptcy laws and the attendant transparency of bankruptcy proceedings can prove to be a powerful tool. This article provides an overview of the bankruptcy process, including common discovery devices, causes of action, and other mechanisms available under American bankruptcy law for parties seeking to combat fraud.

2. Uncovering Fraud Using Bankruptcy Proceedings

Transparency is an integral feature of U.S. bankruptcy proceedings. A debtor that wishes to obtain the benefits of bankruptcy—e.g., the breathing spell provided by the automatic stay and the exclusive right to propose and confirm a Chapter 11 plan—must provide creditors and the court
with extensive information under penalty of perjury regarding its assets, liabilities, pre-bankruptcy transfers of property, and other critical issues. These disclosure requirements can often be used by creditors and other parties to uncover fraud.

(1) **Schedules and Statements of Financial Affairs.** The documents required to be filed in the initial stages of a bankruptcy provide substantial information about the financial state of the debtor. Promptly after the bankruptcy case is commenced, the debtor must file a schedule of all assets and liabilities (‘Schedules’), a statement of financial affairs (‘SOFA’), a list of creditors, and other documents disclosing important information regarding assets, liabilities, transfers, creditors, and other matters. For example, Schedules list all types of assets and separate creditors into categories (secured, priority unsecured, and general unsecured). The SOFA requires a debtor to disclose information such as revenue for the debtor’s current fiscal year and two preceding fiscal years, transfers of money or property that could be potentially clawed back (e.g., transfers that benefitted insiders within one year of the petition date). These documents must be signed by a representative of the debtor under penalty of perjury. Courts have generally held that draft bankruptcy schedules and other documents intended for public filing are not protected by the attorney-client privilege or the work product doctrine, meaning that a party who suspects fraud on the part of the debtor may be able to obtain prior versions of these documents to compare to the filed version.

(2) **Rule 2004 Examinations.** One discovery device commonly used to learn more about the debtor’s financial affairs is an examination under Rule 2004 of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure. The scope of Rule 2004 is broad: a bankruptcy court may order examination of any person or entity to investigate, among other things, the debtor’s acts, conduct, liabilities, and financial condition. The examining party may request production of documents. Rule 2004 examination requests are rarely denied. Given their broad scope, they are often referred to as “fishing expeditions” and are routinely used by trustees, creditors, statutory committees (e.g., committees of unsecured creditors), and other parties-in-interest to investigate a debtor and related parties. If fraudulent conduct is suspected, a party should strongly consider applying for and conducting a Rule 2004 examination.

3. **Combatting Fraud Once It Has Been Uncovered**

The Bankruptcy Code provides multiple options for addressing fraudulent conduct once it has been uncovered:

---

2 Official Forms have been issued for Schedules, SOFA, and other required filings, which are available at https://www.uscourts.gov/forms/bankruptcy-forms.
3 The term “insider” is defined in 11 U.S.C. § 101 to include most persons and entities related to the debtor, such as partners, affiliates, and equity owners.
4 FRBP 1008.
6 FRBP 2004.
7 FRBP 2004(a) and (b).
8 FRCP 2004(c).
Involuntary Bankruptcy Proceedings: One possible course of action for a creditor who believes someone is fraudulently dissipating assets is to place the person or entity in an involuntary bankruptcy proceeding. Section 303 of the Bankruptcy Code permits three or more creditors whose claims total at least $16,750 to file a bankruptcy petition against a debtor who is not generally paying debts as they become due. If the debtor has fewer than 12 creditors (excluding creditors who are employees, insiders, and recipients of avoidable transfers), one or two creditors whose claims total at least $16,750 can file the involuntary petition. The petitioning creditors’ claims must neither be contingent as to liability nor subject to bona fide dispute as to liability or amount. If the debtor contests the involuntary filing, the court will hold a trial to determine if the requirements of Section 303 have been met. Involuntary bankruptcies are often quite expensive and should not be commenced lightly. If the bankruptcy petition is dismissed, the courts have the ability to award the debtor attorneys’ fees, as well as actual damages and punitive damages if the bankruptcy was filed in bad faith. But if creditors prevail, the bankruptcy should provide an opportunity to conduct significant discovery with respect to the debtor’s conduct through a court-supervised process with significant penalties for a debtor who fails to adhere to the rules.

Trustees and Examiners. Section 1104 of the Bankruptcy Code requires a court to appoint a trustee in a Chapter 11 case for “cause,” such as fraud, dishonesty, incompetence, or gross mismanagement on the part of the debtor’s management. The court may also appoint a trustee if appointment is in the best interests of creditors, equity security holders, and other interests of the estate. Both pre- and post-bankruptcy conduct may serve as a basis to appoint a trustee, though as a practical matter a court is less likely to appoint a trustee for pre-bankruptcy conduct if it does not rise to the level of fraud. If a trustee is appointed, the trustee is required to investigate the acts, conduct, assets, liabilities, and financial condition of the debtor and is granted extensive powers by the Bankruptcy Code, including the power to recover assets and seek avoidance of improperly transferred property.

Alternatively, the court can order appointment of an examiner if the court determines that the circumstances do not warrant appointment of a trustee. An examiner generally is granted broad powers of investigation by the court but lacks a trustee’s power to displace the debtor’s management and file lawsuits on behalf of the debtor. Nevertheless, an examiner can serve an important role in uncovering fraud.

Avoidance Actions and Other Estate-Owned Claims. The Bankruptcy Code allows a bankruptcy trustee to file several types of lawsuits (frequently referred to as avoidance actions) to...
recover property improperly transferred by the debtor. These actions include suits to recover preferential payments to creditors or insiders under Section 547, suits to recover pre-bankruptcy fraudulent transfers under Section 548, and suits to recover improper post-bankruptcy transfers under Section 549. In Chapter 11 cases, unless the court has appointed a trustee, the debtor’s management continues to manage the debtor and operate its business, albeit with fiduciary obligations to creditors. In effect, the pre-bankruptcy debtor is transformed into an entity referred to as a “debtor-in-possession.”

Like a trustee, the debtor-in-possession has standing to prosecute causes of action owned by the bankruptcy estate, such as fraudulent transfer actions under Section 548 and breach of fiduciary duty claims against officers and directors. As a practical matter, however, a debtor’s management is unlikely to pursue claims based on their own bad acts. For this reason, many courts have held that an Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors can acquire standing to bring estate-owned claims on behalf of the creditor body upon a showing that colorable claims exist and that the debtor’s management has unjustifiably refused to pursue them. Some courts have held that an individual creditor may also acquire standing to pursue these claims. A creditor who is aware of colorable estate-owned claims should strongly consider requesting that the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors seek standing to pursue them, or, failing that, consider requesting the right to do so on its own. Of course, any recovery on avoidance actions or other estate-owned claims will benefit the unsecured creditor body as a whole, not the individual creditor.

One of the most useful avoidance actions when a debtor has improperly dissipated assets is the fraudulent transfer cause of action provided by Section 548. The statute allows for recovery of both actual and constructive fraudulent transfers. Actual fraudulent transfers are transfers of property made with actual intent to hinder, delay, or defraud a creditor. Constructive fraudulent transfers are transfers of property made while the debtor was insolvent or undercapitalized and with respect to which the debtor did not receive reasonably equivalent value in return. A creditor who acquires standing to bring a fraudulent transfer action may recover the property transferred, or, if the court so orders, the value of it, from a transferee, subject to certain defenses.

4. Bankruptcy Fraud and Other Criminal Matters

Chapter 9 of the federal criminal code, codified in Title 18 of the United States Code, covers crimes committed in connection with a bankruptcy proceeding. While a detailed examination of bankruptcy crimes is beyond the scope of this article, it is worth noting that most bad acts committed in connection with a bankruptcy proceeding are federal crimes—e.g., fraudulently concealing assets in connection with a bankruptcy, knowingly making a false statement in a bankruptcy proceeding,
or filing a bankruptcy petition for the purpose of executing a scheme or artifice to defraud. United States Attorneys have prosecuted numerous bankruptcy crimes, including several against high profile individuals, such as the baseball player Lenny Dykstra and the reality television stars Joe and Teresa Giudice. A party with evidence that a bankruptcy debtor (or its management or affiliates) has engaged in fraudulent conduct may wish to consider raising these concerns with the United States Trustee (the branch of the U.S. Department of Justice charged with overseeing bankruptcies), the Federal Bureau of Investigation, or other regulators.

5. **Chapter 15 Bankruptcy as a Tool for Foreign Representatives**

(1) Chapter 15 of the Bankruptcy Code addresses cross-border insolvencies and is based on UNCITRAL’s Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency. A Chapter 15 bankruptcy proceeding is commenced by a “foreign representative” who files a petition for a U.S. bankruptcy court to recognize a “foreign proceeding”—in most cases, an insolvency proceeding pending in a foreign jurisdiction. The bankruptcy court has authority to recognize the foreign proceeding as either a “foreign main proceeding,” meaning that the foreign proceeding is pending in the country in which the debtor has its “center of main interests” (‘COMI’), or, alternatively, as a “foreign nonmain proceeding” if the proceeding is pending in a country where the debtor has an “establishment” but not its COMI. The bankruptcy court is authorized to order preliminary relief when a Chapter 15 proceeding is commenced, including entrusting the debtor’s assets in the United States to an examiner. If the bankruptcy court recognizes the foreign proceeding, it may grant additional relief such as suspending the right to transfer the debtor’s assets and providing for the examination of witnesses under Rule 2004 of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure. Recognition of the foreign proceeding also provides the foreign representative with avoidance action powers available under applicable foreign law. In determining whether to provide additional assistance to a foreign representative, the bankruptcy court should consider, among other things, prevention of preferential or fraudulent dispositions of the debtor’s property. Chapter 15 can serve as a potent tool for a trustee or other foreign representative investigating fraudulent conduct, particularly when assets are located in the United States.

27 See, e.g., Case No. 2:11-cr-00415-DDP, in the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California (Lenny Dykstra criminal proceeding); Case No. 2:13-cv-00495-ES, in the U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey (Joe and Teresa Giudice criminal proceedings).
28 Any such complaint should be made only if the party believes in good faith that the debtor or its principals have engaged in fraud and not as a means to gain an advantage in litigation. For example, most U.S. codes of professional conduct for attorneys prohibit an attorney from threatening criminal charges or participating in a criminal matter solely to gain an advantage in civil litigation. See Tex. Disp. R. Prof. Conduct 4.04(b).
34 Tacon v. Petroquest Res. Inc. (In re Condor Ins. Ltd.), 601 F.3d 319, 323-29 (5th Cir. 2010). Avoidance actions under the Bankruptcy Code, such as Section 548 fraudulent transfer lawsuits, are available to a foreign representative only if a separate Chapter 7 or 11 proceeding is commenced. Id. at 323 (discussing 11 U.S.C. § 1523).
6. Potential Steps for Investigating Fraudulent Conduct or Pursuing Claims

Below is a list of potential steps which may be taken in connection with a bankruptcy proceeding by a party investigating fraudulent conduct, pursuing claims for fraud, or seeking to recover assets.

(1) **U.S. Government resources**: Often, the most difficult step in pursuing fraudulent conduct or recovering assets is determining what course of action best fits the situation. The resources available on the websites for the U.S. Department of Justice, U.S. Department of State, and other agencies are a good place to start.\(^{36}\)

(2) **Obtain qualified counsel**: It goes without saying that obtaining qualified U.S. bankruptcy counsel is a must. The legal issues and discovery devices discussed above have complexities beyond the scope of this article. Qualified bankruptcy counsel can assist with developing and pursuing an effective strategy.

(3) **Make use of the public nature of bankruptcy proceedings**: As with most court proceedings in the United States, the vast majority of documents in a bankruptcy proceeding are available to the general public. If the party you are pursuing has filed for bankruptcy (or is involved in one), start by determining what information can be gleaned from documents such as Schedules and Statements of Financial Affairs.

(4) **Pursue discovery**: If further investigation is required, consider seeking a Rule 2004 examination of appropriate parties (not just the debtor) or request that the case Trustee or the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors do so if a committee has been appointed. To the extent a party is aware of potential estate-owned claims against management or related parties, the party should bring those claims to the attention of the Creditors’ Committee and/or the case Trustee.

(5) **Commence a proceeding**: A creditor pursuing a debtor who would be subject to jurisdiction in a U.S. bankruptcy court should consider filing an involuntary bankruptcy proceeding if the cost can be justified and two other creditors are interested in joining the petition. A foreign representative such as a foreign trustee should strongly consider seeking recognition of the foreign proceeding under Chapter 15 and pursuing injunctive relief, discovery under Rule 2004, or appointment of an examiner.

4. Conclusion

Many experts predict an increase in fraud as the economy suffers the continuing impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic. One of the most important means to combat fraud is through the insolvency regimes in the U.S. and elsewhere. Not only does the U.S. Bankruptcy Code provide a transparent process, but also the Code contains a variety of effective tools to discover, investigate and litigate fraudulent conduct.
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Diamonds aren’t always forever, as a leading European bank discovered when its collateral stash of the world’s most precious stone went missing. In China, a bank was sure all that glittered was gold, but found the billions in “bullion” they lent against was actually gold-plated copper.

Lenders are just as easily scammed over more pedestrian commodities like pig iron and liquor or, quite often, just paper – forged documents representing ownership of stock, real estate, ships, airplanes or automobiles.

One of history’s most famous frauds involved a product on nearly every kitchen shelf, and landed a crucial investing win for the not-yet famous Warren Buffett. In the 1963 “Salad Oil Scandal,” a consortium led by American Express lost the 2020 equivalent of $1.5 billion by lending against a giant New Jersey tank farm supposedly filled with soybean oil. When the borrower defaulted, lenders discovered their collateral was mostly seawater, with just a little salad oil floating on top, according to “The Great Salad Swindle” by Norman C. Miller.¹

According to a November 2015 New York Times article, “American Express was far from blameless in the scandal. An anonymous tipster explained [the] swindle to the company in 1960, including [the] method for filling tanks with seawater except for a narrow chamber of oil positioned under the measuring hatch. The accusations were largely ignored, and the fraud grew tenfold over the following three years, until American Express (‘AmEx’) had guaranteed more soybean oil than actually existed in the entire country.”²

Buffett, who famously said “be fearful when others are greedy, and be greedy when others are fearful,” saw a buying opportunity when AmEx shares ‘tanked’ in the scandal.³ He reportedly

---

³ Ibid.
invested 40 percent of partnership assets into the financial services giant, and in short, more than doubled their money, according to a May 2017 Motley Fool article.¹

Bankers and debt owners today still face audacious fraudsters and are deploying ever more intensive due diligence measures to thwart collateral scams before they happen. If a fraud does occur, sophisticated investors speedily engage teams of experienced asset tracing detectives to recover the maximum amount possible.

I run the Hong Kong office of Mintz Group, providing due diligence and asset tracing services on every continent around the world. While I manage high stakes global investigations, I am not your typical private detective. My first career was in finance, making loans and structuring deals in risky commercial transactions. In other words, I know collateral, how it’s managed, and what can happen when lenders aren’t looking.

**Opportunities for Fraud Fueled by Record Debt**

Global debt surged to a record $258 trillion in the first quarter of 2020, and debt levels are continuing to rise, according to the Institute for International Finance (‘IIF’). The IIF reported in July 2020 that the Q1 2020 debt-to-GDP ratio jumped by over 10 percentage points to 331 percent — a record high and the largest quarterly surge on record. As leverage levels rise globally, ‘secured lending’ is usually seen as the safest option because lenders have access to underlying collateral, especially when borrowers have poor or no credit history. However, the due diligence process for verifying this collateral and background checking of borrowers is fraught with challenges.

**From Gold to Pig Iron to Liquor**

In July 2020, Wuhan Kingold Jewelry Inc. (‘Kingold’), a NASDAQ-listed jewelry maker, was accused of having passed off 83 tons of gilded copper as gold bars to obtain RMB 20 billion (approximately US$ 2.9 billion) in financing from at least 12 institutional lenders in China, according to a Caixin article from that time.² It could be China’s largest loan scandal by value, according to the South China Morning Post.³ It’s odd no one noticed that the “gold bars” were so light; copper is less than half as dense as gold. Perhaps the people doing the due diligence were just a bit “dense” themselves.

In another form of gold fraud, a company may lease gold from one bank and use the borrowed gold as collateral to borrow from another financial institution. In 2014, the Chinese

---


National Audit Office reported that 25 Chinese companies had obtained more than RMB 94 billion (approximately US$ 15 billion) in loans over two years in this manner, according to a June 2014 Financial Times article.⁷

In the past, we have worked on fraud involving tens of thousands of tons of Brazilian pig iron – a key steelmaking ingredient – that had been pledged as collateral to a European-headquartered bank. Upon inspection, the bank discovered that bags of sand were substituted for the pig iron, and pursued legal action against the borrower.

Sometimes lenders continue to take risks on unusual collateral previously proven to be troublesome. In April 2020, a department store in China’s Guizhou province pledged more than 160,000 bottles of Moutai liquor for a RMB 230 million (approximately US$ 34 million) loan from the Bank of Guiyang, according to a Sina article from that time.⁸ So far, the 2020 loan is not known to be problematic, but in a well-known 2013 case, four Hangzhou province fraudsters were apprehended for taking about RMB 200 million (approximately US$ 33 million) in loans against more than 8,000 bottles of fake vintage Moutai, according to a December 2013 Sohu article.⁹

Alcoholic beverages provide attractive opportunities for counterfeiting. Moutai is China’s ‘national liquor’ and its producer, Kweichow Moutai, is currently the world’s most valuable spirits company, according to a June 2020 BBC article.¹⁰ In 2010, a genuine bottle of vintage Moutai could retail for up to $4,400, while a fake could be produced for a fraction of this amount. There are also well-known cases of fraud with other alcoholic beverages such as wine.

## Fake Collateral, Forged Documents

The use of fake commodities often goes hand-in-hand with forged documents to create the appearance of authenticity. In a well-known case in 2014, a Chinese metals company, Dezheng Resources, was caught using fake certificates and receipts for copper and aluminum at a warehouse in Qingdao. In fact, Dezheng duplicated those documents to pledge the same fake collateral to at least 13 banks, creating losses of over $3 billion, according to a December 2018 Reuters article.¹¹

---


Companies facing financial trouble may also sell pledged collateral without the knowledge of their lenders, as with the recent case involving Hin Leong Trading. In early 2020, battered by Covid-19 and the sharp fall in global oil prices, the Singapore firm – formerly one of Asia’s largest oil traders – was found to have covered up about $800 million in trading losses, and had sold oil inventory that it had pledged to banks as collateral, according to a June 2020 Business Times Singapore article.12

As of April 2020, Hin Leong owed approximately $4 billion to at least 23 banks, and had less than $200 million in oil inventory and cash, according to media reports. In August 2020, Hin Leong’s founder, Lim Oon Kuin, was also charged for instigating an employee to forge a document stating that the company had transferred one million barrels of oil to another company; this document was used to secure a further $56 million in financing, according to an August 2020 Straits Times article.13

**Lenders Impacted, Opportunities Available**

While the full extent of the fallout from the collapse of Hin Leong, and a number of other Singapore-based commodity traders like Hontop, Zenrock and Agritrade remains to be seen, lenders have curbed their exposure to commodity traders after a string of collapses and scandals globally, according to various press articles.14 In a contrarian move in September 2020, Deutsche Bank announced plans to increase lending to commodity-trading firms in the Middle East, “even as other banks back away after a spate of defaults in the industry, to help double the size of its business in the region.”15 Clearly, when some investors retreat after a painful loss, others come in and eat their lunch.

**Due Diligence as Competitive Advantage**

Savvy lenders, investors, and insurers conduct background checks before they part with money. They conduct due diligence of the other party’s business practices and reputation, verify authenticity of the commodities and documents provided in the transaction through inquiries with people relevant to the transaction, and conduct site visits. Most fraud takes place at the local levels so it is important to get on-the-ground intelligence. For example, in the Qingdao case, global lenders
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thought they were dealing with international storage facilitators, but these companies were in turn using local warehouse operators to store the metals. Thus, the corruption that resulted in the forged documents and missing metals likely occurred at the lowest levels, according to media coverage of the lawsuits filed after the fraud was uncovered.16

We began with diamonds and will end this article with a story that is still unfolding. A major European bank became frustrated with non-payment on a more than $300 million line of credit issued to a major diamond producer with global operations including in India, Belgium, Israel, Dubai, and Angola.

The borrower repeatedly failed to make payment and their most recent exchanges with the bank were caustic – “a complete breakdown of [the] relationship” to quote one of the parties involved.

Suspecting fraud, the bank held a board meeting, and engaged lawyers and investigators. They served the diamond producer’s principal owner at his residence, then went to the firm’s nearby headquarters to serve more papers and inspect the bank’s primary collateral: numerous bags of diamonds worth hundreds of millions of dollars.

Once the firm’s vault was open, the bankers expressed relief that the bags they expected to see were there. But their hopes were dashed when they opened the bags and found diamond dust – an industrial product of much, much lower value than the diamonds they were expecting.

The asset search is on. To be continued ...
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Abstract

In this article, Joanelle O’Cleirigh, a partner of Arthur Cox, Dublin, examines the rise of authorised push payment fraud and its impact on financial institutions. Authorised push payment fraud raises questions surrounding the potential liability of banks for losses incurred by victims. This article also considers the response of the courts to this new and sophisticated form of cyber-fraud in trying to formulate a practical remedy for the victim. These issues have not yet come before the Irish courts, but recent decisions of the English courts may give some guidance as to a possible approach in Ireland.

1. Introduction

With the rise of new financial technologies comes the inevitable challenge of new and different forms of fraud. Authorised push payments, where the customer essentially ‘pushes’ money to the receiver, are now a feature of our everyday lives. Authorised push payment fraud (‘APP’) involves the manipulation of consumers into making real-time payments to a bank account controlled by the fraudster. The fraud is characterised by the use of social engineering techniques involving impersonation. The habits of the consumer are often tracked or monitored by hacking into email and other systems. Spending patterns are identified and mimicked such that the push payment does not raise suspicion. The bank receives instructions and authorisation to send money to a particular account, thereby subverting the bank’s fraud control systems.

Given the bank’s role in sending the fraudulent payment from the consumer’s bank account, APP raises significant questions surrounding the responsibilities of the bank in facilitating a practical remedy for the consumer and the potential liability of the bank for the losses incurred by the consumer. These issues have not yet come before an Irish court, but recent decisions of the English court may offer pragmatic solutions.
First, and of central importance in providing a remedy for APP, is the worldwide Mareva injunction deployed by the courts in Ireland and the UK. When met with cases of APP, English courts have innovated and expanded the remedy by relaxing the requirement to provide clear identification of the account-holder in applications for worldwide Mareva orders.

1 The banks’ role in this process is significant.

Second, regarding the potential liability of the bank, the approach of the English courts demonstrates that liability is not reduced in cases involving sophisticated fraud notwithstanding a lack of dishonesty on the part of the bank.2

2 A Growing Issue

Although social engineering scams such as APP are a growing global concern3, the UK is one of the few countries to collate and publish data on APP. UK Finance have reported4 that the total losses due to unauthorised fraud in the UK in 2019 amounted to £825 million. Of this, APP amounted to £455.8 million, inclusive of both personal and business fraud. This was an increase of £102 million on the previous year. There were 122,437 APP cases in 2019, up from 84,624 in 2018.5

The escalation of APP is reflected in the increased response by regulatory bodies in the UK. In 2016, the consumers’ organisation Which? made a “super-complaint” to the Payment Systems Regulator (the ‘PSR’) regarding banking consumers’ acute vulnerability to electronic fraud, in particular APP. The PSR issued a response stating there was insufficient evidence to warrant a change in the law. The response however acknowledged a problem and sought further evidence of the scale of the fraud.

Subsequently, the PSR introduced a Contingent Reimbursement Model Code for Authorised Push Payment Scams (the ‘Code’). There is no equivalent system established in Ireland. The Code, which is voluntary, entered into force on the 28th of May 2019 and allows for the reimbursement of the consumer where the payment transaction meets certain criteria. It must be an authorised push payment. Crucially, the payment must also be made between UK bank accounts, such that if the monies are sent overseas, the reimbursement Code does not apply. On the date of the Code’s entry into force, 8 payment service providers, representing 17 consumer brands and over 85% of authorised push payments, signed up to the Code. Between May and December 2019, losses

---

1 CMOC Sales & Marketing Limited v Persons Unknown & Ors [2018] EWHC 2230 (Comm).
3 See Europol, 2019 Internet Organised Crime Threat Assessment, at 40 in which Europol identified Business Email Compromise as a constantly evolving threat and a crucial priority for Member States and the private industry; see also Federal Bureau of Investigations, ‘Business Email Compromise The $26 Billion Scam’ (Public Service Announcement, 10 September 2019) https://www.ic3.gov/media/2019/190910.aspx#fn2 accessed 1 October 2020, in which the FBI noted that between May 2018 and July 2019, there was a 100% increase in global exposed losses due to Business Email Compromise.
5 Ibid, p. 45.
as a result of APP amounted to £101 million. Of this, £41 million was returned to consumers. The Code was recently extended to December 2020.

3. **Practical Remedies in the Courts**

**Worldwide Mareva Injunctions**

Through push payments, the defrauded monies are often sent to numerous bank accounts in different jurisdictions at the touch of a button. Consequently, tracing the assets and identifying the wrongdoers proves extremely difficult. Once described as one of the law’s “nuclear weapons”, the worldwide *Mareva* injunction will take centre-stage in combating the threat posed to consumers by APP.

A unique aspect of *Mareva* injunctions is that, at a practical level, third-party banks are so often relied upon for their enforcement. This ensures the effectiveness of the remedy as, from the viewpoint of banks, they would have “nothing to gain and all to lose” by resisting a *Mareva* order of the court. It is well-established in Ireland that the courts have jurisdiction to grant, as an equitable remedy, a worldwide *Mareva* injunction should the justice of the case so require. Referring to the English position set down in *Derby & Co. Ltd v Weldon (Nos. 3 and 4)*, Costello J in *Deutsche Bank v Murtagh* clearly stated that:

“(I)n my opinion the court has jurisdiction to restrain the dissipation of extra-territorial assets where such an order is warranted by the facts. The basis on which a *Mareva* injunction is granted is to ensure that a defendant does not take action designed to frustrate subsequent orders of the court. It is well established in England that a *Mareva* injunction may extend to foreign assets and I believe that the Irish courts have a similar power in order to avoid the frustration of subsequent orders it may make.”

This position was recently reaffirmed by the Irish High Court in *Trafalgar Developments Ltd. v Mazepin*. Relying on *Murtagh*, Barniville J held that *Mareva* style injunctive relief can:

“in appropriate cases and where the circumstances warrant it, extend to assets located outside the jurisdiction.”

It is also settled law in Ireland that the courts can grant ancillary orders for the purpose of effecting the *Mareva* injunction. In *Irish Bank Resolution Corporation Ltd. v Quinn*, citing the English Court of Appeal in *House of Spring Gardens Ltd v Waite*, Kelly J was satisfied that:

“the court has inherent jurisdiction to ensure that injunctions granted by it are effective. In the case of the *Mareva* type injunction this may involve orders of discovery, disclosure, the answering of interrogatories or the production of a deponent for cross examination.”

---

6 Ibid, p. 46.
7 *Bank Millat v Nikpour* [1985] FSR 87 (Donaldson LJ).
10 *Deutsche Bank v Murtagh* [1995] 1 ILRM 381, at p. 388. This was subsequently affirmed and applied by Sullivan J in *Bennett Enterprises Inc v Lipton* [1999] 2 IR 221.
The granting of such ancillary orders in combination with the principal Mareva injunction is particularly important where the nature of the fraud is APP. It facilitates the swift identification and investigation of the wrongdoer such that the stolen assets can be traced and sequestered.

**Innovation in the UK**

In the UK, APP has presented unique and novel challenges before the courts. Typically, APP involves an anonymous fraudster imitating the actions of the true consumer. This feature of APP presents courts with an unidentifiable wrongdoer, banks with an apparently genuine payment request, and ultimately results in a defrauded customer with no means of compensation. The UK courts have responded and developed innovative and practical solutions to combat this new and sophisticated cyber-fraud, such as expanding the worldwide Mareva injunction as an equitable remedy and extending the duty of care imposed on financial institutions.

In its landmark decision in *CMOC Sales & Marketing Limited v Persons Unknown*[^16], the English High Court granted the first known worldwide Mareva injunction against “Persons Unknown”. CMOC Sales & Marketing Limited (“CMOC”) was the victim of a sophisticated hacking into one of its directors’ email accounts. The hackers sent requests to CMOC’s bank, purportedly from the director, directing it to make payments totalling in excess of US$8 million to accounts in 50 banks across 19 countries. The Court in *CMOC* held that there were strong reasons to allow for the granting of worldwide freezing orders against unidentified parties:

> “First, the orders can act as a “springboard” for ancillary reliefs which would never have been possible without initially notifying the banks to freeze the accounts and prevent the dissipation of the relevant assets.”

> “Second, critical information is obtained from banks as a result of the granting of an ancillary disclosure order, particularly the identity of the bank account-holders. This is of crucial importance as it facilitates the investigation of the parties, the tracing of the assets and the implementation of measures to recover the stolen property”.[^17]

In this case, the orders helped CMOC to identify the perpetrators. CMOC was subsequently able to get various court orders requiring the defendants to repay the monies stolen or received by them (approximately US$1 million) in addition to damages for the loss suffered.

The decision in *CMOC* was recently followed by the English High Court in *World Proteins Kft v Persons Unknown*.[^18] The fraudster, impersonating the company’s supplier, sent emails requesting payments of £500,000 and £1.5 million from the company within a chain of previous legitimate emails from the supplier. Citing *CMOC*, the Court granted the interim orders against persons unknown, obliging the bank to freeze the account and make an ancillary disclosure of key information in relation to the account-holder.

In addition to the expansion of injunctive relief to unknown persons, it will be of interest that they have also allowed for more innovative and alternative methods of service on defendants in these cases. In *CMOC*, the Court upheld service on the defendants and banks through email, Facebook

Messenger, WhatsApp and later through the establishment of an online virtual data room.\textsuperscript{19} Similarly, in the decision of Clarkson Plc v. Person(s) Unknown\textsuperscript{20}, the English High Court accepted the service of the interim court order and other application documents by way of a specified email address.\textsuperscript{21}

It is evident, flowing from this approach, that the responsibility of banks will likely be quite extensive. Not only will banks be obliged to step in and freeze assets against unknown parties on a global scale, but further will be obliged to gather and furnish account-holders’ information facilitating their identification and investigation.

There has been no Irish case on the granting of a \textit{Mareva} injunction against unknown persons. However, based on the law in Ireland in relation to worldwide \textit{Mareva} injunctions, an Irish decision in line with CMO\textit{C} would provide a practical remedy for consumers in response to the growing threat of APP, raising real and practical considerations for banks.

\textbf{Liability of Banks in APP Cases}

A worldwide \textit{Mareva} order is effective in circumstances in which the misappropriated funds can be traced to identifiable bank accounts. However, frequently, the funds are distributed quickly through numerous bank accounts in numerous jurisdictions, and are ultimately untraceable, leaving no avenue of compensation open to the defrauded victim. The recent UK Supreme Court decision of \textit{Singularis v Daiwa}\textsuperscript{22} provides a remedy for defrauded customers, imposing liability for fraudulent payments on the customer’s bank if the customer can demonstrate that the bank was negligent in accepting the customer’s instructions.

The case concerned a fraudulent request by an officer of the company to transfer funds out of funds held for the company by Daiwa. Daiwa was unaware that the payments constituted a misappropriation of Singularis’ funds. The Supreme Court upheld the judgment of the Chancery division of the English High Court in finding that there was a breach of the \textit{Quincecare}\textsuperscript{23} duty of care on the part of the bank by failing to detect and prevent the fraudulent transaction. The \textit{Quincecare} duty of care, as defined by Steyn J, states that:

\textit{“a banker must refrain from executing an order if and for so long as the banker is ‘put on inquiry’ in the sense that he has reasonable grounds (although not necessarily proof) for believing that the order is an attempt to misappropriate the funds of the company”}\textsuperscript{24}.

The foregoing was cited with approval by Herbert J. in the Irish case of \textit{Razaq v Allied Irish Banks plc}.\textsuperscript{25} In \textit{Singularis}, the Supreme Court stated that:

\textsuperscript{19} [2018] EWHC 2230 (Comm) at para. 51.
\textsuperscript{20} [2018] EWHC 417 (QB).
\textsuperscript{21} [2018] EWHC 417 (QB), at para. 11.
\textsuperscript{22} [2018] 1 WLR 2777.
\textsuperscript{23} Barclays Bank Plc v Quincecare Ltd [1992] 4 All ER 363.
\textsuperscript{24} Ibid at para 179.
\textsuperscript{25} [2009] IEHC 176.
“Daiwa should have realised that something suspicious was going on and suspended payment until it had made reasonable enquiries to satisfy itself that the payments were properly to be made.”26

The Court reasoned that as a result of such enquiries, Daiwa would have undoubtedly concluded that the payments were suspicious. Although, the facts of Singularis concern a fraud committed by an officer of the company, the decision paves the way for the Quincecare duty to be invoked in relation to APP.

The impact of this decision is two-fold:

(i) Firstly, it provides that negligent banks may be responsible for compensating their customers even if payments were authorised by the customer in apparently routine instructions. Unhelpfully, it does not provide guidance as to when the bank is on notice of a suspicious transfer or what enquiries should be made before executing the transfer.

(ii) Secondly, it places liability on the customer’s bank, not the recipient bank. The Code provides an alternative to this approach, acknowledging that situations arise in which the recipient bank must bear some responsibility. Pursuant to the Code, the sending and receiving banks agree how to allocate victim reimbursement.27

In practical terms, the extension of the Quincecare duty of care by the Supreme Court will require financial institutions to have in place proper safeguards and governance structures to identify, and prevent, fraudulent transfers. This is likely to become increasingly important with the continuous increase in online transfers and the sophistication of the tactics employed by cyber criminals. UK authorities are sometimes cited with approval in Irish courts and given the advancement of this area of law in the UK, it is likely that the Irish courts may take a similar approach.

4. Concluding Thoughts

The decisions in CMOC and Singularis highlight the willingness of courts to provide remedies to victims of cyber-fraud, and raise considerations for the role and responsibilities of banks. However, the decisions provide little clear practical guidance to banks involved in such cases. In particular, the decision in Singularis presents banks with a conflict between their duty to give effect to customer instructions and the duty of care as stipulated in Quincecare. The increase in APP in the UK is undoubtedly reflected in Ireland, and Irish courts and banks will closely monitor the regulatory and legal developments across the water.

The author would like to thank Laragh Lee and Eamonn Butler for their assistance with this article.

27 Contingent Reimbursement Model Code, at 15.
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Case Study of the Coincheck Cryptocurrency Hack:
a Major Japanese Cryptocurrency Exchange Lost “NEM” Worth USD 530 million due to Cyber-Attack
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Abstract

In this article Hiroyuki Kanae and Hidetaka Miyake discuss, by reference to a case study, a significant cyber-attack in Japan. The case discussed in this article is the biggest cyber-attack of a cryptocurrency exchange to date and new challenges and developments are observed in Japan to address various issues raised in the case. This article touches upon some of the new challenges and developments in the areas of asset recovery, criminal enforcement, regulatory actions and class action. Although enormous efforts have been made by government agencies and other stakeholders, no criminal enforcement or regulatory or class action has been brought against the cyber-attackers thus far and no asset has been recovered from them. In the meantime, the Japanese authorities strengthened the regulations on cryptocurrency exchange business in response to this incident. This case illustrates the importance of criminal enforcement and asset recovery for growth of a new market of cryptocurrency business.

Case Summary

Coincheck, Inc. (“Coincheck”), one of Japan’s leading cryptocurrency exchange service providers, suffered a cyber-attack on 26 January 2018. During this attack, a cryptocurrency called “NEM” which was held by Coincheck was illegally transferred outside the company by the attackers. As a result, Coincheck’s customer assets suddenly disappeared. Anonymous hackers appeared to have spread malware and penetrated Coincheck’s internal network via employees’ infected personal computers. The value of stolen “NEM” was 54.7 billion yen at that time. This case is the biggest cyber-attack of a cryptocurrency exchange to date, surpassing the US$460 million attack on Mt. Gox in 2014. It is generally acknowledged that this huge loss of customer assets was caused not by a problem with the NEM cryptocurrency itself, but rather by Coincheck’s weak security system. Coincheck’s major security weakness was that it did not manage customer assets in an off-line “Cold Wallet”. As a result, about 260,000 customers’ NEM wallets were hit by the cyber-attack, which
forced the Japanese government and financial regulators to fundamentally strengthen their regulations on cryptocurrency exchanges and related security protocols.

**Asset Recovery**

It was an extremely difficult proposition to track down and recover the stolen cryptocurrency. In February 2018, a website suddenly appeared in a group of anonymous sites that require special software to access called the "Dark Web". This site offered to exchange bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies for NEM at a discount relative to the normal market price. This website is believed by experts to have been set up by the hackers involved in the attack on Coincheck. Accordingly, many people made purchases from that website, and it is likely that almost all of stolen NEM was exchanged for other currencies by March 2018.

In the meantime, Coincheck announced on 27 January 2018 that it intended to compensate its customers for their stolen NEM. As a result, Coincheck eventually paid a total of 46 billion yen on 12 March 2018 to its customers who held NEM as of 26 January 2018, taking into account the decline in NEM’s market value over that period.

**Criminal Enforcement**

The Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department (the ‘TMPD’) set up a special investigation team of around one hundred highly experienced cybercrime specialists within the Cyber Crimes Division to investigate the Coincheck case. These criminal investigators have been trying to charge the hackers involved in the attack on Coincheck with the violation of the Unauthorized Computer Access Law. However, thus far no criminal charges have been brought against the attackers by the public prosecutor.

In April 2020, as a result of the investigation by the above-mentioned Cyber Crimes Division of the TMPD, the public prosecutor of the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office brought criminal charges against two Japanese suspects for accepting criminal proceeds, as prohibited under the Act of Punishment of Organized Crimes, Control of Crime Proceeds and Other Matters (the ‘Organized Crime Punishment Act’). According to the indictment from the public prosecutor and other information, the two suspects are alleged to have purchased large quantities of NEM between February and March 2018 at low prices through an automated trading program that made many high-speed transactions in a short period of time. The accused allegedly knew that the NEM that they were purchasing was stolen from Coincheck. The two suspects also allegedly exchanged the stolen NEM for another cryptocurrency and, as a result, made a profit of billions of yen. One of the two suspects has pleaded not guilty and the criminal trials of both accused are still ongoing.

Over the course of the investigation into the Coincheck case, criminal investigators used a new tool to freeze the assets of one of the above-mentioned criminal suspects. In response to the TMPD’s request, the Tokyo District Court issued, on 30 March 2020, a protective order for confiscation against a company managed by one of those criminal suspects. This order was issued prior to the public prosecutor’s indictment under the Organized Crime Punishment Act. This was the first time a pretrial protective order for confiscation under the Organized Crime Punishment Act was issued in Japan. Any property obtained through criminal acts or obtained as remuneration for
criminal acts may be subject to confiscation and, if a protective order for confiscation is issued, criminal suspects will be prevented from disposing of such property even before the public prosecutor’s indictment and the commencement of a criminal trial.

**Regulatory Actions**

Due to the fact that the legal status of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies were unclear under Japanese law, and that there were no clear regulations on cryptocurrency exchange service providers, the Japan Financial Services Agency (the ‘JFSA’) introduced the amended Payment Services Act, which came into force in April 2017. The amended Payment Services Act introduced a new registration requirement for “cryptocurrency exchange service providers”. However, as a transitional measure, service providers that had been operating before the enactment of the amended Payment Services Act were categorized as “deemed cryptocurrency exchange service providers”. These deemed providers were allowed to continue their business subject to the new regulations if they applied for registration. At the time of the incident on 26 January 2018, Coincheck was still undergoing the process of completing their registration. Therefore, the company was still a deemed cryptocurrency exchange service provider.

In response to the incident, financial regulators immediately issued a business improvement order against Coincheck on 29 January 2018. In addition, the JFSA commenced an on-site inspection of Coincheck on 2 February 2018. On 8 March 2018, another business improvement order was issued against Coincheck, calling for the fundamental restructuring of its management system and strategy, as well as other measures to ensure proper business operations. In addition, the JFSA also issued administrative orders on 2 February 2018 against other service providers to submit reports on their risk management systems.

As of 12 September 2018, the financial regulators issued business suspension orders and business improvement orders against ten deemed cryptocurrency exchange service providers, as well as seven registered cryptocurrency exchange service providers. As a result, more than a dozen deemed cryptocurrency exchange service providers withdrew their applications for registration. The Coincheck case had a significant negative impact on the cryptocurrency exchange market in Japan, which was otherwise expected to grow under the new regulations. Eventually, Coincheck became a wholly owned subsidiary of Monex Group, a major online financial institution, in April 2018 and subsequently completed its registration as a cryptocurrency exchange service provider in January 2019.

The JFSA further amended the Payment Services Act and other legislation to strengthen regulations surrounding cryptocurrency. These new amended regulations came into force in May 2020 and (among other measures) changed the legal term from “virtual currency/cryptocurrency” to “crypto asset”.

**Class action**

Between 26 and 27 February 2018, Coincheck customers filed a series of lawsuits seeking the return of their cryptocurrency assets. As of the 27 of February 2018, a total of 144 Coincheck customers had filed lawsuits. Since then, the number of plaintiffs has gradually increased, and it is
estimated (case records are not disclosed to outside non-interested parties in Japan) that nearly 200 plaintiffs have filed lawsuits.

These civil suits have sought damages for (i) the difference between the Coincheck’s discretionary compensation and the price of NEM at the time of the cyber-attack, and (ii) the amount that the price of cryptocurrencies deposited by customers in Coincheck had declined by during the suspension of trading of the assets (including 11 virtual currencies other than NEM). Losses to customers were caused by the decline in the value of NEM and many other virtual currencies because Coincheck suspended trading of all virtual currencies for a period of time after the NEM cyber-attack. The main issue in the case is whether the difference between the NEM price at the time of the attack and the amount that Coincheck voluntarily compensated can be awarded as damages.

In these lawsuits, the plaintiffs (Coincheck’s customers) sought, from the Tokyo District Court, a document production order on a report submitted to the FSA by the defendant (Coincheck). The plaintiffs intend to use this report to prove that the defendant was negligent while in custody of the plaintiffs’ virtual currencies. In response, on November 11 2019, the Tokyo District Court issued a ruling to "dismiss the petition". This meant that no order was issued against Coincheck to produce reports and other documents filed with the JFSA and the Kanto Local Finance Bureau.

In its decision, although the Court accepted the plaintiff’s arguments that (1) Coincheck is the holder of the documents (i.e. the reports, etc. submitted to the JFSA, etc.), (2) the subject documents had been identified by the plaintiffs, and (3) there is a need to examine the evidence, the Court concluded that the contents of the reports, etc. would "undermine the relationship of trust between the supervisory authorities and Coincheck, thereby impeding the fair and smooth operation of public services" if they were to be made public. Accordingly, the Court did not order Coincheck to produce the reports, etc. submitted to the JFSA, etc. pursuant to Article 220, item (iv), (b) of the Code of Civil Procedure.

On November 15, 2019, the plaintiffs’ counsel filed an immediate appeal (i.e. procedures for filing an objection) against the Tokyo District Court's decision. As a result, the Tokyo High Court will determine whether or not to order the production of documents. Unlike in the United States and elsewhere, there is no system for discovery in Japanese civil suits. Therefore, it is extremely difficult for the plaintiffs to present evidence in court and, accordingly, prove the defendant’s negligence. Since more than two years have passed since the filing of these lawsuits, it is expected that the outcome of these civil suits will be unfavorable for the plaintiffs.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, after almost three years of asset recovery efforts against the cyber-attackers involving Coincheck, one of the major cryptocurrency exchange service providers, they have faced numerous obstacles due to the difficulty of identification of such attackers and cross-border impediments. Further, although more than one hundred cybercrime specialists of the TMPD have investigated the incident and the cyber-attackers, law enforcement authorities could not identify the attackers and recover the stolen cryptocurrencies. While the JFSA issued a number of rules and guidelines for the strict enforcement on the security requirements on the cryptocurrency exchange service providers, once the cyber-attackers hacked the network system and conveyed the cryptoassets into other locations, it is almost impossible to trace and recover such assets from the attackers. Therefore, for
now the cryptocurrency exchange service providers should make every exertion on the strict security measures and the training of their employees to avoid any loopholes for cyber-attackers.
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Abstract

These are special times that requires special means. In this article Rami Tamam and Gilad Cohen of Tamam, Rotenberg, Bar & Co discuss the fragility of asset-keeping in these times, and the need of a swift response in order to recover goods stolen in cases of cyber fraud.

1. Introduction

“Do you value your assets?” Nearly all of us, when asked that question, may think immediately of assets such as our home, our stocks, our pension, or our vehicle. Perhaps some think of their factory, machines, and stock. Few consider their organization's data assets. This review endeavours to clarify that for every business (not exclusively hi-tech organizations) their most important asset is their data. Data can be many things: a customer list or suppliers, patents, thinking, production procedures. But it is much more. Assets include personal, even embarrassing information; information that can present an organization or those heading it in a less-than-positive light. Every factory, safe or vehicle, has a key and alarm to keep it safe. Are your data assets protected by a similar mechanism? The answer is usually: no.

2. A Case Study

The following example, paraphrased and anonymized accordingly, illustrates this point. John heads a communications organization that is currently in the midst of a merger and acquisition process with a much larger international organization. John is preparing for the challenges and opportunities this merger may encompass, including reducing local headquarters to expand the company and thus make it international. Unfortunately, John's morning took a totally different turn. An hour into his morning, John gets a call from a journalist asking for comment about claims that the company acted in a conflict of interest in a foreign country while bribing the local company not to take part in any tenders in the country. John is then contacted by the country's largest cable provider claiming John's company has been postponing his cheques for 120 days. “This is it”, he
says. I am through with your company. An hour later, the CEO of said international organization calls to inquire whether, during the due diligence process, John's company concealed the fact that their last five bids for government tenders have been rejected on grounds of inadequate corporate governance?

This outcome was the result of a company worker pairing with a relatively low-level hacker. Using basic tools, such as social engineering and accessing organizational emails, they attempted to prevent the merger process which may have harmed the worker's position. Original documents were planted into company servers, and by simply editing the names of their payment destinations, falsely presented decision-makers with these 'transfers'. These documents were sent to journalists via the organizational email of one of the organization's CEOs, complete with a list of facts that fitted the attachments. Through another organizational email, belonging to an accountant, they sent messages to all suppliers stating that “due to a financial crisis, the company regretfully is pending all payment”. The fake tender proposals were sent to the purchasing organization, hidden among authentic documents. These could all have been prevented by asset charting: strategic files, customer list, supplier list, encrypted data, etc.

In this case, the organization acted quickly. The organization's remaining assets were secured and mapped, while relevant evidence was collected. An in-depth forensic inspection of all computers and email correspondences revealed that this was an ‘inside job’. The material was collected as part of a legal process of legal risk hedging and considering further action, including pressing charges against the hackers, and involving the police. Thus, the inspection was kept entirely secret. Meanwhile, company workers were equipped with the right messages and all interfaces through which the fictitious correspondences were fixed.

Not every company would had taken this course of action. Admitting to such an infiltration may be considered a sign of weakness, and as such may typically be dealt with discreetly. Besides, most organizations do not possess the technological and legal tools to deal with a cyber crisis. Not only does the secretive handling of this situation ironically prevent exposition, but also there is a limited timeframe during which the company can still respond. Once the time is up, the company remains without solution and substantially harmed. Many cases include a subsequent call for help due to a ransom demand following a simple email sent to the company. These emails contain a virus which locks all files on the computer a day or two later. All data on such an organization’s network would now be encrypted, with the perpetrator holding the keys to it. Companies tend to try and solve these cases on their own. They try bargaining with the offender or recreate the data either independently or by hiring a computer support service. These tactics only enhance the infiltration, usually leading to the loss of vast amounts of financial and corporate data. The financial loss is usually immense.

Nowadays, in circumstances of Covid-19 and the necessity of remote working, many organizations are being attacked by various hackers using the “man in the email” technique. This is when they remain in the organizational email network after hacking into it. Organization workers contact a legitimate party they know but, after sending, someone intercepts their email altering its content and sending it back to the sender. These workers are oblivious to the fact that someone is faking both sides of the correspondence, or of the illegitimate content they have received. In these cases, hundreds of thousands, sometimes even millions of dollars are stolen by someone who is fooling both sides. Only after the money has already been transferred from one account to the other, yet the receiving side has not received its share, do they start asking questions. Both sides are puzzled,
and such a case can harm business connections. However, once they contact each other and share copies of their correspondence, they realize that they were victims of a well-crafted scheme. Needless to say, the money has long gone by then.

3. Concluding Thoughts

We recently handled cases in which a quick response to the threat was crucial to preventing the transfer. In some cases, we intercepted transfers and, collaborating with the police and the global network of lawyers to which we belong, successfully intercepted the entire sum. In other cases, some of the sum was already withdrawn while the rest of it was successfully intercepted. The legal technological interface in these cases is a tiebreaker when facing these adversaries. In such circumstances, we urge you to seek expert advice that will hedge the risk, stop the data leakage, and will initiate the money tracing and recovery.

Our firm dealt with cases like these during the past year, and since COVID19 got into our lives on March 2020 the cases became more frequent, and the perpetrators more sophisticated and bold. It looks like the incident first and swift response was the game changer, and in the cases in which we were called few days from the incident we managed to recover the funds (or some of it). Please don’t hesitate to call.
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Abstract

With the increasing interest in cryptocurrencies and their wider use, not only in everyday life, but also in criminal activities, this paper examines the approach of Polish law to Cryptocurrencies. Joanna Bogdańska, Attorney-at-Law at KW Kruk and Partners, Warsaw, Poland, questions whether the existing principles of criminal law meet the new realities of cryptocurrencies? This paper presents a summary of the most interesting and ever-developing aspects concerning cryptocurrencies in the context of Polish criminal law. Due to the complexity of this contemporary subject, this paper examines the foundational doubts as to the nature of the cryptocurrencies in relation to traditional criminal law institutions.

General information

So far in Poland, no dedicated regulations have been created concerning the functioning of cryptocurrencies and crypto exchanges. However, the use of cryptocurrencies in Poland should be considered as fully legal on the basis on the statement of the Ministry of Development and Finance. On the basis of analysis from Polish experts, it states that there is currently no justification for working on a separate piece of legislation on blockchain technology or cryptocurrencies. It was also stressed that their application is fully legal in Poland. It was also declared that as part of further work, a sub-group dedicated strictly to legal issues is to prepare proposals for changes in current regulations or directions of changes in current regulations that constitute unjustified barriers to specific applications of blockchain technology. Further work will be devoted to new constructions and legal regulations that unblock or sanction the use of blockchain technology by sector (block) and identification of barriers to the development of the crypto currencies market in Poland and proposals for their elimination.

1 Response of the Minister for Development and Finance to the question (interpellation) No. 6655 by Member of Parliament Miroslaw Suchoń on cryptocurrencies of November 2, 2016
While there is still a lack of information on the definition of cryptocurrencies in Polish legislation, trade and revenue generation from the sale of cryptocurrencies are already covered by Polish tax law. Under Polish tax law, cryptocurrencies are treated as property rights. Therefore, the provisions of tax laws apply to virtual currency trading. Individuals obtaining revenue from the exchange of cryptocurrencies into a domestic or foreign currency obtain taxable revenue in the same way as revenue from property rights, as defined in Article 18 of the Personal Income Tax Act of 26 July 1991.

**Cryptocurrency as a subject of the offence**

As the cryptocurrency itself does not appear in Polish laws, first of all its nature should be defined in criminal law on the basis of existing definitions. Below is an overview of the offences with regard to their subject matter, and thus the fulfilment of the constituent elements of the offences.

**Cryptocurrency as movable item, money and means of payment**

In accordance to article 115 paragraph 3 of Criminal Code, a movable item or object includes Polish or foreign currency, or another means of payment, and a document entitling the holder to a sum of money or setting out an obligation to pay capital, interest, a share in the profits or an interest in a company.

Certainly, a cryptocurrency is neither Polish nor foreign currency. But can a cryptocurrency be considered as electronic currency? According to the statutory definition, electronic money is the monetary value stored electronically, including magnetically, issued, with the obligation to redeem it, for payment transactions, accepted by entities other than the issuer of electronic money alone.

Cryptocurrency is presently accepted by various economic operators, so it can be considered to be accepted by operators other than the issuer alone. It can also be considered that as part of the cyber world, cryptocurrency is stored electronically – for example in a virtual user wallet. However cryptocurrency does not represent a specific monetary value. A digital record of its value depends on how much other trading participants are able to pay for it. And although there are similarities between cryptocurrencies and electronic currency, under the Polish laws cryptocurrency may not be treated as electronic currency.

How about the last part of definition, i.e. another means of payment? From the study of criminal law, it follows that the means of payment should enable its independent use in trade and fulfil analogous functions of circulating money, i.e. the ability of its use instead of money will be a manifestation of this ability. What is more, this feature should be generally accepted. There is no doubt that cryptocurrency has a payment function and although it cannot, in itself, be a means of redemption and a substitute for money in this regard, by agreement the parties can give it that value. However, the main disadvantage associated with cryptocurrency as another means of payment is their lack of universal acceptability, as it is only recognized and perceived as measurable value by some entities. It is widely recognized in the science of criminal law that it is precisely because of the lack of universality that the crypto is not a means of payment².

---

² See also: Judgment of Voivodship Administrative Court seat in Poznań of 19 December 2018. (file No. I SA/Po 802/18)
Taking this into consideration, cryptocurrency may not be directly a subject of offences such as the offence of counterfeiting, or the placing of counterfeit or forged money on the market.

**Cryptocurrency as a property right / asset**

Cryptocurrency as a digital record, to which participants in trade give a certain intentional value, cannot itself be a property right. However cryptocurrency can undoubtedly be an object of property law. This is primarily a matter of relative property law (e.g. debts), but also absolute property law. As a dematerialized entity, it cannot theoretically be an object of property. However, even in the doctrine of civil law, one may encounter the position that having cryptocurrency at one's disposal is a beneficial factual situation and as such is legally protected interest.

The criminal understanding of the term 'property law' allows the 'owner' of cryptocurrency to be protected as well. This is due to the fact that although cryptocurrency itself is not a property law an action aimed at a cryptographer can be considered as affecting the beneficial, factual situation of the victim, characterized by property. Thus it may indirectly be the object of offences that contain an infringement of property.

Undoubtedly, the features of a cryptocurrency indicate its character of subjective rights closely related to the economic interest of the entitled person, connected with his or her property and characterized by two basic features: transferability (can be traded) and possession of a specific property value. As such, a violation of the right to dispose of the cryptocurrency or deprivation of its possessions causing damage to the injured party's property may constitute a punishable act. By adopting the above definition, a cryptocurrency may be the subject of such offences as extortion, fraud as well as money laundering, crimes against creditors, misappropriation.

**Cryptocurrencies & security of enforcement of judgements**

If the accused is charged with an offence liable to a fine, monetary performance, forfeiture, compensatory measure, or financial return to the aggrieved party or another entity – the enforcement of the judgment may be secured ex officio on the property of the accused if there is a justified concern that without such a security the enforcement of the judgment will be impossible or significantly hindered. As was mentioned above, cryptocurrencies are property right and falls within the concept of the property, and as such may be the object of property security. However, the difficulty may be caused by the way in which the cryptocurrencies are actually secured. On the one hand, the digital recording should be secured in such a place that it is not exposed to unwanted transfers. On the other hand, the prosecutor or court must have an access to them, in the event of a fall in security or to make them available for enforcement purposes.

It seems that the only way to effectively secure the crypto-asset from their undesirable regulation is for the prosecutor/court to create a wallet. Since the creation of such a wallet and the transfer of the relevant crypto-asset to it requires expertise, it will be necessary to use expert assistance to establish such collateral. This may result in the ineffectiveness of such a security because practically it takes time for the court and the prosecutor to appoint an expert and physically hand him over even a fragment of the file. Another difficulty in establishing such security may be the legal requirement to determine the amount of the object of security. The cryptocurrencies rates are
different on each stock exchange and are also highly changeable. Unfortunately, doctrine and judicature have not yet developed any practice in this area.

On the basis of the above, it should be concluded that in the current legal status, a cryptographer cannot be considered as money or any means of payment. On the other hand, a cryptographer may be the object of offences in which there is an element of financial benefit.

**Summary**

It should be expected that the subject of cryptocurrencies will increasingly enter the area of criminal law. From year to year, the number of crimes carried out with the use of cryptocurrencies grows. This is especially so in the area of money laundering. It seems at this stage that there is no need to drastically change the provisions of Polish substantive criminal law. The current law provides protection for users of cryptocurrencies. The protection of interests is also realized by constantly evolving regulations related to the prevention of money laundering, which are successively introduced into the Polish legal order. With time, a natural evolution of criminal proceedings is also expected, towards enabling the law enforcement authorities to better control the flow of cryptocurrencies or implement security measures, as well as forfeitures of cryptocurrencies which are the subject of criminality. Also in this case, the law must follow the development of technology.
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National Competent Authorities are policing an ever-broadening regulatory perimeter for traded cryptoassets. The fault lines hitherto demarcated by the more traditional, regulated, market intermediaries, have moved to capture “virtual asset service providers” (‘VASPs’).

This short briefing considers this new regulated market facilitator and highlights a few points on the efficacy of the new standards in the context of virtual asset (‘VA’) transfers, as VASPs face a clear and present ‘failing to prevent’ risk.

On 21 June 2019, the Financial Action Task Force (‘FATF’) issued an Interpretative Note to Recommendation 15 on New Technologies (INR. 15) containing binding international standards on the prevention of misuse of VA’s for money laundering. INR. 15, while clarifying a number of important definitional issues, notably requires countries to create a regulatory perimeter (whether by licence or registration) around otherwise unregulated entities such as VASPs. VASPs are required to implement the full gamut of FATF Recommendations, including measures to monitor transactions and report suspicion, in line with other entities subject to AML/CTF regulation. VASPs are defined in the FATF Glossary as:

“any natural or legal person who is not covered elsewhere under the Recommendations, and as a business conducts one or more of the following activities or operations for or on behalf of another natural or legal person:

(i) exchange between virtual assets and fiat currencies;
(ii) exchange between one or more forms of virtual assets;
(iii) transfer of virtual assets;
(iv) safekeeping and/or administration of virtual assets or instruments enabling control over virtual assets; and
(v) participation in and provision of financial services related to an issuer’s offer and/or sale of a virtual asset.”

Clearly this would capture financial institutions and other market actors already regulated and carrying on such activities. For the purpose of this note however, the focus is on those VASPs not within the traditional regulatory purview. With respect to the UK...
1 this would include cryptoassets exchange providers, Peer to Peer Providers, Initial Coin Offerings or Initial Exchange Offerings, as well as Custodian Wallet Providers2 - not all of whom will already be regulated to provide financial services. This is a most critical component of the regulatory intervention in VA markets if such markets and market participants are to be effectively protected.

As the FATF Guidance3 accompanying INR.15 refers, the VA space has evolved to include a range of new products and services that do not always intersect with, and provide a gateway to and from, the traditional regulated financial system4. Rather, transactions can exist entirely within the virtual ecosystem, with a significant reduction in transparency and increased obfuscation of financial flows and attendant risk of fraud and market manipulation.5

Looking specifically at the secondary market, VASPs who are ‘actively’ facilitating VA activity are charged, it would appear, with a de facto obligation, to monitor for suspicious transactions, alongside other mitigating duties; and with equal emphasis to those placed on their more sophisticated colleagues. The preventative measures set out in FATF Recommendations 10 to 21 all apply to VASPs.

Where VAs are traded, VASPs must conduct ongoing monitoring to determine whether the transaction in relation to which VASP actively facilitates is consistent with the VASP’s understanding of the customer and the nature and purpose of the relationship. Enhanced monitoring will likely serve as the benchmark and not the exception for the crypto markets (certainly absent intermediary financial institutions and fiat conversion flow). However, striking a defensible risk-based approach to monitoring for suspicious activity/transactions (with respect to both AML/CTF and market abuse regimes) will prove challenging. The regulatory risk, never mind financial crime risk, is palpable. Take, for instance, the FATF Guidance Note which state that VASPs should extend enhanced monitoring activity “beyond the immediate transaction between the VASP or its customer or counterparty”6. The Guidance does not elaborate on what that might entail.

Recommendation 16, for example, places an obligation on the VASP to obtain, hold and transmit required originator and beneficiary information, immediately and securely, when conducting VA transfers. Is that always going to be possible? Indeed, VASPs must go further and have in place systems and controls to take freezing actions and prohibit transactions with designated persons/entities, where necessary. Again, will this always be possible? It is accepted that technology/software will be crucial here. The VA transfer’s underlying Distributed Ledger

---

1 See the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing (Amendment) Regulations 2019 No. 1511, amending the Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017; implementing the EU’s 5th Money Laundering Directive
2 Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017, Regulations 14A(1) and (2)
3 FATF, ‘Guidance for a Risk-Based Approach to Virtual Assets and Virtual Asset Service Providers’ (June 2019)
4 Ibid at para 3.
5 Ibid at para 4. It is noted that the FATF Guidance focuses on the AML/CTF risks in transfers or conversions of VAs and, while there will be a clear read over to anti-fraud or anti-market manipulation issues, the Guidance does not address these risks specifically.
6 FATF Guidance n.5 at para 184
Technology transaction protocol, for example, will likely need to contain code, or an existing linked platform, to capture the necessary information. But we need to also acknowledge the operational, legal and potential market risk where the transaction is effected through the use of smart contracts, auto-executing; preventing ex-ante validation of transaction/beneficiary information for regulatory compliance purposes. The value of any freezing action could well be undermined. The secure transmission of verified information, accessible by those facilitating the transaction, at the right time in the transaction flow, is critical to Recommendation 16’s objectives; and by extension to Recommendation 20, which requires VASPs to have the ability to flag for further analysis any unusual or suspicious movements of funds or transactions.

VASP exposure to financial crime risks may extend beyond brokerage, custodial or agency services. VASPs engaging in market making, or trading as principal in back-to-back transactions with customers, may also be exposed, say, as a result of the use of smart contracts. Quite aside from facilitator liabilities discussed above, the subject cryptoasset could be at risk of manipulation. The UK Jurisdiction Taskforce (UKJT)’s legal statement on cryptoassets and smart contracts (the Statement) elucidates a number of issues in this regard. Key among which is that cryptoassets are to be treated in principle as property and that smart contracts are capable of satisfying the requirements for a binding contract under English law – a ‘private key’, for example, could be used to ‘sign’ the contract or the source code (where it is of sufficient specificity) may satisfy an ‘in writing’ requirement.

Therefore, it is possible that were a VASP to own a VA pursuant to a smart contract, but by some nefarious act, the VA is manipulated, lost or destroyed, then the VASP would suffer loss and may still have to perform its obligations to an end customer. Anonymity in this situation would not be a bar to the binding nature of the smart contract. The asset – at risk of manipulation in this context – is, as the Statement notes, the combination of the public and private keys, the distributed ledger data and the relevant system rules that provide the exclusive ability to update or spend transaction data (emphasis added). The owner of the cryptoasset is the “person who has acquired control of a private key by some lawful means.” A VASP may do so as a principal or may do so while acting as a custodian or intermediary. It follows therefore that where the cryptoasset is property, proprietary rights will arise unless there is a ‘special legal reason to disqualify them’. This is significant in the context of tracing or recovering the asset that has been subject to fraud, theft or breach of trust. The VASP, for instance, may find itself subject to the establishment of a Quistclose or constructive trust or liable in restitution to its customer.

Anonymity remains a significant barrier to any successful tracing claim and, of course, with respect to the ability of VASPs, acting as intermediaries, to capture party/transaction information for the purposes of regulatory compliance. As the European Parliament noted in its July 2018 study of cryptocurrencies and blockchain, anonymity prevents transactions from being adequately monitored for fraud & market abuse risk and tax evasion, and facilitates money laundering. It will,

---

8 Ibid at para 43.
9 European Parliament, Study on ‘Cryptocurrencies and blockchain: legal context and implications for financial crime, money laundering and tax evasion’ July 2019
however, take time for market practice to mature and for technologies to be developed that address the anonymity issue and enable VASPs to comply with their market surveillance obligations.

Indeed, it is of some relief to VASPs that, following consultation on the implementation of the 5MLD, the UK has not, for time being, legislated to oblige the capture, holding and transmission of required originator and beneficiary information, immediately and securely, when conducting cryptoassets transfers. The delay, it is intended, will provide time for VASPs to develop compliance solutions. Such solutions are most likely to be developed (or owned) by VASP’s more sophisticated financial institutions and payments counterparts, leaving VASPs somewhat hostage to market development and access to accepted technologies.

While the regulatory net has rightly be cast wide to encompass the activities of VASPs, the roll-out and enforcement of the above-mentioned secondary market surveillance obligations should be staged to align with the ability of VASPs to comply.

VASPs can expect all regulatory authorities in scope of the, almost inevitably, cross-jurisdictional transaction, to co-ordinate supervisory efforts when policing VA transfer activity. However, co-operation in the fight against financial crime associated with VAs, it is expected, will also extend to peer-to-peer information exchange (subject to any impediment at national level), such as that related to “blacklisted wallet addresses”, enabling effective screening by VASPs as part of their due diligence activities. Any arrangement for the exchange between private counterparties of market integrity-related data received pursuant to otherwise private transactions would most likely require clear regulatory direction, if not a legislative framework analogous to the issues surrounding market access to SAR intelligence.

The extension of AML/CTF, anti-fraud and market abuse obligations to VASPs is unquestionably necessary. However, aside from the virtuosity of a regulatory stick, VASPs will want to protect themselves from legal and regulatory risk where, by dint of a VA’s characteristics, market or beneficiary opacity, or the transfer/execution mechanisms, illicit activity prevails despite best efforts. NCA’s supervisory and enforcement approaches will be front and centre in striking the right balance and protecting the integrity of virtual asset exchanges/secondary markets. It’s very much a ‘watch this [virtual] space’.

---


11 Subject to prevailing national data protection and privacy rules. See FATF, ‘Guidance for Risk-Based Approach: Virtual Assets and Virtual Asset Service Providers’, June 2019
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Covid-19 and its Impact on Fighting Fraud and Financial Crime

Dr Dominic Thomas-James

Abstract

In this article, Dr Dominic Thomas-James examines the impact of the global Covid-19 health pandemic on the fight against fraud and financial crime. He provides an overview of how fraud risks have increased due to, and as a result of, Covid-19 including in the cyber-space. He further considers the impact that the pandemic continues to have on global initiatives to fight fraud and economic crime – including the inevitable, yet problematic, delays of momentum-driven monitoring and review processes.

Background

Of economic crime’s many impacts on society, business and institutions, its ability to threaten public finance – and, by extension, public services – is one of its most concerning aspects. In a time of a global health pandemic, people and countries are at their most vulnerable. Covid-19 has created an environment of overrun public health efforts, limited financial relief, increased unemployment, and disrupted education. The credit bubble is expanding, public services are overrun, and the justice system – in particular the courts – are dealing with a mounting backlog of cases. That is not to mention the countless injuries and thousands of deaths, and broader social costs, caused by this indiscriminate virus.

Fraud & Covid-19

It is the above backdrop which paves the way for a landscape of ‘dangerous opportunity’ in terms of financial crime. The environment is one in which perpetrators prey on the fears and vulnerabilities exacerbated by Covid-19. ‘Adaptability’ of fraudsters is something that has been acknowledged by international law enforcement agencies during this time.¹ Indeed, mainstream criminological explanations of crime often point to ‘opportunity as one of crime’s underlying cause.

¹ See, for example: Interpol (14 April 2020) ‘Unmasked: International Covid-19 Fraud Exposed’.
Applying the ‘Routine Activity’ approach\(^2\) to explaining crime, Covid-19 has created a perfect ‘chemistry’ for fraud.\(^3\) The very nature of self-isolating and working remotely means that fraudsters can now more easily target our innate desire for the kind of human, social and professional interaction Covid-19 has largely prohibited. Combined with a climate of fear, it is a suitable backdrop for the old-fashioned confidence trick.

During the pandemic there has been a sharp increase in online frauds including cyber-threats, hacking, identity theft, phishing scams via emails and impersonation attacks, high-pressure selling of products and services (many Covid-19-inspired relating to health, debt, benefits and employment) and attacks that compromise business and other email accounts.\(^4\) Attacks are not solely conducted by individual perpetrators, but are often the enterprise of organised criminal gangs. Interpol recently emphasised that during the pandemic, impersonation offences had significantly increased whereby unsuspecting victims would be solicited by criminals impersonating medical workers – for the purpose of fraudulently persuading them to part with money in order to settle bills for healthcare provided to relatives. Given how far-reaching the pandemic has been, and how close to home it has manifested for so many, this particular example indicates contextual adaptability and an air of believability from the part of the victim. This can be sharply contrasted with many of the poorly-drafted email phishing attempts such as those advising that you have inherited a fortune from someone in an overseas country, and need to provide bank details immediately for the transfer.

A significant area of ongoing concern, particularly in light of the unpredictability of national or regional lockdowns, is in the area of financial relief. There have been significant reports of misdirection or misappropriation of public and private sector relief schemes. One which has been affected is the furlough scheme in the U.K. – a government relief package subsidising 80% of workers’ wages during lockdowns and other restricted periods.\(^5\) In the U.K. alone, Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs estimate that currently £3.5 billion worth of claims under the government’s furlough scheme were fraudulent or paid erroneously.\(^6\) Examples of fraudulent claims in this regard may include requesting one’s workforce to work normal hours yet, secretly and unbeknown to them, claiming furlough on their behalf in order to fraudulently obtain 80% of their salaries. Or, it could involve inflating company details at the application stage about the size of one’s workforce. According to Adams-Prassl et al (2020), the prohibition of working while subject to the furlough scheme was “routinely ignored”.\(^7\) Enforcement authorities in the U.K. are reviewing presently some 27,000 cases in which fraud or error is suspected. The U.K. National Audit Office has initially assessed that over half of those which are fraudulent were perpetrated by organised criminal gangs posing as legitimate business. The furlough scheme was, however, widely accepted to be prone to fraudulent abuse based on the size of the financial packages available and the speed at which they were necessarily integrated into the economy to try and save businesses and livelihoods.

---

\(^2\) This approach suggests that crime can be explained by reference to the following factors being present: a suitable perpetrator, a suitable target, and lack of a guardian against the crime taking place.


\(^5\) For background, see: HM Government (2020) Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme: Claim for your Employees Wages’, [2].

\(^6\) Financial Times (7 September 2020) ‘HMRC says fraud and error on furlough schemes could total £3.5bn’, available at: [https://www.ft.com/content/22f78e4a-8e24-4189-9983-3a1f9578340](https://www.ft.com/content/22f78e4a-8e24-4189-9983-3a1f9578340).

Elsewhere, the U.S. Treasury reported that fraudsters are soliciting people while impersonating government workers. This is for the purpose of trying to elicit banking information from unsuspecting victims to assist them with tax rebates and other financial relief. Of course, related to these types of fraud are the more familiar pressure-selling operations and boiler-rooms, through which confidence is deployed to persuade the unsuspecting victim to part with their savings for the promise of investment returns. The landscape is such that relief schemes are constantly discussed in the news media, as well as the backdrop of rising debt and unemployment caused by the pandemic giving rise to people looking for some type of ‘hope’, which is where the pressure-selling methods of organised fraud take root and are most effective.

In this context, the Charities Commission in the U.K. reported that fraudulent charity operations are also on the rise, particularly insider fraud due to the economic hardship faced by employees who may abuse their position of trust (i.e. if tasked with fund-raising or administering, receiving or distributing donations) to make personal gain. Charities have also been the subject of the cyber-fraud context during Covid-19, whereby impersonation attacks have been seen in relation to monies which never actually reach the charitable destination the donor intended. For example, email scams trying to fraudulently elicit donations for fake charitable causes to assist the National Health Services or volunteer organisations. If these examples demonstrate one thing, then it is the innovation of fraudsters. Criminal gangs operating an organised boiler-room type fraud scheme to convince a vulnerable person to donate money to a healthcare charity during a time of a global pandemic is greatly assisted by the fact that the weaknesses of the healthcare system are constantly being highlighted to us by governments and the media. There have been cases whereby fraudsters have falsely convinced unsuspecting victims that they can provide the vaccine or other medication quicker, for huge premiums.

The International Fight Against Fraud – and Covid-19’s impact

Given the increase in various types of fraud, a word now on some of the global frameworks which exist to combat it and the impact Covid-19 is having on their momentum. The virus has exposed the fragility of the global fight against economic crime. The Financial Action Task Force (‘FATF’), the unparalleled standard-setter for anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing standards, conceded early during the lockdown periods in 2020 that its typical activities of on-site visits, ongoing reviews and monitoring initiatives could not take place in the context of Covid-19. This was due to the restrictions in movement, but also the burdens placed on countries due to the pandemic – implying, at least, that implementing recommendations on AML/CFT compliance from previous mutual evaluation reports may, understandably, not assume its ordinary place on a given government’s priority list. Essentially, and for the FATF process to not only fulfil its remit, but effect positive change in member countries reviewed, they would need longer to comply with the recommendations following previous reviews ahead of subsequent ones. A good example are National Risk Assessments for money laundering and terrorism – which are one of the ways countries can positively engage in the FATF process between reviews and identify risks not only in these two areas, but across the spectrum of financial and related sectors. Many of these kinds of initiatives are resource-intensive and require active input from multiple stakeholders in society across

---
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public, private and third sectors. As such, deadlines have been perhaps unsurprisingly extended by FATF for members to engage with the requirements for follow-up and monitoring processes. Some deadlines have been extended to as far away as 2022.

As emphasised, this is perhaps unsurprising. However, it should be of concern given the implication that momentum is a collateral feature. Many developing jurisdictions have faced significant challenges implementing sophisticated international financial crime standards. However, as has been seen in jurisdictions like the Turks and Caicos Islands for example, momentum has played a critical role not only in compliance and engagement with international standards, but also how this has assisted, and translated to, institutional and legal development more broadly. For a jurisdiction who effectively lost its sovereignty over allegations of Ministerial corruption and money laundering little over a decade ago, it is reassuring to note proactive regional engagement with the Caribbean FATF, commission of a multi-stakeholder AML/CFT National Risk Assessment, establishment of various public sector accountability mechanisms such as registers of interest, and the adoption of integrity as a learning feature of educational curricula. All this demonstrates the cruciality of a momentum-driven approach in developing mechanisms to tackle financial crime. Delays in monitoring, while perhaps inevitable, represent a concern that these important issues (particularly in the case of those countries on an upward developmental trajectory) may be side-lined, or resources withdrawn or directed elsewhere. There has however been some good news in this regard, with momentum appearing to have been maintained in some jurisdictions – such as the Bahamas who recently graduated from FATF’s greylist in December 2020.

**Concluding thoughts**

It is fundamentally concerning that Covid-19 has not only presented an opportunity for bad actors to innovate during these uncertain times, but also that momentum is being affected in key areas of the global fight against this type of acquisitive misconduct. In the case of international monitoring and peer-review evaluation, the inevitable delays are concerning. Covid-19 provides criminals not only with a vulnerable environment in which they can capitalise, but one whereby oversight measures may be protracted, resources cut, and progress in implementing economic crime standards side-lined. This is particularly concerning in the context of developing jurisdictions whose compliance with FATF standards is constantly subject to various bars and challenges. Momentum (or, at times, the lack thereof) is inarguably a hallmark of their compliance records to date. It is therefore concerning to consider the impact of loss of momentum, given the peer-review process has become the international best practice for evaluating compliance with global standards as they evolve.

---

9 FATF (1 April 2020). Statement by FAFT President: Covid-19 and measures to combat illicit financing."
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Technology in Investigations and Evidentiary Considerations

Craig Heschuk, John Moscow & Alex Clarke

Abstract

As criminals and fraudsters have adopted emerging technologies to perpetrate crime, the investigation and enforcement community is responding by embracing technology that can even the playing field. In this article, Craig Heschuk, John Moscow and Alex Clarke discuss the use of technology and Artificial Intelligence in investigations and some of the issues which may arise when court orders directing disclosure are sought based on evidence arising from such investigations. The article concludes with advice for the effective drafting of a disclosure order or other court application based on digital investigations such as those provided by GreyList Trace Ltd.

1. Introduction

Asset tracing must be, by its very nature, a constant game of catch up as the bad guys seek every possible means, including cutting edge technology, to secret away their ill-gotten gains. Despite all of the formidable skills and experience brought to bear by investigative firms, law enforcement agencies, law firms and forensic accountants, recovery is far from certain for the victims of a fraud.

2. The Role of Artificial Intelligence in Combatting Fraud

The challenge for those of us in the industry is to adopt technologies that will “power up” investigations and thereby shift the struggle in favour of the good guys. In that regard the use of artificial intelligence (‘AI’) tools has the potential to be transformational. Using sophisticated algorithms, it is now possible in large and very complex investigations to achieve far better outcomes in terms of speed, cost and accuracy. As criminals get smarter and their networks for global funds transfer keep evolving, a technology-focussed response looks like an indispensable way forward. AI permits the global investigation of vast repositories of data to cut through much of the complexity and unpredictability associated with deciphering a sophisticated criminal network of special purpose corporations and bank accounts.

Being on the side of the angels comes with some challenges however. Legal and ethical standards necessitate a disciplined approach to compliance with applicable computer misuse and data privacy
laws. The asset recovery investigator is faced with the compelling necessity to ensure the results of an investigation can be used where it matters – in enforcing legal rights against criminals. At the end of the day, the work product of an investigation will often be scrutinized in a litigation process and in front of the courts. Having the technology to find relevant evidence is one thing – but ensuring the evidence is admissible requires some additional diligence which is necessary to win a proper result.

3. **Technology Solutions – A Quick Review of The Existing Toolkit**

Technological innovation has already generated a range of e-tools. Often these are specialized products and capabilities that are provided by third party service providers. In that context, let us start with a quick survey of a few of the key technologies available for fraud investigators. The following are some of the most powerful e-tools available.

3.1. **E-Discovery and Digital Forensics**

One of the most indispensable services for law firms, insolvency professionals and companies involved in disputes is e-discovery, digital forensics and AI-driven data analytics. Only the very largest firms can justify having in-house capability to analyze big data and so specialist service providers bring advanced computing power and dedicated expertise to sift through massive amounts of data and billions of data points. This permits the investigator to identify potential claims, isolate critical evidence in support of a claim and develop a narrative of the events that led to insolvency or to a bad actor committing a fraudulent act.

Alex Clarke of LDM Global describes the power of digital forensics as follows:

“Through the use of machine learning, natural language processing and entity extraction, systems can be trained to uncover patterns, detect emotions and sentiment behind communications, and isolate relevant information that supports a claim.” He goes on to describe LDM’s fraud investigation capability this way: “In situations where fraud is possible, LDM Global uses emotional intelligence to apply the fraud triangle framework within a database. The fraud triangle explains that the risk of fraud increases when an individual is under pressure, they’ve identified an opportunity to exploit, and when they’ve rationalised or justified their actions. With a few clicks, our AI systems can filter through millions of documents to isolate only those which exhibit high levels of pressure, opportunity and rationalisation.”

3.2. **GreyList - AI for Tracing Banking Relationships**

The GreyList Trace platform allows investigators to establish whether an email address (of a person-of-interest) has been used to open and operate a bank account with any of the roughly 220,000 banks in the world. By combining algorithms with a sophisticated bank database, and without ever infiltrating a bank’s computer systems, GreyList can identify, with a very high degree of accuracy, each of the banks where an individual has a banking relationship or has had one in the recent past. The means used are ingenious and rely on testing with software code that is innocuously “bounced off” the spam filters for all of the banks. No confidential information is obtained and no computer
systems are accessed in the testing. There is a more detailed discussion of GreyList below but, in simple terms, GreyList determines by deduction if the email address of the person-of-interest has been “whitelisted” by any of the banks. This results in a 98+% certainty as to the existence of banking relationship with the identified banks.

3.3. **Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Analysis**

The emergence of cryptocurrencies and their rapid adoption has led to the growth of a number of firms that specialize in cracking the blockchain for law enforcement and other clients that have justifiable cause to examine suspect crypto-transactions. Given the pervasive level of fraud and money laundering in electronic currencies, these services are indispensable for tracking criminal conduct – whether it is garden variety theft, sanctions evasion or terrorist financing.

Each of these technologies has potential application in large and complex fraud investigations. And in each case there are issues to be considered when gathering, analyzing and storing this information for purposes of potential future litigation.¹

4. **Admissibility Considerations**

Generally speaking, evidence is admissible in legal proceedings if it is relevant to prove the facts of a case, but neither the evidence itself nor the means by which it was obtained may violate the law. There are particular considerations when the evidence is being obtained through technological means, and we will discuss the central issue of “provenance and authenticity” below. Importantly though, each technology tool has its own methodology and the issues around admissibility will be different for each.²

4.1 **Provenance and Authenticity**

The reliance on, and prevalence of, digital evidence that is submitted to the court in support of claims is growing in lockstep with the exponential growth of electronically stored information (‘ESI’) that is created, shared and stored during the course of day-to-day business functions. In consequence, the methods of preserving and maintaining the integrity of ESI in its original, unaltered state is becoming more complex and, in most cases, requires the assistance of forensically trained professionals who are experienced in handling digital evidence.


Below, Alex Clarke discusses LDM Global’s approach to the challenge of preserving the integrity of ESI:

“LDM Global’s forensic experts are trained to maintain meticulous logs and unbroken chains of custody records to ensure that our collection and analysis methodologies and most importantly all evidence submitted to court, is admitted and withstands scrutiny from opposing parties. With any evidence, regardless of its form, its vital that the origin and authenticity can withstand scrutiny from opposing parties. However, digital evidence defined as, “… information stored or transmitted in binary form that may be relied on in court,”3, is unique compared to hard copy evidence in that the same evidence in its digital form consists of metadata and artifacts that are easily altered through the normal course of business or during forensic collections and analysis. Therefore, it’s vital for any potentially relevant data to be preserved to prevent alteration and that defensible forensic collection methods are used to extract ESI.”

4.2. Extraction of Data and the Challenge of Defensible Collection

E-discovery, digital forensics and blockchain investigations generally rely, to varying degrees, on the extraction of data from electronic sources. E-investigators have to carefully document their work and exhaustively prepare for potential challenges to the admissibility of evidence. Experts, in their respective disciplines, ensure that the evidence presented to the court is an identical hash duplicate (in layman terms, a hash value is a digital fingerprint that is used to authenticate digital evidence) of the original evidence and that all preservation, collection and analysis methodologies withstand the oppositions scrutiny.

4.3. Data Privacy Considerations

The techniques that are applied must be lawful of course which means that they must also be defensible in terms of data privacy requirements. In this respect, if information that can be construed as “personal data” is being processed then the means used must comply with the principles of relevant data privacy laws and there must be a “lawful basis” for processing the data. 4

5. GreyList As A Case In Point

In the case of GreyList the level of intrusion is, in fact, minimal. Data extraction is essentially non-existent and the data privacy issues are likewise minimized. It is fascinating to realize that with this technology: (1) no data is extracted at all; and (2) no personal data is obtained. The system operates by deduction from the response of a spam filter.

Here’s how GreyList works:
1. A client provides GreyList with one or more email addresses;
2. GreyList does not use the email address but instead creates a string of digital code;
3. The string of code, not the email address itself, is then loaded into the GreyList algorithm;

---

4. The code is sent out to interrogate the spam filters protecting every bank in the world;
5. The string of code does not contain any personal information nor any recognizable content; it has the “scent” of the email address being investigated, but that is all;
6. Spam filters are programmed to accept, reject, or further investigate incoming emails. Those email addresses that are recognised and authorised are on the bank’s “whitelist.” The time it takes the spam filter to process a whitelisted email versus a non-authorized email is significantly different, even though the timing difference is measured in milliseconds;
7. The GreyList Algorithm can detect this timing difference;
8. All of the software code tests are rejected at the spam filter level. Nothing enters the bank’s computer servers. For this reason, the GreyList Algorithm does nothing more than indicate by deduction that a banking relationship exists. It cannot identify an account number, nor the account balance, because to do so would mean interacting with the bank’s servers, which is precisely the level of intrusion GreyList is designed to avoid.

This is a tremendous benefit to the client and their legal counsel. The method of interrogation at the spam filter level is not only of negligible intrusion, but the required documentation for “provenance and authenticity” is simplified tremendously. Each investigation has the same technical process and is conducted on the same basis as all of the others. There is only a single interrogation process going on. Information is not being extracted from myriad discrete sources as in the case of a traditional big data digital forensics process.

6. **Court Ordered Disclosure – Practical Considerations for Subpoenas and Other Court Orders Directing Disclosure**

Court applications relying on technology-driven investigations have to take into account not only the evidentiary considerations around provenance and authenticity described above, but they also have to be carefully crafted to achieve the desired result.

Using GreyList’s technology as an example, John Moscow of Lewis Baach Kaufmann Middlemiss offers the following analysis:

“In tracing assets it is frequently necessary to invoke the power of the Court to compel the production of evidence from a third party, or from the counter-party. In making an application to the Court you obviously need to know what you want and why you want it, but you need to be able to explain why you think that the party being compelled should be bothered at all.

In the past it would frequently happen that one would issue a subpoena in a civil case to multiple banks—or all of them (in the geographic area) if the case warranted that effort and expense. But, as alluded to above, bank accounts can be opened remotely, all over the world. That change gave a great edge to the fraudsters. The technological response to locating banks around the world is Greylist, which can identify each bank worldwide with which the email has been in touch. Once the banks are located the asset tracers need to go to the banks, consistent with local law, to obtain a subpoena, or a different court-order, directing the bank to produce what is asked for.

In drawing up the request, attention needs be paid to what you are seeking and why you think the party has it. After a Greylist connection is established, a subpoena to the bank should, at a minimum, ask for all email communications between the initial email and the bank’s email. Although Greylist cannot provide the text of the emails, court process can compel its production and on receipt of the text of the communications the relationship of the bank and the target should be clear. How do you
get the subpoena? That depends on local law, but the key fact is the same: Greylist has established the fact of communication, so you are entitled to know what it was—and to follow up on that.”

7. **Conclusion**

The use of artificial intelligence tools in investigations not only implies the use of cutting-edge technology but also the application of specialized methodologies to maintain the integrity of the information and ensure the investigation results can be used as evidence in court proceedings. It is important to use reputable investigation firms with transparent methodologies and established compliance programs in order to satisfy evidentiary requirements. Perhaps most importantly, retaining qualified legal counsel is critical to tailoring any court-ordered disclosure request to the particular requirements of the case and the evidence that is being relied on. Every case is different and a well-crafted subpoena (or other disclosure order application) can ensure your investment in pursuing a wrong-doer will yield dividends.
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The Impact of the Invalidation of the Privacy Shield on Global Investigations

Karen Schuler & Christopher Beveridge

Abstract

In this article, Karen Schuler, Governance, Risk & and Compliance Practice Leader and co-leader of BDO’s Global Privacy Team, and Christopher Beveridge, Director and Head of Privacy and Data Protection, at BDO United Kingdom discuss the practical impact of the invalidation of the privacy shield on global investigations. Data continues to grow exponentially giving rise to vast amounts of invaluable evidence that could be subject to data transfer regulations, such as the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (‘GDPR’). Privacy regulations like the GDPR not only present operational changes, but they often present challenges for investigators that collect data in one country and need to transfer it to another country for analysis, review or evidentiary purposes. Given the invalidation of the EU-US Privacy Shield in July 2020, this article provides an overview of the history of the Privacy Shield Framework as well as considerations for global investigative teams when they are transferring data from the European Union to the United States.

Background and History of the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield

The goal of the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework was a framework that regulates transatlantic exchanges of personal data for commercial purposes between the European Union (‘EU’) and the United States (‘US’). A primary purpose was to enable U.S. companies to more easily receive personal data from EU entities under EU laws, such as the GDPR, that are meant to protect the rights and freedoms of EU citizens. The EU-US Privacy Shield Framework replaced the International Safe Harbor Privacy Principles, which were invalidated in 2015. Following is a summary of activities that have occurred over the last several years as it relates to these privacy frameworks:

- In 2015, the fifteen-year-old U.S.-EU Safe Harbor framework was invalidated by the European Court of Justice (‘ECJ’).
• On July 12, 2016, the European Commission deeming the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework “adequate to enable data transfers under EU law”.

• Following the ECJ decision, the Swiss Government, on 12 January 2017, approved the Swiss-US Privacy Shield Framework as a “valid legal mechanism to comply with Swiss requirements when transferring personal data from Switzerland to the United States”.

• 1.

• On 16 July 2020 the ECJ issued a judgement declaring the European Commission’s Decision 2016/1250/EC of 12 July 2016, the EU-US Privacy Shield, invalid.

• Following the ECJ’s decision in July, on 8 September 2020, the Federal Data Protection and Information Commissioner (FDPI) of Switzerland invalidated the Swiss-US Privacy Shield framework.

Given the invalidation of the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework, the European Data Protection Board (‘EDPB’) has issued frequently asked questions on the invalidation of the Privacy Shield and has recommended that “you must conduct a risk assessment as to whether Standard Contractual Clauses (SCC’s) provide enough protection within the local legal framework, whether the transfer is the U.S. or somewhere else”.

**EU-US Privacy Shield Framework Controversy**

Over the years there has been continued controversy as to the validity of the Safe Harbor and the Privacy Shield Frameworks. Most notably are the cases that were filed by Maximillian Schrems, an Austrian data privacy activist who initially sought to raise awareness around the misuse and lack of protection of personal data by Facebook by relying upon the Safe Harbor Framework to transfer data between the EU and the US. In this case, the Irish Data Protection Commissioner (‘DPC’) refused to investigate a complaint by Mr. Schrems where he requested that the DPC suspend data transfers from Facebook Ireland to Facebook Inc. due to concerns that the Snowden revelations suggested his personal data could be accessed by US intelligence agencies and that Mr. Schrems’ EU data protection rights would be violated. This case (Schrems I) was referred to the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) and in 2015 where they ruled that European Commission’s adequacy determination for the US-EU Safe Harbor framework was invalid.

As a result of the invalidation of the Safe Harbor framework invalidation, Facebook began to rely upon another valid data transfer mechanism, Standard Contractual Clauses (‘SCC’s’). SCCs are standard sets of contractual terms and conditions by which the data exporter and the recipient of personal data agree to adequately protect personal leaving the European Economic Area (‘EEA’). Under Article 46 of the GDPR, SCC’s aim to provide appropriate safeguards for international data transfers provided that the SCC’s are adopted completely and unaltered.

Data exporters and the recipient of the data that rely on SCC’s to transfer personal data to a third country must, on a case-by-case basis, undertake necessary levels of due diligence to demonstrate that the recipient in the third country ensures adequate protections under EU law for any personal data transferred. If these safeguards cannot be achieved, the data exporter must then

---

1 See: https://www.privacyshield.gov/program-overview.
consider using additional safeguards or they will be required to suspend the data transfer. Further to this it should also be noted that Supervisory Authorities now have the power to suspend transfers where they take the view that the party residing in the third country does not have an adequate level of protection in place required by EU law.

Following Facebook’s use of SCC’s, Mr. Schrems once again filed another complaint on the basis that the SCC’s did not provide adequate security measures to individuals to protect the processing of their personal data, stating that US intelligence authorities would still be able to monitor this data. In November of 2019, this case was forwarded to the CJEU for review. Ultimately, on 16 July 2020 the EU-US Privacy Shield was invalidated (Schrems II) in its decision in Facebook Ireland v. Schrems. However, the court ruled that SCC’s are still a valid mechanism to transfer data from the EU to third countries.

The Impact of the Invalidation of the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield on Global Investigations

Global investigations rely on collecting data in a forensically sound and defensible manner, which can be challenging in and of itself. To add to the complexity of ensuring that data collections are handled in a defensible manner, privacy obligations must be considered and met to ensure that additional issues do not arise during the actual collections or the transfer of data to a third country. The invalidation of the EU-US Privacy Shield presents organizations with a new level of care before data is transferred from the EU to the US. If SCC’s are invalidated in the future, then companies will need to rely on one or more of the following to legally transfer data during an investigation:

- **Article 49** – Derogations for Specific Situations, which are exemptions from or relaxation of a rule or law and in Schrems II decision. The Court states that its decision to invalidate Privacy Shield won’t create a “legal vacuum” for data transfers because organizations can still turn to Article 49 derogations. The EDPB references derogations as an available mechanism for continuing to transfer data to the US provided the conditions set forth in Article 49 apply. From the viewpoint of an investigator, it is important to remember that available derogations include: (1) explicit consent, (2) required to perform a contract, or (3) there are compelling legitimate interests.

- **Article 47** – Binding Corporate Rules (‘BCRs’), which are data protection policies adhered to by companies established in the EU for transfers of personal data outside the EU within a group of undertakings or enterprises. These rules require that all general data protection principles and enforceable rights are deployed to ensure that there are appropriate safeguards in place to protect the data transfer. It is important for investigators to recognize that there is a process for submitting BCR’s for approval and that the process can be lengthy.

---

7 See: https://gdpr-info.eu/art-47-gdpr/.
Continued guidance will continue to frame the way data collections are performed for years to come. As such, forensic investigators should familiarize themselves with regulatory guidance from the EEA, its member countries, and the US as it could impact future data collection practices and require certain obligations. Additionally, investigators should familiarize themselves with Article 46 and member country guidance. Article 46, the transfers subject to appropriate safeguards, provides detailed requirements that investigators should consider. For more information about this article, visit the United Kingdom’s Information Commissioner’s Office.

According to the Privacy Shield Framework’s website, investigators should understand that:

- The US Department of Commerce and the European Commission and EDPB remain in close contact to ‘limit negative consequences’ of the decision to the transatlantic data flows.
- The US Secretary of Commerce and European Commissioner for Justice jointly stated in August 2020 that the two agencies are evaluating the potential for an enhance EU-US Privacy Shield Framework that will comply with the July 16th judgement in the Schrems II case.
- The Department of Commerce will continue to administer the Privacy Shield program while these discussions continue, including processing submissions.

While we await further guidance, investigators should continue to monitor media channels and authorities to gain an understanding of their obligations. It is extremely important during this time to consult with your general counsel, compliance office, or outside counsel to ensure that your team is taking appropriate steps to manage data transfers from the EU to the U.S. when conducting an investigation.

**Recommendations**

While we cannot foresee the outcome of the next version of the EU-US Privacy Shield investigators can adhere to standard practices to minimize risk. Steps to consider when conducting an investigation include, but are not limited to:

- Evaluate data transfer needs and the risk this imposes for your organization or your client. If you are an outsourced investigator consider reviewing your contracts with legal counsel to ensure that you are meeting the obligations as outlined in the invalidation of the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework. For in-house investigators, determine whether binding corporate rules have been approved.
- Determine whether you have derogation that allows for the transfer of data to the US from the EU.
- Ensure that your company (outsourced or in-house investigators) do not violate the GDPR, which could impose penalties of 4% of global turnovers or €20 million, whichever is greater.
- Continue to document and maintain sound record keeping practices to demonstrate that your organization is fully accountable for data transfer conclusions. It is no longer acceptable to sign
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9 See: https://www.privacyshield.gov/article?id=EU-U-S-Privacy-Shield-Program-Update.
the SCC’s and file them away. The entire investigative team needs to understand the standard contractual clauses to ensure that they are followed.

- Consider whether Brexit will impact your data transfer mechanisms of personal data being transferred from the UK to other parts of the EU, and vice versa.
- Keep your eyes open for Schrems III; it’s very possible there is another suit to follow.

Additional technical considerations that investigators should follow include:

- Processing must take place in a transparent manner, which may differ than that of the US. Custodians may need to be identified and notified that their data will be processed in conjunction with an investigation.
- Processing is limited to what is necessary to the investigation. This could result in more stringent searches and filtering to eliminate data that is perceived as unnecessary.
- The purpose for which the data can be used is limited. The investigator must limit the number of individuals that can access the data on the forensic servers and review platforms, as well as ensure that the data is only processed for its intended purposes.
- Appropriate administrative and technical safeguards must be implemented to ensure the data is protected at all stages of the investigation.
- Questions that the investigator should consider are: (1) what is the value of the data to the investigation? (Don’t collect if you don’t need it); (2) is the level of effort to collect the data synonymous with its value to the investigation? or, (3) can the data be collected locally or are remote collections required? If the latter, ensure that data privacy regulations are not violated.

Appropriate administrative and technical safeguards that investigators can follow are generally outlined in Article 3210 of the GDPR, which require:

- The employment of appropriate levels of security, and that data collection, processing and analysis risks are identified;
- Data encryption, especially when in transit;
- Current technical and organizational measures that are tested on a regular basis to ensure that policies and procedures align with current guidance, frameworks and best practices; and,
- That organizations adhere to an approval code of conduct as outlined in Article 4011 or Article 4212.

Companies conducting global investigations need to understand their obligations, their clients’ obligations, as well as the role they play in safely transferring data from the EU to the US. Even though initial guidance was provided by the US Department of Commerce and the European Commissioner for Justice, investigators should continue to monitor official information related to the EU-US Privacy Shield.

---

12 See: [https://gdpr-info.eu/art-42-gdpr/](https://gdpr-info.eu/art-42-gdpr/)
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Abstract

In this paper, Lance Ashworth QC and Matthew Morrison of Serle Court Chambers look at the duty to give full and frank disclosure when seeking orders without notice to the opposing party. The applicable principles in England and Wales are considered along with an analysis of the High Court’s current position as to how stringently this duty must be complied with. This is contrasted briefly with the apparently more lenient position in the British Virgin Islands (‘BVI’). Of particular interest is the requirement, as part of the duty to give full and frank disclosure, to make relevant inquiries before seeking such an order.

1. Introduction

As barristers, we will often be instructed in a fraud case where there has been no interaction with the other side, and where therefore we will only hear one side of story. Normally, we will have a highly motivated client who feels strongly that they have been wronged and that there is (and can be) no innocent explanation. Every experienced practitioner knows that the law is full of open and shut cases that turn out to be no such thing: even when nothing concerning turns up in the documents, and the view that the case is unlosable persists all the way up to one’s client entering the witness box, it can all go horribly wrong at that point.

In relation to freezing orders, there have recently been a number of cases both in England and Wales and further afield where the requirements of the duty of full and frank disclosure, and the consequences of failing to comply with that duty, have been stringently applied with serious adverse consequences for the claimant. There is a feeling that, in particular, the Commercial Court in London is becoming more wary of granting freezing orders, one of the two nuclear weapons in the lawyer’s armory.

So, unless the risk of dissipation of assets is extremely imminent, it is essential that time is taken to get things right and to avoid adding to the injustice the client will have suffered of having been
defrauded by being ordered to pay substantial costs to the alleged fraudster before the proceedings have got very far.

2. Full and frank disclosure – the principles

The starting point of any adversarial system of justice is that the Court should hear from both sides before making any decision. There is a high risk of error if the Court does not allow the affected party to be heard. As well as the harm that can be caused to a respondent, hearing only one party risks undermining the integrity of the Court’s process. In Fundo Soberano De Angola v: Jose Folimeno Dos Santos\(^1\) Popplewell J went so far as to hold that compliance with the duty of full and frank disclosure is necessary to enable the Court to fulfil its own obligations to ensure fair process under Article 6 of the European Convention of Human Rights.

It is clear that if a without notice application is made, the Judge needs to be able to trust the lawyer(s) appearing before the Court to tell the Judge everything that he/she needs to know. This is achieved by giving full and frank disclosure and not by instructing a barrister well versed in the area and whom the Judge may “trust”. It is notable that some of the decisions below have been in cases where recognised leaders in their field have been representing the ultimately hapless claimants.

3. What is full and frank disclosure?

The modern statement of requirements is usually taken to be the judgment of Ralph Gibson LJ in Brink’s Mat Ltd v Elcombe\(^2\). These include:

- Materiality is to be decided by the Court not by the applicant or its advisers;
- Proper inquiries must be made before making the application: it is not only material facts that are known which need to be disclosed, but any additional facts which would have been known if had made such inquiries;
- The extent of the inquiries depends on the circumstances of the case: that is the nature of the case; the effect of the order; the degree of urgency and the time allowed for inquiries;
- If a breach of the duty is found, the court will be astute to ensure that no advantage is secured;
- Whether the breach is sufficiently material to require immediate discharge of the order depends on the importance of fact to judge: whether the breach was innocent or otherwise is important but not determinative;
- In the event of a material non-disclosure, the Court has discretion to continue the order or to remake the order on new terms.

Subsequent case law has made clear that the duty to give full and frank disclosure:

- Includes matters of law and procedure as well as of fact\(^3\);

---

\(^1\) [2018] EWHC 2199 (Comm) at [51]
\(^2\) [1988] 1 WLR 1350 at 1356 as long ago as 12 June 1987: a couple of years before the Berlin wall came down, the same year Mrs Thatcher secured her third term and one of the authors was called to the Bar.
\(^3\) Memory Corp Plc v Sidhu (No.2) [2000] 1 WLR 1443 at 1460.
Continues to apply at all times until Respondent can themselves discharge it\(^1\), so that matters arising between obtaining the order and service must be brought to the attention of the Court\(^2\);

Means that the lawyers must fairly present matters which are disclosed\(^6\) and specifically identify the points for and against the order being sought rather than relying on general statements and the mere exhibiting of numerous documents\(^2\);

Requires the Court to be told if evidence (no matter how compelling) has been obtained by improper or illegal means such as covert recordings or hacked emails\(^8\);

Applies to clients as much as lawyers\(^9\).

These principles are not applicable only to freezing orders but apply to any without notice application. They extend, for example, to applications for permission to serve proceedings out of the jurisdiction, which is a relief frequently sought at the same time as obtaining a freezing order\(^10\). Given how important and familiar these principles are, it might be thought surprising that applicants still fall foul of them.

4. When will the Court discharge the without notice Order?

Along with pressures lawyers can feel when told by a client that there is a clear and obvious fraud with the perpetrator about to abscond with the ill-gotten gains, in the authors’ experience the degree of rigour to which the principles have been applied, and sanctions have been imposed, has ebbed and flowed over time.

There was for a long time concern about unmeritorious applications to discharge for the most trifling of non-disclosures. In *Brink’s Mat* itself, Slade LJ sounded a note of caution, observing that a number of respondents appeared to be leaning on the principle as representing substantially the only hope of obtaining the discharge of injunctions where there was little prospect of doing so on the substantial merits of the case or the balance of convenience.

This concern has not dissipated, so that sixteen years later when faced with an application in *Kazakhstan Kagazy Plc v Žhumus*\(^11\) to discharge in which 82 paragraphs of an affidavit set out extensive
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\(^{1}\) Although if at any stage subsequent to the order being imposed, even after the order has been confirmed on the return date, it comes to the attention of the claimant that there had been a failure of full and frank disclosure, the claimant should bring that to the attention of the Court and seek to have the order confirmed, as happened in *SITA UK Group Holdings Ltd v. Serrys* (unreported 18/2/2010). This was the conclusion reached by Eder J in *Speedier Logistics v. Aardvark Digital* [2012] EWHC 2776 at [25].


\(^{3}\) *The Arena Corp Ltd v Schreer* [2003] EWHC 1089 (Ch) at [117].

\(^{4}\) *The Siporex Trade SA v Comdel Commodities Ltd* [1986] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 428 at 437.


\(^{6}\) *Fundo Soberano* (supra) at [53].

\(^{7}\) In *Evison Holdings Ltd v. International Company Finvision Holdings LLC* [2020] EWHC 239 (Comm) it was held that the duty extended to telling a Commercial Court the test for service out of the jurisdiction when the Judge would deal with the application on paper.

\(^{8}\) [2014] EWCA Civ 381 at [35]-[37].
allegations of non-disclosure, Longmore LJ considered it necessary to repeat guidance first given in the unreported decision of Toulson J in *Crown Resources AG v Vingradsky*:

- Issues of non-disclosure ought to be capable of being dealt with concisely;
- It is inappropriate to seek to set aside a freezing order for non-disclosure where proof depends on establishing facts which are themselves in issue in the action, unless they are truly so plain that they can be readily and summarily established;
- The court must maintain a sense of proportion and have regard to relevance and the overriding objective;
- The more complex the case, the more fertile the ground for alleging non-disclosure: accordingly the more important it is that the Judge should not lose sight of the wood for the trees.

However, it is possible to detect a thawing in the Court’s reluctance to discharge for failure to comply with the duty of full and frank disclosure. In the *Fundo Soberano* case, Popplewell J said that if there is a material breach of the duty, then even if there is a good basis for the order, the order is likely to be set aside on the return date, and no fresh order made.

A similarly robust approach has been taken in the British Virgin Islands at first instance by Jack J in two cases arising in the *Abyzov/Vekselberg* or *Renova v Emmerson* litigation in May and July 2019 respectively. Jack J discharged two orders made on New Year’s Eve 2018 holding that there had been non-innocent breaches of the full and frank disclosure obligations (combined in the earlier decision with a finding that there had been a complete lack of remorse or contrition for the breach).

That said, the Court of Appeal in the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court (‘ECSC’) subsequently took a more lenient view in *Paraskevaidis v. Citco Trust Corporation Ltd* on an appeal from the High Court of the BVI. The ECSC appeared to adopt the position that the court will not reimpose relief if the failure to make full and frank disclosure was not innocent, but holding on the facts of that case (and overturning the first instance Judge’s finding that such failure had not been innocent) that the failure arose from an innocent failure to perceive the relevance of a key letter on certain issues and accordingly, the without notice order should not be discharged.

**Need to investigate**

Two recent decisions of the High Court in England appear to have set the bar high in terms of the extent to which parties are required to conduct an investigation into relevant adverse matters. The first of these is *Rogachev v Goryainov*. This was a dispute arising out of a joint venture to operate farmers’ markets in Moscow. While this might be thought to be a quaint operation, it was in fact a large scale venture involving the injection of approximately US$50 million of capital. The joint venturers decided to part ways. Proceedings were brought in England, in which it was alleged that the respondent had sought to dispose of one of the sites unilaterally and clandestinely: the sale was specifically said to have been concealed from the claimant and only discovered by chance. One of the grounds upon which it was held that there had been a breach of the full and frank disclosure

---

12 Unreported (15th June 2001).
duty was that there was an advert for the site on a Russian property website many months before the claimant said he had become aware of the property sale. The Judge found that the claimant had not known of this:

“[h]owever, that fact was discoverable by more careful inquiry on the part of the Claimant”15.

Had it been discovered, the claimant could not have told judge that the respondent was acting clandestinely. The order was discharged.

The second is the decision of Carr J in Tugushev v. Orlov16. The Judge cited thirteen relevant principles which were said to be non-contentious and well established, including that:

“An applicant must make proper enquiries before making the application. He must investigate the cause of action asserted and the facts relied upon before identifying and addressing any likely defences. The duty to disclose extends to matters of which the applicant would have been aware had reasonable enquiries been made. The urgency of a particular case may make it necessary for evidence to be in a less tidy or complete form than is desirable. But no amount of urgency or practical difficulty can justify a failure to identify the relevant cause of action and principal facts to be relied on.”17 (emphasis added).

The claim was based upon an alleged conspiracy by the respondent and two associates by which the claimant said he had been unlawfully deprived of a 1/3rd share in a large international fishing business. Among the material non-disclosure found by the Judge was a failure by the claimant to disclose that he had divested himself of his shareholding and made declarations to that effect in 2003 upon taking public office. Carr J was sceptical about his claims to have forgotten these events but was willing to proceed at an interlocutory stage on the basis that this was an unintentional oversight. Mr Tugushev invited her Ladyship to conclude that his duty of reasonable inquiry did not extend to matters in 2003 and 2004 which he did not recall. Carr J rejected this in stringent terms:

“His failure to investigate whether or not he had signed such declarations was a reckless disregard of his duty of full and frank disclosure to the court, particularly in light of Mr Orlov’s express contentions of which Mr Tugushev was well aware. Those contentions required Mr Tugushev to consider very carefully whether they might be correct and make relevant enquiries”18.

Carr J was also clear that even if Mr Tugushev had forgotten about this, he could not reasonably have been sufficiently certain to make categorical statements in his evidence to the effect that he never signed any such documents. At a minimum the claimant should have made inquiries of the relevant authorities, and had he done so, the documents would have come to light.

While Carr J reiterated the need to avoid a scattergun approach on such an application, and the imperative of avoiding a mini-trial about disputed points that would be resolved in underlying proceedings, she nevertheless emphasised that:

15 Supra at [89].
17 Supra at [7(iv)].
18 Supra at [30].
“immediate discharge (without renewal) is likely to be the court’s starting point, at least when the failure is substantial or deliberate”\(^\text{19}\).

This is so even if the order would still have been made had the relevant matter been brought to its attention at the without notice hearing.

Carr J made no bones about fact that “this is a penal approach and intentionally so, by way of deterrent to ensure that applicants in future abide by their duties”\(^\text{20}\). It follows from her decision that a Court is unlikely to regrant an order, even if there was not deliberate non-disclosure, where there has been a failure properly to investigate before making the without notice application.

**Conclusion**

The following conclusions can be drawn from the principles and cases referred to above:

- Neither the lawyers nor the client can decide not to make inquiries because they fear that something unhelpful might be discovered.
- Given the draconian effects of a freezing order, seeking to excuse the making of inquiries on the grounds of urgency is unlikely to carry much weight unless there is a very strong case of urgency, and is not going to wash when the application has been put together over a number of weeks.
- Experience shows that what the client and lawyers think is not material may be very material in the eyes of the Judge. Therefore, it is quite possible that the lawyers may have considered some information, genuinely decided it is not material and therefore not disclosed it, only to find that the Judge thinks it is highly material and consequently discharges the injunction on the return date. The lesson has to be to err to an extreme extent on the side of caution and disclose much more rather than less.
- If evidence has been obtained improperly or unlawfully, this must be disclosed. The evidence will still be admissible and while the Judge may not approve of what has been done, a failure to tell the Judge is inevitably going to lead to the order being discharged when the truth comes out.
- If there has been a deliberate failure to give full and frank disclosure, there is in reality no prospect of maintaining an order obtained without notice, no matter how strong the case against the fraudulent defendants is.
- Whether a Court will decline to discharge the order, or discharge but impose a fresh order may well be influenced by the question of whether the non-disclosure was innocent or otherwise, but this is by no means determinative and, at least in England, there seems to be a move against regranting orders obtained even where the failure was innocent.
- It is likely the innocent claimant will be visited by a swingeing costs order, payable immediately to the fraudulent defendant.

It is therefore extremely important to take time to investigate properly before launching such an application. This is a matter which is required of lawyers as part of their duty to the Court and

\(^{19}\) Supra at [7(x)].

\(^{20}\) Supra at [7(xi)].
therefore a matter of ethics. If there is a deliberate non-disclosure by lawyers (a conclusion that every lawyer dreads a Judge reaching on the return date of a without notice order), the consequences faced by the lawyers will go further than mere ethics.
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The Financial Conduct Authority and a Sample of its Enforcement Activity

Professor Stuart Bazley

Introduction

Throughout much of 2020, the UK’s financial services industry has been dealing with the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. This has included the UK Financial Conduct Authority (‘FCA’ or ‘Authority’) giving necessary attention to the supervision of authorised firms’ resilience during the pandemic and the impact that the economic conditions may have on market volatility\(^1\). Notwithstanding such necessary emphasis, the FCA has continued to engage in enforcement activity.

This article examines some of the FCA’s important criminal prosecutions and associated civil enforcement activity since December 2019. These relate to the FCA’s work in guarding the very perimeter of the regime for persons carrying on regulated financial services activity, the law prohibiting abuse of the financial markets and criminal law provisions of the Financial Services and Markets Act designed to support some of the FCA’s powers of investigation.

The perimeter

The question of whether financial services activity in the UK requires authorisation and regulation is far from simple. Part II of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA) along with the Financial Services and Markets Act Regulated Activities Order\(^2\) set out those activities which, when carried on by way of business, require authorisation (or exemption), whether by the UK Prudential Regulation Authority or FCA. Indeed it is an offence under s23 of FSMA to carry on regulated activity by way of business without authorisation or exemption. Authorisation is critical for the effective operation of some of what many regarded as safety-net provisions under FSMA. For

---

\(^1\) FCA Business plan 2020/21. The Financial Conduct Authority 7 April 2020

instance, the Financial Services Compensation Scheme only has jurisdiction to provide compensation to consumers where an authorised person is unable to meet liabilities to customers.\textsuperscript{3}

In its perimeter report for the period 2019 and 2020, published on 29 September 2020, the FCA provides some indication as to the complexity of the regulatory regime and the difficulty that it creates for determining which side of the perimeter activity falls.\textsuperscript{4} For instance, in that report the Authority states:

‘The UK financial services industry is broad, carrying out a wide range of activities for UK and international clients. Some of this activity requires FCA regulation and some of it does not. We call the distinction between what is regulated, and what is not, the ‘perimeter’.\textsuperscript{5}

The Authority also recognises that during the current Covid-19 economic climate an increase in criminal activity may include unauthorised financial activity, stating in its perimeter report: ‘These are challenging times. We are aware that the coronavirus (Covid-19) crisis may exacerbate specific perimeter issues and encourage unlawful activity, impacting vulnerable consumers and SMEs especially.\textsuperscript{6}

Nonetheless the FCA is active in its work to safeguard the perimeter of the regulated financial services market and secure compensation for any victims of such activity, although not all action it takes relies on the criminal law. Arguably because of the Authority’s limited resources, it may not take formal enforcement action (whether criminal or civil) in every case of unauthorised activity.\textsuperscript{7} In its 2020 perimeter report the FCA gives an indication of the types of circumstances where it is more likely to act, stating:

‘…we are more likely to act where the unregulated activity:
• is illegal or fraudulent
• has the potential to undermine confidence in the UK financial system
• is closely linked to, or may affect, a regulated activity…’\textsuperscript{8}

The end of 2019 saw the FCA publish the outcomes of confiscation orders obtained in relation to two previously successful criminal convictions for unauthorised investment activity. On the 20 December 2019 the Authority announced it had obtained an order for the confiscation of £171,913.60 of realisable assets against Mr Manraj Singh Virdee following his guilty plea to charges in relation to the operation of an unauthorised investment scheme, as the sole director of a business known as Dynamic UK Trades Ltd.\textsuperscript{9} The monies confiscated were to compensate victims who has

\textsuperscript{3} See s213 Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.
\textsuperscript{5} n4 para 1.2.
\textsuperscript{6} n4 pg3.
\textsuperscript{7} For comment on the FCA resource and the number of firms it regulated see the opening paragraph of the Chair and Chief Executive message FCA Business plan 2020/21 page 3 at n1.
\textsuperscript{8} n4 para 2.5.
lost money following his unlawful activity. The FCA reported that during the confiscation order proceedings, the court found that Mr Virdee had benefited from £666,730.58 from his activities with most of it being lost through his unsuccessful trading or being used personally. 10

Earlier, on 17 December 2019, the FCA announced that it had obtained a Confiscation Order totalling £5,118,018.72 against Mr Dharam Prakash Gopee along with an order for him to pay over £200,000 in compensation.11 Mr Gopee had operated illegal lending between 2012 and 2016 (a period of time during which the regulation of consumer credit activity was transferred to the FCA) resulting in his conviction in 2018 for illegal money lending contrary to s39(1) Consumer Credit Act 1974 and s23(1) Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.12 The FCA had outlined in a 2018 press release following Mr Gopee’s sentencing that the offences included him engaging in new lending of around £1 million and the taking of payments for both new and existing loans of around £2 million.13 In addition to the confiscation order, due to the circumstances of the case and Mr Gopee’s activities, the FCA had also obtained a Serious Crime Prevention Order as a way of stopping him carrying out in future his unlawful activity.14 In addition Mr Gopee had also been convicted for contempt as a result of not complying with the terms of a restraining order. 15

Market abuse

On 24 September 2020 the Authority announced that it had commenced criminal proceedings against three individuals formerly employed by a company named Redcentric plc.16 On 26 June 2020 Redcentric had been the subject of a public censure from the FCA in connection with market abuse (details of which are set out further below.) The FCA set out in its 24 September press release that the three former employees appeared before Westminster Magistrates court on 23 September 2020, with Mr Fraser Fisher (Redcentric’s former Chief Executive) charged with two counts of making a false or misleading statement contrary to s89 (1) the Financial Services Act 2012; Mr Timothy Coleman its former Chief Financial Officer charged with two counts of making false or misleading statement contrary to s89(1) Financial Services Act 2012, four counts of false accounting contrary to S17(1) (a) of the Theft Act 1968, one count of making a false or misleading statement to an auditor contrary to s501 Companies Act 2006, and one count of fraud by false representation contrary to sections 1 and 2 Fraud Act 2006; and Ms Estelle Croft, the company’s former finance director, being charged with two counts of making a false or misleading statement contrary to s89

---

10 n9.
(1) the Financial Services Act 2012, seven counts of making of making a false or misleading statement to an auditor contrary to s501 Companies Act 2006, and four counts of false accounting contrary to s 17(1) (a) Theft Act 1968.  

Redcentric plc had been subject to an FCA civil law regulatory enforcement decision (i.e. not a criminal law case) in respect of market abuse contrary to s118(7) Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, namely the dissemination of false or misleading information. That provision was in force at the time relevant to Redcentric’s conduct, but has since been replaced by Article 12 of the EU Market Abuse Regulation now setting out a range of market manipulation behaviours.

S118(7) FSMA provided,

‘…the behaviour consists of the dissemination of information by any means which gives, or is likely to give, a false or misleading impression as to a qualifying investment by a person who knew or could reasonably be expected to have known that the information was false or misleading.’

Redcentric plc is a public company with its shares admitted for trading on the London Stock Exchange’s Alternative Investment Market. The background to the FCA’s decision, as set out in its Final Notice, concerned a misstatement in the company’s published interim results for its half year to 30 September 2015 in which it set out that its net bank debt position was £16.5 million and it had cash and cash equivalents of £9,984,000, and year end results to 31 March 2016 where it stated total net borrowings of £25.3 million and cash and cash equivalents of £8,492,000.

In relation to the Final Notice to Redcentric, the FCA’s Director of Enforcement and Market Oversight, Mr Mark Steward, stated:

‘Publicly listed companies must ensure the market is properly informed with timely and true information. In this case, Redcentric issued misleading final year results, harming its own investors and confidence in the market. When the company revealed the true position in November 2016, many investors who had purchased Redcentric shares in the preceding 12 months suffered immediate losses. These losses are directly attributable to the misleading statements issued by the company 12 months earlier. Investors deserve to be told the truth and uncomfortable news cannot be hidden for very long.

Of particular note is the FCA’s decision to publicly censure Redcentric and not impose a civil law financial penalty. Part of the basis of this aspect of the FCA’s decision appears to be because of the

---

17 n16.
21 n18.
company’s proactive response. This included a ‘forensic’ review of both its current and historic balance sheet positions, and a remedial plan established by the company to compensate shareholders disadvantaged as a result of the market abuse, which resulted in a payment of £11.4 million.\(^{23}\)

In relation to the remedial action taken by Redcentric, Mr Steward stated:

‘In this case Redcentric has agreed to provide compensation for affected investors to make good the losses while also preserving the company’s ongoing business at a time when the business is providing vitally needed services in the fight against coronavirus (Covid-19). We welcome the Redcentric board’s decision as well as the steps taken to remediate the company’s governance.’\(^{24}\)

More recently, on the 16 December 2020, convictions for insider dealing by Fabiana Abdel-Malek (a compliance officer at an investment bank) and Walid Choicair (a day trader) were upheld by the Court of Appeal.\(^{25}\) The original prosecution followed an FCA investigation and the resulting conviction was concerned with Mr Choicair trading on price sensitive information that he had received from Ms Abdel-Malik who was an insider. The appeal however, was concerned with whether the convictions were unsafe because of allegations of the FCA’s insufficient disclosure. Commenting on the Court of Appeal’s dismissal of the case, Mark Steward, the FCA’s Executive Director of enforcement and market oversight said, ‘I welcome the Court’s decision to dismiss these appeals as well as the Court’s finding that there was no irregularity or unfairness in the proceedings. The appeal was an attempt to undermine the jury’s verdict by collaterally attacking the FCA. Today’s decision by the Court vindicates the FCA’s decision-making in this matter.’\(^{26}\)

The criminal law and the FCA’s powers of investigation

FSMA provides the FCA with a range of formal powers of investigation – many of which may be relied on by the FCA during regulatory/civil law investigations. Additionally, however, s177 FSMA provides for criminal offences that may be committed in connection with an FCA investigation.

The trial at Southwark Crown Court of the FCA’s first prosecution of the offence of destroying documents contrary to S177(3) (a) Financial Services Act 2000, however resulted in a not guilty verdict for the defendant Mr Konstantine Vishnyak.

It is an offence under s177(3) (a) FSMA where ‘…a person who knows or suspects that an investigation is being or is likely to be conducted under Part XI of FSMA is guilty of an offence if he falsifies, conceals, destroys or


\(^{24}\) n22.

\(^{25}\) R (the Financial Conduct Authority) v Fabiana Abdel-Malek and Walid Choicair [2020] EWCA Crim 1730.

otherwise disposes of a document which he knows or suspects is or would be relevant to such an investigation, unless he shows that he had no intention of concealing facts disclosed by the documents from the investigator…”

The prosecution was brought in connection with an FCA investigation into a suspicion of insider dealing, during which the FCA had requested Mr Vishnyak to provide the WhatsApp application on his mobile phone, and which the FCA alleged he deleted.27

The FCA’s comment on the not guilty verdict was limited to a short press release statement that: ‘The FCA is disappointed with the outcome, but respects the verdict. We will take action whenever evidence we need is tampered with or destroyed.’28

The cases outlined in this article touch on a number of fundamental areas of the FCA’s enforcement work. As we look forward to 2021, although it is reasonable to expect the FCA’s enforcement work in such areas will continue, one might consider the extent to which future FCA criminal and civil enforcement work will address activity associated with the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the financial markets. This has perhaps been already predicted by the FCA, which in its 2020 business plan states:

‘We will remain vigilant to potential misconduct. There may be some who see these times as an opportunity for poor behaviour – including market abuse, capitalising on investors’ concerns or reneging on commitments to consumers.

Where we find poor practice, we will clamp down with all relevant force…” 29
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In 1998, during the notoriously corrupt and brutal regime of General Sani Abacha, Nigeria’s then-Minister of Petroleum, Chief Dan Etete, awarded the rights to exploit an oil field known as OPL 245 to a company named Malabu Oil and Gas Ltd (‘Malabu’), of which he secretly was part owner. Over a decade of machinations, in-fighting, and litigation, the controversy was “resolved” through the government (including some of the same officials who were part of the original award) agreeing to a deal in which Malabu and Etete withdrew their claims and OPL 245 was awarded to a consortium led by Italian oil giant, Eni, in exchange for a payment of $1.3 billion. Of that $1.3 billion, only $200 million went to the Federal Republic of Nigeria (‘FRN’). The rest – $1.092 billion – went to Malabu and Dan Etete, who in turn, paid off a number of Nigerian public officials, including then President Goodluck Johnathan.

Two years later, after reports of the payments to FRN officials became public, the Public Prosecutor of Milan, Italy (‘PPM’) commenced a criminal investigation into allegations that senior executives of Eni and Royal Dutch Shell had knowledge of, and indeed encouraged, the corrupt payments, and had received or agreed to receive payments in the form of reverse commission or kickbacks. In December 2017, the Milan court accepted the recommendation of the PPM and ordered Eni, its executives (including the current and former CEOs), and their co-defendants to stand trial for the crime of international corruption.

The year before the Milan trial began, the FRN appointed a Nigerian law firm, Johnson & Johnson, as its agent to recover assets misappropriated through the various OPL 245 transactions. Given the magnitude and breadth of litigation that would be necessary, Johnson & Johnson concluded an agreement with a litigation funder, Drumcliffe Partners LLC, to finance its efforts. To date, Johnson & Johnson has recovered nearly $83m for the FRN, and is pursuing legal action in

---

265 This is a story best told without the distraction of legal citation and, accordingly, we dispense with the formality. For those wishing to check the details and confirm the accuracy of the matters discussed herein, the facts are compellingly laid out in the work of NGOs (https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/oil-gas-and-mining/opl-245-shell-and-enis-nigeria-deal/), the opinions of both the English Commercial Court and the Federal District Court for the Southern District of New York, as well as the myriad pleadings and submissions of the parties – in Delaware, Milan, London, Lagos, and Quebec.
eight jurisdictions to recover the proceeds of the fraud. Notably, the FRN has appeared in the criminal trial in Milan as a *parte civile* in order to assert its right to civil damages resulting from the crimes committed.

As the Milan trial entered its final phase and the defendants began presenting closing arguments, Eni filed an *ex parte* motion under 28 USC sec. 1782 in Delaware, seeking permission to serve intrusive discovery on Drumcliffe – notably, documents and deposition testimony regarding (1) the identities of Drumcliffe’s beneficial owners/or ultimate stakeholders; (2) Respondents’ relationship to current or former FRN officials; and (3) any contractual and/or financial arrangements that Drumcliffe has entered into with respect to the OPL 245 proceedings. Eni’s discovery application, and the legal theories it claims that discovery will support, are premised on a tenuous and discredited conspiracy theory that Eni sources entirely to internet media reports. According to Eni, Drumcliffe stands to earn a windfall from the litigation brought by the FRN’s recovery agent, and has therefore managed to induce the FRN (possibly through backdoor deals with unnamed Nigerian officials) to bring unsubstantiated claims against Eni and to stonewall Eni’s ongoing efforts to exploit OPL 245. Eni claims that it intends to use evidence of this alleged conspiracy in the Milan proceedings, and in an ICSID arbitration which Eni filed only days before the 1782 motion.

Eni’s application exemplifies a growing trend in asset recovery finance, and in litigation funding in general, where deep-pocketed defendants accused of civil and criminal wrongdoing engage in collateral attacks against funders in order frustrate the claims against them.

The strategy rests on three fundamentally flawed assumptions. First, defense counsel assume that expenditure of additional capital will cause the funder to stop funding the claim. Second, they believe they can drive a wedge between the funders and plaintiffs by causing a funder to focus on self-preservation at the expense of the core claim. Third, they hope that by making the terms of funding agreements public, judges will be less willing to award damages to a plaintiff because part of the proceeds will go to the funder.

But these assumptions are misguided. First, in any high-value commercial dispute, the costs of defending third-party discovery efforts generally pale in comparison to the funder’s overall financial commitment to the core claim. Second, in our experience, these discovery attacks only galvanize the relationship between the funder and its client (Drumcliffe and Johnson & Johnson) – simply by laying bare the continued malfeasance of the wrongdoer (Eni). Finally, as a result of the growth of the litigation financing industry, judges are rarely surprised to learn litigation is financed. As a fellow funder put it, all litigation is financed: by the plaintiff who pays his lawyers by the hour, by the lawyers who work on a contingency fee agreement, or by a third-party who pays the lawyers in exchange for a percentage of proceeds.

In the OPL 245 litigation, U.S. District Judge Maryellen Noreika issued an Order granting Eni’s motion, which (as is common) was made on an *ex parte* basis, without hearing or opposition. Drumcliffe subsequently challenged the Order through a Motion to Vacate, Quash or Modify and/or for Protective Order. In its Motion, Drumcliffe framed Eni’s discovery request as a meritless
attempt to exact retribution against a commercial litigation funder that has assisted the FRN — Eni’s victim — in holding Eni responsible for its crimes. Drumcliffe argued that the relevant statutory and discretionary factors weigh heavily against the discovery, and also that Eni violated its duty of candor to the court by conjuring suspicion and intrigue where none exists, and by failing to disclose important facts, including that the evidentiary phase of the Milan trial has closed, and that the court is now hearing closing arguments. With its Motion, Drumcliffe submitted evidence in the form of an affidavit from its principal that:

- Drumcliffe has no direct relationship with the FRN, contractual or otherwise;
- All of its investors are domiciled in the United States, and none is a current or former FRN official;
- Drumcliffe is entitled to a percentage of J&J’s small share of any recovery, not the FRN’s share; and
- Drumcliffe does not have any rights to the direction, control settlement or conduct of the litigation.

Ultimately, Drumcliffe’s position is that the information would be of no use to Eni, regardless of what cockamamie theory it presents to support its use in either Milan or with ICSID.

In its opposition to Drumcliffe’s Motion to Quash, Eni recycles many of the arguments in its original 1782 Motion while at the same time creating a veneer of complications attendant to questions of Italian law – hoping the court will default to the path of least resistance and allow its Order to stand. It also claims Drumcliffe’s description of its relationships with J&J and the FRN is too “carefully crafted,” and therefore supports Eni’s speculation a dirty deal is afoot.

As at the time of writing, Drumcliffe has not filed its Reply, and no hearing has been set. It is, therefore, entirely possible that even if Eni ultimately prevails, it will be too late to submit evidence in the Milan trial which is scheduled to wrap up in February 2021. This will leave Eni with limited options for deploying any discovery it obtains – on appeal in Italy (if it can overcome the high bar to admitting new evidence) or in the arbitration (where discovery traditionally is more limited than in the federal courts, and for which Eni has resisted enunciating a theory of relevance). Of course, none of this will matter to Eni if, as Drumcliffe has suggested, its primary goal in seeking this discovery is retributive.

What Eni’s discovery application makes clear is that bad actors – if their pockets are deep enough – will use any and all means to avoid accountability, including the same legal tools that more commonly are deployed against perpetrators of fraud and corruption, instead of their victims. Ultimately, it is a fool’s errand, but one which their high-paid defense attorneys are more than happy to run on a full-fee, hourly basis.
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